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The late Proterozoic Wonoka Formation of the Adelaide Geosyncllne,

South AustraLia, is a regressive mixed carbonatezsiiiciclastic sequence of

marine origin. Within the study area in the Central and South Flinders

Zones the Wonoka Formation averages about 800 m in thickness, and has been

subdlvided into eleven mappable units that can be traced laterally over a

wide area despite facies changes. The vertieai sequence can be summarized

as the gradual development, progradation, and eventual descruction of a

storm-dominated carbonate ramp. deposited under open shelf conditions. The

ramp sequence is capped by lagoonal, tidai and supratidal carbonates and

siliciclastics deposited in an interval of intertonguing with the overlying

Bonney Sandstone.

Palaeocurrent trends and changing sediment component ratios indicate

that throughout much of the Wonoka Formation the siliciclastic component had

a consistent westerly deltaic source, and combined proximality trends

indicate that the ramp deepened gradually to the east and north. The

interpreted synchronous facies sequence grades laterally from proximal

thick-bedded and amalgamated caleareous tempestites with HCS and little

interbedded shale, via a distai thin-bedded calcareous tempestite/shale

sequence, to thin-bedded calcareous storm-Benerated turbidites. carbonate,,

shale rhythmites. and eventually into a shale dominated basinai sequence.

In the vicinity of the Centrali North Flinders Zone boundary rapid

facies and thickness changes are eonsistent with a tectonically controlled

hinge line or "shelf edge" that separated the carbonate ramp to the south

from a deeper shale-dominated marginal basin to the north, Two distinct

phases of tectonic activity are recorded. The earlier phase was associated

wlth rapid down-faulting of the northern basin creating an elongate zone of

steep local palaeoslope with associated gravity flow deposits. This event

can be tlnked to the initlation of erosion of a series of large channels

that are interpreted as elements of a single maJor submarine canyon system

vl



over 100 km in length, and incised over 1000 m into unrlerlying sedimenrs.

The canyon system was cut subaqueously by gravlty-induced flow mechanisms

follolvinB the tectonic diversion of large amounts of deltalc sand across

restricted parts of the shelf edge during a period marked by widespread mud

deposition elsewhere. Canyon infilling occuned rapidly ln response to

decreasing slope and inceasing carbonate generation on [he shelf to the

soLrth, The presence of large-scale submarine canyons within the Wonoka

Formation indicates the existence of oceanic depths (>1 km) to the north and

southeast of the Flinders Ranges during Iower Wonoka time, and lends further

support to the notion that the AdelaÌde Geosyncline is a continental margin

sequence.

During late wonoka time a seeond phase of tectonic activity was

associated with the intrusion of a series of diapiric islands along the

hinge line. This series of barriers separated rhe relatively thin lagoonal

to supratidal carbonate and siliciclastic sequence to the south from a much

thicker and somewhat deeper sequence of storm-dominaterl sanrls and minor

carbonates deposited in an area of more rapid subsidence to the north.

The discovery of a thin (?)aleal fossil (?Pàlaeopaseichnus) horizon in

the upper Wonoka Formation is significant as a regional synchronous marker

horizon in a sequence otherwise lacking in biostratigraphic eontrol, and as

an important contribution to ,Precambrian palaeontology. Other fossils from

the upper Wonoka Formation include the oldest undoubted metazoan remains

reeognized in Australia.

The Wonoka Formation is one of relatively few described ancient

examples of storm-dominated carbonate shelf sedimentation, and apparently

represents the only well described Proterozoie sequence of rhis type. It

differs from Phanerozoic sequences in its unusually grea[ thickness,

impiying a very fine ballance between subsidence and carbonale production

rate, and in the nature of the component carbonates. The wonoka shelf

carbonates are interpreted as inorganic precipitates, reworked not from

shallow banks, but formed direetly in the mlddle shelf envlronment.

vll
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I.I OPENING REMARKS

The stmple st,atement, "the present ls the ke¡'to the past" ls O

hailed as the basls of dynamic stratigraphr- (Mathews' r974; 1984)'

true that many modern shallow marine and terrestrial sedlmentary

Ir is

environments have been studied in great detaii, and the knowledge thus

gained has been invaluable for interpreting' slmilar environmenls in the

geological record, The same is not true of manr- aspects of subtidal shelf

and deep sea sedimentar)' environments, Until the recent advent of sonar,

seismic profiles, submersibles, dredging and off-shore drilling, we knew

virtuall)'nothing of rvhat lay beneath the photic zone. Even today our

knowledge is still somer¡rhat timited, We know of the gross surfaee

morphology of our continental shelves and slopes. their canyons and

associated deep sea fans, Near surface coring and dredging has provided a

broad plcture of the present distribution of sedlments. and deep sea

photographs and high resolution side sean sonal' hint at the range of

bedforms that har¡e been generated on t'arious scales. Seismic profiles,

correlated u'ith often sparse drill hole data, give an overt'iew of the

eonfiguration of sedimentary packages and their temporal relationships. But

on a mesoscale, knor,vledge of the sedimentar)' facies that comprise these

environments has developed largely through the study of ancient examples

which are now lithified, uplifted and dissected for our convenience' For

example, the concept of turbidites and knowledge of their internal

stratification, biogenic structures and laterai variation. has developed

Iargel¡' through the study of ancient ftysch deposits (e.g. Bouma, 1962)' Of

particular relegance to this study is hummoeky cross-stratification (Harms

et al.. l9Z5), abundant in ancient shelf deposits, but until very recently

unconfirmed on modern shelves, apparently due not to its absence, but rather

to problems of reeognizing large scale sedimentary struetures in narrow

core, and the difficulties of observlng shelf sediments under storm

conditions. In addition, the proeesses of ltthification has the effect of

selectively- enhancing man)' features that are difficult to recognlze in

I



modern sedlments, Turbidites and hummocli¡' cross-stratlflcatlon are both

examples of "event-stratification" (Einsele & Seilacher, t982); products of

rare events by human time standards, that cumulatively become abundant ln

the geological record. Hence we rarely, if ever, witness their deposition,

and our knon'ledge of them and the facies they constltute, must be based

ìargely on the ancient record,

The stud)' of well preserved ancient shelf, slope and basin sequences

can thus provide important additional information to that obtained from

studies of modern environments. Hence the past may sometimes be the key to

the present, Integration of all available data from modern and ancient

examples of any environment should produce more aceurate facies models for

use as a basis for future research and exploration.

The excellent outcrops in the Flinders Ranges which dissect the

srratigraph¡' in varying orientations, provide an ideai field laboratory for

researching a diversity of ancient sedimentar¡' environments. The late

proterozoic Wonoka Formation, which displat's a variety of shelf and deeper

environments composed of both carbonate and siliciclastic sediments, is an

ideal example, This thesis defines, describes and interprets the complexity

of sedimentary facies that comprise the Wonoka Formation. and documents

their temporal and spatial variations, The ultimate aim is to reconstruct

the changing palaeogeography of the Adelaide Geosyncline during deposition

of the wonoka Formation. and determine the tectonic and other processes

controlling sedimentation, as a basis for constructing a coneeptual

depositional model for comparison with similar studies from the geological

record and modern settings.

Chapter 2 sets the stratigraphic framework used throughout the thesis,

and provides individual interpretations of the units described. Chapter 3

uses this framework to describe and interpret the effects of syndepositional

tectonism and diapirism on sedimentation along the northern margin of the

,



stud)' area. Chapter 4 follows with descriptlons of newly diseovered

submarine can)'on fitls in this northern area, and discusses thelr regional

implications and new constralnts on the origln and evolutlon of these

enigmatic structures. Chapter 5 briefly describes new fossll discoveries

within the Wonoka Formation, and discusses their local and reglonal

biostratigraphic impiications. Chapter 6 concludes by combining the

interpretations of Chapters 2, 3 and 4 into a regional synthesis of maior

teetonic and deposltional e\/ents, and provides a depositional model for the

main part of the Wonoka Formation, which is then used lor comparison with

other models.

I.2 REGIONAL GEOLOGICAL SETTING

l-2.1 The Adelaide GeosYncline

The Adelaide Geos¡-nciine (David & Browne. 1950) comprises a major

north-south trendinp. zone of late Proterozoic (Adelaidean) and Cambrian

sedimenÌs u'ithin South Australia. A recent review can be found in Rutland

et al. (1981). The tens of kiiometres of sediment that comprise this

feature were foided, metamorphosed, and intruded to varying degrees during

the Cambro-Ordovician Delamerian Orogeny, to produce a fold belt that

currentl)' extends in outcrop from Kangaroo Island in the south, through the

Mt. Lofty, Flinders and Willouran Ranges, to the isolated inliers of the

Peake and Denison Ranges 950 km to the north (Fig. 1.1). The fold beit has

a maximum width of neariy 300 km in the area east of Port Augusta. To the

west. the eorrelative, though relatively thin, flat lying, and condensed

sequence on the Stuart Sheif is separated from the fold belt by the poorly

e.xposed Torrens Hinge Zone (Thomson, 1969), which is bounded to the west by

the Torrens Lineament and to the east by a series of thrust faults marking

the western edge of the Flinders and Mount Lofty Ranges. The northern and

eastern margins of the Adelaide Geosyncline are largely obscured by Mesozoic

and Cainozoic cover, and at the southern limit the sequence trends west

beneath modern continental shelf sediments and is presumably truncated by

3



FIGURIg 1- l_

Generalized geological map of the .+delaide Geosyncline and

stuart Shelf showing the position of the structural zones

referred to in the text (after priess et al., tggl). The

outlined study area is enlarged in Fie. 1,5.
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the present eontlnental margln. Much of the fold belt has been reactivated

by Cainozolc faulting, and subsequent erosion has produced excellent

outcrops, especially in the Flinders Ranges.

Pre-Adelaide Geosyncline basement consisting of early to middle

Proterozoic metamorphics, sediments, voLcanics and intrusives are widely

distributed to the west of the Geosyncline on Eyre and Yorke Peninsulas

(Gawier Craton) and to the east in the Olary and Mt. Painter regions

(inliers of the Curnamona Cratonic Nucleus). Simiiar basement underlies at

least part of the Adelaide Geosyncline, as indicated by smali inliers in the

Rdeiaide region and Peake and Denison Ranges, as well as basement blocks

exhumed by diapirs in the central Flinders Ranges.

preiss et al, (in Rutland et aL. 1981) has divided the Delamerian fold

belt into a number of convenient structural zones, u¡ith tectono-

stratigraphic significance (see Fig. 1,1), In brief; an area of generaliy

north-south oriented broad open foiding (Central Flinders Zone) separates a

more tightlv folded east-u¡est arcuate zone to the north (North Flinders

Zone), from the main Mt. Lofty-Olary fold belt to the south, which is itself

divided into a number of separate zones (South Flinders Zone. Houghton

Anticlinat Zone. Inner Nackara Arc and Outer Fleurieu Arc), To the east,

the Broken Hill Zone is separated from the main geosyncline by an area of

crystalline basement, The South, Central, and North Flinders Zones clearly

had somewhat different histories during at least parts of Wonoka time, and

as such form an ideal spacial subdivision when diseussing the Wonoka

Formation. Henee this structurai zone elassification will be referred to

frequently throughout this thesis.

A generalized stratigraphy of the Adelaide Geosyncline is given in Fig,

1.2(a). Sprigg (1952) was the first to suggest that this sequence was

deposited on a continental margin, Recent studies by von der Borch (1980),

Preiss (1983) and Gunn (1984) have produced considerable evidence in support

4
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(a) Higher-rank lithostrarigraphy of rhe Adelaide Geosyncline

(After priess, l9g2), with detail of the ivilpena Group in the

Flinders Ranges at right.

(b) correlation chart comparing units used in this thesis at

right, with those referred to by earlier workers.
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of this model, and lndicate that the sequence closely resembles those

developed ln post-Permian rifts and passive eontinental margins. Under this

scenarlo the onset of rifting was assoclated with the deposltion of

evaporitic laeustrine sediments and volcanics of the Callanna Group, whieh

were later involved in extensive syn-depositional diaplrism throughout much

of the Adelaide Geosyncline. Recent dating of the volcanics indicates that

deposition was initiated at about 800 Ma (Fanning et aI', I986)' The

succeeding syn-rift Burra Group comprises a variety of alluvial fan, deltaic

and lacustrine depositionaL enr¡ironments, but lacks definitive evidence of

marine influence, The callanna and Burra Groups (warrina supergroup) are

largelr- confined to the Geosyncline.

preiss (tgss) has suggested that the regional unconformity separating

the Burra Group from the overlying Llmberatana Group may be analogous to the

breakupunconformit}''"o^.atingriftfrompost-riftsequencesinmodern

passive margins. The Umberatana and overlying Wilpena Groups (Heysen

Supergroup), comprising various giacigene and shalloltr to basinal marine

sediments, transgressed periodicaily onto the stuart Sheif and are thickly

der¡eioped within the Geosyncline. Sueceeding Cambrian marine sediments

(Moraiana Supergroup) were wldespread within the Geosyncline and adiacent

shelves but have been largely removed by subsequent erosion in many areas'

Sediments of comparable age and facies are found in a broad north-south

zone across Austratia (Officer, Amadeus, Ngalia, Georgina and Birrindudu

Basins) and Antarctica, Several recent workers have suggested the lt

juxtaposition of the Proterozoic basins of western North America to eastern

Australia and Antarctica prior to rifting in the late Proterozoic (e.9.

Eisbacher. 1985; Young, 1986)' This is based largely on the close

similarity of major late Proterozoic serlimentary cycles within these basins,

1.2.2 The WilPena Group

The \[onoka Formation belongs to the late Proterozoic Wilpena Group
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(Dalgarno & Johnson, 1964) lFiC, t,2(a)1, the stratigraphy of whlch requlres

brief discussion, as dlfferent formations wilt be referred to in various

parts of the thesis. The Wilpena Group comprises two maJor coarsening

upward regressive marine cycies. The base of the lower cycle fs marked by

the thin, laterally perslstent though not continuous, dolomitic Nuecaleena

Formation. The Nuccaieena Formation in most places conformably overlies the

Elatina Formation, comprlsing the upper of two maior glacigene sequences

within the Umberatana croup, and is suceeeded by a thick shallowing and

coarsening upward sequence of deltaic siliciclasties of the Brachina

Formation, whieh is capped by prograding shallow marine sands of the ABC

Range Quartzite. The lower cycle has a maximum thickness of about 2200 m

and comprises the Brachina Subgroup of Plummer (1978a,c), who elevated

Leeson's(I970)Moolooloo,N{oorillahandBayleyRangeMembersofthe

Brachina Formation to formation statUs. However, current usage returns

these units to their former status, Plummer (1978a,c) demonstrated that the

ABC Range Quartzite intertongues with the two upper members of the Brachina

Formation in the southwest Ftinders Ranges' where it reaches a maximum

thickness of l8o0 m. The ABC Range Quartzite thins and eventually lenses

out to the east and north. The dominantly maroon siitstones and brown fine-

grained sandstones of the Brachina Formation pass laterally into the green

Ulupa Siltstone in the deeper areas in the southeastern and northern

Flinders Ranges. Dyson (1983) and Dyson and von der Borch (1986) report

basal thin-bedded turbidites and mudstones grading up into a thick

tempestite sequence eontaining hummocky cross-stratification in the Braehina

Formation of the Adelaide area. The author has recognized similar sequences

in the Flinders Ranges, Plummer (I978b,c) found evidence of tuffaeeous

contributions to the Brachina Formation, particularly within the Moorillah

Member.

The ABC RanBe euartzite is abruptly but conformably overlain by the

monotonous maroon and ìesser green shales of the Bunyeroo Formatlon, which
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average 4OO m in thickness ln the centraì Flinders Ranges. Due to a lack of

sedlmentary structures, details of the depositional setting are poorly

known, but appd,rently involved relatively deep water in an envlronment

generally starved of coarse sediment. The Bunyeroo Formation ls dlscussed

in more detail in section 2.2.

The succeeding Wonoka Formation, which is the subject of this thesis,

indicates a regressive event and can be summarized as the development and

shallorving of a storm dominated carbonate ramp that cuiminated in the

deposition of lagoonal carbonates that intertongue with tidal t<¡ supratidal

siiiciclastics of the o'r¡erlying Bonney Sandstone in the Central and South

Flinders Zones. The ramp sequence grades laterally via a tectonically

controlled shelf edge, into a somewhat deeper shale dominated marginal basin

sequenee in the North Flinders Zone, \¡arious aspects of the Wonoka sequence

have been previousiy reported by Haines (1986a-c, see Appendix 3),

The Bonney Sandstone is eomposed of red coloured siliciclastics of a

prograding tidai mud flat and delta sand ridge compiex, which pass up into

alluviai plain sediments (Gehling, 19S2). It is disconformably overlain by

more mature marine sands and minor siltstones of the Rawnsley Quartzite,

together comprising the Pound Subgroup of Jenkins, (1975b)' Late

precambrian fossils of the Ediacara assemblage occur within the Ediacara

Member (Jenkins. 1975b; Jenkins et al', 1983) of the Rawnsley Quartzite'

The sediments of the Ediacara Member, which localiy fill targe scale valleys

incised into undertying units, are somewhat anomalous. Gehling (1982)

considers that this sequence represents pelagic silts and proximal turbidite

grain-flow sands, grading up into subtidal sands and silts, where fossils

are preserved on the base of storm-surge sands. The Rawnsley Quartzite is

generally disconformably overlain by the Lower Cambrian Parachilna

Formation, In the Northern Flinders Ranges the basal Cambrian Uratanna

Formation is locally present beneath the Parachilna Formation and may fill
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deep erosional valleys ineised lnto the Rawnsley Quartzlte (Daily, 1973).

In the far northeastern Flinders Ranges the Wonoka Formation is

overlain by a thick, poorly studied sequence of mudstones with minor

sandstones and earbonates known as the Billy Springs Beds (Forbes, 1966;

Coates & Blissett, l97l). The depositional environrnent and stratiSraphic

relationship to the southern sequence is uricertain, but |t probably

represents deeper water lateral equivalents of the upper wonoka Formation

and Pound Subgroup, and perhaps extends into the Cambrian' The Billy

Springs Beds are discussed further in section 3.9.

Jenkins (1981) erected the Ediacaran System comprising the Wonoka

Formation and Pound Subgroup at the nominated stratotype, Bunyeroo Creek

In contrast, the Ediacarian System of Cloud and Glaessner (1982) comprises

the entire Wilpena Group at the same stratotype. Fossil evidenee for and

against these subdivisions ls discussed in Chapter 5'

Christie-Blick and von der Borch (1985), and von der Borch ef a/. (in

prep.) have applied the recent concept of sequence boundaries to subdivide

the Wiipena Group and suggest correlations with the late Proterozoic of

North America (Brigham Group) on the basis that these boundaries may be

related to global eustatic sealevel changes. Von der Borch et al. $n

prep.) recognize the base of the Wilpena Group and the base of the Bunyeroo

Formation as major sequence boundaries related to coastal onlap, and

interpret the base of the Wonoka Formation (as redefined by Gostin and

Jenkins, lg83) as either a downlap surface, or a combined deepwater sequence

boundary and dorrynlap surface.

l.Z.g Basin configuration and sediment distribution durlng late

Wilpena Group time

part of what follows has been derived from Iater sections of this

thesls, but is summarized ln this introductory chapter ln order to set the

entire cycle in a regional palaeogeographic framework.
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The upper cycle of the Wilpena Group ls generally restricted to the

Fllnders Ranges, with minor outerops ln the Torrens Hinge Zone near the

northern end of Lake Torrens. However, minor outerops of Bunyeroo Formation

equivaients occur at Yarrawurta Cllff (Yarloo Shale) near the eastern edge

of the Stuart Shelf, and above the ABC Ranee Quartzite equivalent on the

MILANG geological map sheet (Hororvitz & Thomson, 1960) in the Mt. Lofty

Ranges sourh of Adelaide, Amoco dlamond drill holes SCYW I and SCYW la on

the eastern edge of the Stuart Shelf passed through 191 m of interpreted

Yarioo Shale, overlain by Cambrian sediments (Miliet et al,, 1982).

Hotvever, re-examination of this core suggests that the upper 118 m is

equivalent to units 1,2 and lower unit 3 of the redefined Wonoka Formation,

The upper cycie also appears to be absent from the thin Adelaidean sequence

covering part of the Curnamona Nucleus, although very little deep drillhole

data is available, In general Cambrian sediments disconformably overlie the

Brachina Formation or older units as in Moorowie No.1 (Elliott, 1984), which

is situated 10 km east of the eastern edge of outcrop of the northern

Flinders Ranges. These include thick outerops of the upper Wilpena Group

with tittle evidence to suggest that they represent a basin margin sequence.

It is uneertain whether the spacial restriction of the upper cyele is due to

restriction of depositional area or due largely to later erosion, It is

possible that during upper Wilpena time the Central Flinders Zone was a

relatively narrow (presently 170 km wide, but this has probably been

tectonically shortened) seaway between the Gawler Craton to the west and the

Curnamona Nucleus to the east. However there is no evidenee from the Wonoka

Formation that there was any input of detrital sediment from the east and

palaeocurrents from the eastern edge of the Central Flinders Zone lndicate a

general continuation of the east facing palaeoslope established from western

outcrops (see Chapter 2), In the Wonoka Formation of the Northern Flinders

Ranges there is evidence of a rise in topography towards the east, but no

basin margin sequenee has been encountered. Hence, a shallow sea may have
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covered all or part of the Curnamona Nueleus durlng Wonolta tlme, but

subsequent erosion prior to the Early Cambrian removed any deposlts.

Evidence presented in Chapter 4 suggests that open ocean (depth ) I km) was

present to the north and southeast. The western palaeoshorellne ls

interpreted to lie somewhere in the vicinlty of the eastern edge of the

Stuart Shelf during most of Wonoka time, and prograded to the east and

northeast during latest Wonoka time. However it is possible that thin

equivalents of the Wonoka Formation have been removed front the Stuart Shelf

by later erosion.

I.3 PREVIOUS INVESTIGATIONS OF THE WONOKA FORMATION

The chart in Fig. 1.2(b) summarizes the correlation of units'used in

this thesis with those of earlier workers.

1.3.1 General investigations

In one of the eariiest geological reports on the Flinders Ranges,

Selwyn (1860) described olive-brown and biue sandy shales, and thin

calcareous shales lying beneath the thick sandstones and quartzites making

up Wilpena pound. This appears to be the first reference to what is now

known as the Wonoka Formation.

one of the most active of the early workers on Flinders Ranges geology

was Sir Douglas Mawson, who, in a series of papers between 1923 and 1949,

wrote extensiveiy on their strueture and stratigraphy and laid the important

groundwork for later mapping programs. Of interest here are Mawson (1938),

(1g3g) and (1941), Which describe a series of measured sections across late

precambrian and Carnbrian strata in the Flinders Ranges. Mawson (1938)

described the Parachilna Gorge seetion from the Brachlna Formation to the

uppermost Cambrian exposure, Units 8 to l8 of his lower (sub-Cambrian)

series correspond to the Wonoka Formation as used here. Of particular

lnterest is Mawson's suggestion that the lower Wonoka Formation (hls units 8

and 9) is tuffaceous, along with his units 1,2 (Brachlna Formation) and 7

to



(Bunyeroo Formation). In hls unit l7 (unlt 7 of this work) Mawson reeords

the presence of "mlcro-cryptozoon structure", which presumably refers to the

stylonodular beddlng which ls common at this lnterval Q'1O.2), Mawson

(Iggg) also refers to this feature by the descriptive term "mesh texture'"

Mawson (l9gg) described a similar but.more extenslve measured section

along Brachina Creek, in which the redefined Wonoka Formation comprlses his

units 57 to 65. Mawson (1939) used the lnformal name "Aroona Valley flags"

to designate his unlts 57 to 60 [units I to 4(?) herel and "Aroona Valley

limestone belt" to designate his units 61 to 65 lunits 6(?) to 1I herel'

These terms were later abandoned because the name Aroona Creek Limestone

came into common usage for a Cambrian unit in the northern Flinders Ranges

(Da.lgarno and Johnson, 1964). In Mawson (1941) tne Wonoka Formation

comprises his unirs 29(b) to 32 of the Wilpena Pound section and the upper

part of unit 14 to unit L7 of the Druid Range section'

Dalgarno and Johnson (1964) formally defined the Wonoka Formation and

nominated the Brachina Creek exposure, where it is "of the order of 1,500

feet in thickness", as the type section. In the formal definition (their

pC.f9) they equate their Wonoka Formation with units 6l-65 of Mawson

(1939). However this interval comprises only 780 feet by Mawson's

measurements. It appears from Dalgarno and Johnson's description and the

coordinates given for the base of the type section, that Mairson's (1939)

units 59-65 were intended. The name was derived from Wonoka Creek north of

Hawker. The aboriginal Word "wlnoka" means "a daughtel" according to

Cockburn (1984).

Dalgarno and Johnson (1966) mapped the distribution of the Wonoka

Formation on the PARACHILNA 1:250 000 geological map sheet' Further

ourcrops were reeorded on the ANDAMOOKA (Johns, 1966), ORROROO (Binks,

1968), PORT AUGUSTA (Dalgarno et al', 1968) and COPELY (Coats' 1973)

l:250 0OO sheets, and probable occurrences were reported on the MARREE sheet
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(Forbes et al., I965). Minor outcrop is also recorded on the unpublished

CURDIMURKA and OLARY prelimlnary geological maps'

The need for a distinct and reglonally significant basal positlon for

the Edlacaran (Jenkins, f98f) led Gostln and Jenkins (1983) to redefine the

base of the Wonoka Formation, Iowering it to the base of the thin but

Iaterally persistent dolostone marking the base of the "Wearing Dolomlte

Member" (Dalgarno et al., 1964), formally of the upper Bunyeroo Formation'

As indicated above, von der Borch et aL (in prep.) interpret this boundary

as a deep urater seguence boundary or downlap surface' The former boundary

position of Daigarno and Johnson (1964) was generally mapped at the colour

change from dominantly maroon to dominantly green, a transition which was

easiìy detected on black and white aerial photographs in most areas, but

which may be hiehiy gradational and laterally somewhat diachronous'

coats(i964)recordedan,unusualstratigraphicthickeningand

discordanee between the wonoka Formation and underlying sediments near Patsy

Springs in the northern Flinders Ranges. Subsequent mapping has revealed

many more examples. Originally eonsidered to be the product of iarge scale

slumping, a submarine canyon origin has now become widely, although not

unirrersally accepted. The history of investigation of these structures is

recorded in Chapter 4'

Webb (I980) obtained a Rb-Sr shale date of 588J35 Ma for the Yarloo

Shale in the Amoco diamond drill hole SCYW la on the eastern Stuart Shelf.

However, as indicated in !.2.9, the upper I18 m of this intervaL appears to

be the equivalent of the lower Wonoka Formation, as redefined by Gostin and

Jenkins (1983). Of the seven samples (taken over an interval of I07 m),

that were analysed for dating (Webb & Whitehead' 1980)' three were taken

from the interval recognlzed here as lower Wonoka Formation' Hence, if

reliable, this date represents the timing of the Bunyeroo-tilonoka transition'

and rhus the base of the Edlacaran, Jenkins (19844) suggests that the
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Edlacaran may be dated between 590 Ma and 646-640 Ma based on world-wlde

evidence.

1.3.2 Economlc lnvestigatlons

The Wonoka Formation has been of llttle economlc lnterest. Mlnor

copper and other base metal deposits occur, e.g, Jubllee Mines and Vesey

Claim Mine in the Northern Flinders Ranges, but have resulted in little

production. In an attempt to define areas of possible stratiform

mineralisation, Stainton (1978) studied facies trends in the Wonoka and

Bunyeroo Formations in the Beltana area, which lead to the unsuccessful

diamond drilt hoie Mt. James No. I (Comalco Ltd.) north of Ediacara Range.

A number of minor barite deposits occur within the lower Wonoka Formation in

the northwestern Flinders Ranges, most notable being the Nankabunyana

deposit (Olliver & Scott, 1976) at the northwestern end of the Mt. Scott

Range. Here veins of barÌte up to 2.6 m thick oecur along a series of minor

faults and fractures. Attempts have been made to open the deposit with

bulidozer cuts but there are no records of production. Olliver and Scott

(1976) state that reserves total 1200 tonnes measured and 4800 tonnes

inferred to a depth of IO m, with 690 tonnes per metre below this level.

The Wonoka Formation contains large reserves of limestone but markets

are too far away to warrant major production. Following diamond drilling

(Pain, I978), a considerable quantity of limestone was produced from a

quarry in the upper Wonoka Formation (unit 7) l0 km south-southwest of

Beltana which was used locally in the construction of the sealed highway

betÌveen Parachilna and Leigh Creek. Cem quality banded calcite has been

mined from veins in the Wonoka Formation near Warrioota 26 km west of

Beltana, Scott (1976) states that indicated reserves of 62 tonnes of banded

calcite and associated brecciated material occur to a depth of 2 m, with an

additional 108 tonnes inferred.
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I.4 PRINCIPALS OF STORM SEDIMENTATION

Much of the Wonoka Formatlon is inferred to have been influenced by

storm processes, includlng large portions which are totally dominated by

storm deposits and display abundant hummocky cross-stratlficatlon (HCS) and

other storm-formed struetures. As thelr correct interpretatfon is of key

lmportance to thls thesis, lt is necessary t'o ¡riefty revlew some of the

concepts of storm deposition and storm dominated sequenees in the light of

recent research.

Siliciclastic shallow marineishelf systems have been divlded into three

main types: (a) tide dominated (fZSó of modern shelves), (b) storm dominated

(80%), and (c) shelves dominated by intruding ocean currents (3%) (Watker,

1984a). Despite the abundance of modern storm dominated shelves, the study

of storm sedimentation processes, and particularty the recognition of

ancient storm dominated sequences, are relatively new to sedimentology,

This is apparently due largely to the difficulties of observing storm

sedimentation in action and recreating such effects under laboratory

conditions, and to the problem of studying large sedimentary structures in

narrow cores, It is also.due to the different approach to storm processes

applied by oceanographers and marine geologists, in comparison to those

appLied by land-based geologists (Walker, 1984a). The greatest single

landmark has been the recognition of hummocky cross-stratification (HCS),

and its interpretation as a wave-formed structure. HCS is described in

detail in 1.4.2, The term 'tempestite', introduced by Ager (1974), has

often been applied to beds deposited by storm processes, particularly in the

German literature, and is synonomous with terms such as 'storm bed' used by

other authors. It is used throughout this thesis as a general term to

denote all types of interpreted storm deposits, whether or not they contain

HCS.

1.4.1 Fairweather versus storm processes and the concept of wave base

In geological discussions the term 'storm' is restricted to rare storms
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of exceptlonal lntenslty that only occur at any partlcular loeation on a

timeseale of hundreds or thousands of years. Lesser Etorms, sueh as those

that occur on an annual basis, along wlth normal day-to-day processes, are

considered 'fairweather'. The term 'wave base' is applled to the maximum

depth under which waves ean move bottom,sediments, and generally equals

about half the wavelength (Elliott, 1986). Thus 'storm wave base' is the

maximum depth at which storm waves influence bottom sediments, and

'fairweather wave base' refers to the average penetration of wave influence

during falrweather conditions IFig..t.3(a)1, Of course storm waves will

produce major effects above fairweather wave base, but subsequent

fairweather processes will largely or totally obliterate the unique

signature of storm sedimentation. Suspended sediment may also be carried

below storm wave base during storm events, but the resulting bed will once

again lack the signature imposed by wave activity,

The depth to storm and fairweather wave bases in ancient sequences is

difficult to ascerrain. and wili vary considerabiy depending on climatic

factors, basin configuration, wave fetch and grainsize, Thus few workers

have attempted to express them quantitatively. Fenton and Wilson (I985)

suggest vaiues as great as 200 m (typical depth of outer continental shelf)

for storm wave base, and 50 m for fairweather wave base on open sheives and

oceans. Brenchley (1985) suggests the lesser value of 150 m for storm wave

base in the same setting.

1.4.2 Hummocky cross-stratification

The term hummocky eross-stratification (HCS) was colned by Harms (in

Harms et al., 1975), although this strueture had been described previously

by a number of authors, most notably as "truncated wave ripple lamination"

(Campbell, 1966), and as part of the sequenee of "sublittoral sheet

sandstones" of Goldring & Bridges, (1972). Since 1975 HCS has been

described from many ancient (mainly shelf) sequences throughout the world
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.

storm wave base, and provides a model for generation of HCS and

] associated turbidites as eonceived by walker (lgg4): ,,storm

winds create coastal set up, and cyclic loading of the

substrate by storm waves may liquify the substrate. The

liquified sediment may flow and accelerate basinward,

transforming into a turbidity current with all of rhe sediment

in suspension. Deposition from this flow below storm wave base

would result in turbidites with Bouma sequences. Above storm

wave base, waves feeling the bottom would rework the turbidity

current deposits into Hcs. HCS could also form above

fairweather wave base, but would probably be reworked into

other sedimentary structures by the fairweather processes".

(b) Block diagram of a typical single HCS bed wirhin

bioturbated mudstone, with anotation of major eharacteristics

From lValker (1982).



(Duke,1986, llsts lO7 occurrences), and has beeome reeognized as the most

signlficant indicator of storm-lnflueneed sedimentary envlronments.

HCS is characterlzed by gently curved sets of lamellae that are convex-

up (hummocks) as well as concave-up (swales). Cross sets dip at low angles,

generally less than l5o. In plan view the hummoeks and swales tend to be

radially symmetrical and internally there is no preferred direction of dlp

of cross sets so that all vertical sections are similar regardless of

orientation. These features are summarized in Fig, 1.3(b). Most HCS is

apparently produced when sediment is draped over an erosional hummock and

swale surfaee. The laminae in the drape thicken in the troughs and thin

onto the crests, thus tending to flatten the topography prior to renewed

erosion. However, in a small number of cases hummocks have apparently

formed by aecretion rather than erosion, and laminae thicken to form erests

and thin to form troughs (Brenchley, 1985).

Hummock spacing typically ranges from 1to 6 m (Duke, 1985), but ln the

Wonoka Formation smaller structures with similar eharacteristies are also

eommon and are distinguished in this thesis as "small-scale HCS". HCS of

similar scale and characteristics to these are described and figured by

Brenchley (1985). Wu (1982) refers to "short waveiength hummocky cross

bedding" which he considers to have a deeper water origin ,n"n na, of normal

scale based on their relative position in the sequence he studied*.

* The author has observed HCS of wideiy differing scales in success ive beds
and hence there is probably no direct relationship between size of HCS and
water depth. However it seems iikely that, given uniform grain-size, HCS

size at a particular depth may be related directly to storm intenslty. Thus
prevaience of one size over another, and changing size ratios, may have some
potential as a relative depth indicator. In the Wonoka Formation there
appears to be some relationship between hummock size and grainsize, i.e.
small-scale HCS occurs preferentially in sllt-sized material, whereas HCS of
normal scale is best developed in fine sand-sized sediments but has been
observed in finer material. There is also an observed relationshlp between
bed thickness and hummock size, i.e. small-scale HCS is most prevalent in
thin bedded facies, but amalgamated small-scale HCS can oecur in thicker
beds.
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HCS may oeeur in isolated beds lnterbedded with mudstones, or ln

amalgamated sequences of repeated sharp based beds wlth little or no

mudstone preserved. Dott and Bourgeois (1982) constructed an ldeal sequence

(analogous to the Bouma turbidite sequence) for lsolated HCS beds (Fig.

l.4b), to which modifications were suggested by Walker et al., 1983) (Fig.

1.4a), Swaley cross-stratification (SCS) (Làckie & Walker, 1982) is a term

applied to a variant of HCS in which swales are dominant and hummocks are

rarely preserved, or entirely absent.

HCS is reported most frequently from fine sandstones and coarse

siltstones, and more rarely from coarser sandstones. The structure is less

frequently described from carbonates (Kreisa, 1981; Aigner, 1982,,1985; Wu'

1982; Prave, 1985; Handford, 1986; Wright, 1986), although other storm

generated features may be common, including an abundance of large clasts,

flat pebble eonglomerates, and coquinas as basal lags to graded beds

(Brenchley, 1985),

Despite its abundance in ancient sediments, the formation of HCS has

never been actually observed and HCS of typical scale has never been

duplicated in laboratory experiments, or unequivocally observed in modern

sea floor sediments, Low angle HCS-like truncations have been observed but

core diameter has been too small for confirmation of HCS' Greenwood and

Sherman (1985) have recorded small-scaìe HCS (0.3-0.6 m hummock spacing) in

epoxy peels of box cores from the surf zone in water depths less than 2 m'

The normal position of HCS within regressive sequences, i.e, sandwiched

between the zone of turbidite and shoreface deposition, the frequent

association with wave ripples, and interbedding with bioturbated mudstones

strongly suggest an origln related to storm waves occurrlng between

fairweather and storm wave base [Fie' 1.3(a)1. Dott and Bourgeois (1982)

consider that HCS is "the result of a combination of fallout and the

moulding of stationary hummocks and swales by ftow indueed by vigorous but

waning wave oscillation as sand falls into the smooth but undulating bed",
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Conceptual model of the fdeal sandstone-mudstone couplet

displaying HCS, as eonceived by lValker et aL (r9s3): "The

full sequence is BPHFXM, but divisions may be absent. In some

beds, the upper part of division p may be scoured by waves to

form a hummocky surface with only a thln veneer of laminae;

this is shown by the erosion surface in the diagram. Two types

of transition from p to H are shown; on the left H scours into

P, but on the right, a hummocky bed form grows from parallel

Iamination".

(b) The conceptual model of the ideal HCS sequence, as

coneeived by Dott and Bourgeois (19g2) (centre). some of the

more important variations are shown as radial spokes from the

ideal sequence. Refer to (a) above for explanation of letters
(b = burrowed), From Dott and Bourgeois (tgSg).
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They envision lt as the analogue for oscillatory flow of the upper flat-bed

condition for unidirectlonal flow, Most workers agree that HCS ls the

product of powerful oscillatory motion or multidirectional flow assoclated

with storm waves, although there is currently some debate as to whether

combined unidirectional flow, or other processes are also lnvolved (e.g.

Allen, 1985). It has been suggested that SCS formed initially as HCS above

fairweather wave base, but frequent subsequent events have reworked the

upper part of each bed removing hummock tops (Leckie & Walker, 1982).

Prave (1985) has recently challenged the notion that all HCS forms

above storm wave base. In the Bohobie Limestone (Cretaceous, Basque

Pyrenees) HCS oecurs in association with classical turbidites in a sequence

that is considered on the basis of palaeontological and other data, to have

been deposited in deep v/ater (>500 m). Prave (1985) suggests the

possibility that breaking internai waves on the continental slope may be

responsible for this occurrence. The possibility that some HCS in the

Wonoka Formation may have formed below storm wa\¡e base is discussed later in

the thesis.

Duke (1985) investigated 107 HCS occurrences of Proterozoic to Recent

age with respect to palaeolatitude and plaeogeographic setting. It was

concluded that in each case the evidenee supported the inferred storm wave

origin and that 73% were most likely generated by tropical hurricanes and

the remainlnz 270,6 by intense mid-latitude winter storms*. This is

consistent with the known differences in the nature of the bottom flows

generated by these different storm types, and the inferred nature of flows

which generate HCS,

* The abundance of HCS in the Wonoka F.ormation, whieh was probably deposited
at low palaeolatitudes [inferred from palaeomagnetic data of McWilliams &
McElhinny, (1980); and (McWilliams, 1981)1, Iends further support to the
notion that the majorlty of HCS is hurricane-generated, provided that the
late Precambrian distribution of storm belts ls similar to that of today, as
concluded by Duke (1985).
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1.4.3 Storm-dominated sequenees and facles models

At the present tlme there is no storm-domlnated facles model that

unites all malor observatlons from modern envlronments, wlth those of

sequences found in the anclent record (Walker, 1984a). However, it ls

expected that storm effects will decrease with depth, and thus, ln most

eases, deerease with distanee from shore. This should be reflected in a

lateral variation in bed thickness and sedimentary structures analogous to

the proximai to distal variation of turbidites, and forms the basis of the

proximality concept for tempestites as outlined in Einsele and Seilaeher

(1982), Aigner (1982, 1985) and Brenchley (I985). Proximal tempestites are

usually thick-bedded and amalgamated, commonly display HCS, but are

associated with relatively little interbedded mudstone. Distal tempestites,

deposited in deeper water. display thinner single beds and considerably more

interbedded mudstone. HCS is uncommon with the dominant stratification

being pianar and undulose laminations, and occasional wave ripples. With

further increase in depth, many authors (e.9. Walker, 1984a) consider that

lateral equivalents deposited below storm wave base will consist of thin

graded beds deposited by storm-induced density currents, that should have

the characteristics of thin-bedded turbidites. Most HCS bearing seguences

are regressive. Thus, an ideal vertical sequence deposited by a prograding

shelf, or under conditions of eustatic fall of sealevel, should display a

coarsening and thickening upward sequence of thin bedded turbidites overlain

by distal tempestites, that thicken upward into proximal tempestites

displaying HCS. These should eventually grade, with increasing

amalgamation, into SCS and angle of repose crossbedding with the arrival of

the shorefaee zone.

Vertical sequenees displaying all, or many of the above eharacteristics

have been described from several locations of widely differing geological

age, Examples include Hamblin and Walker (1979), Bullock (1981-clted by

Walker, lg84a), Dyson (1983) and Dyson and von der Borch (1986).
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Transgresslve sequences showlng reversed order are known (e.g. Bourgeols,

l98O), but are less common.

I.6 METHOD OF INVESTIGATION

Thls study of the Wonoka Formatlon has been largely confined to the

study area outlined ln Figs. l.l and 1.5 (approx, 27,000 kmz),', although

various other spot localities have been examined both north and south of

this region, Within the study area 20 complete sections were measured at

1:lO0O scale using a 2 m staff or 100 m tape. These are presented in

Appendix l. on most sections selected intervals were measured in greater

detail at l:100 or larger seale. In addition, 3 detailed partial sections

were measured at independent localities and one diamond drill hole

penetrating most of the Wonoka Formation was available for logging, The

locality of all seetions and the dritl hole is given in Fig. 1.5. AII spot

localities not on this map, but referred to in the text, are identified by

AMG eoordinates derived from South Australian Department of Lands I:50 000

scale topographic sheets. AMG coordinates of all section localities are

given in Appendix 1. Aerial photographic cover was available across most of

the study area, and these were used to select section iocalities with

maximum outcrop, and to avoid faults and other structural complexities.

1:40 O0O scale colour aerial photographs were used to loeate canyons,

local uneonformities, position of facies changes etc., and selected areas of

lnterest were mapped on 1:20 000 scale enlargements after numerous ground

_traverses.

Palaeocurrent measurements were made at aII sections wherever

indicators were available, except in areas of structural complexlty. The

position ls recorded on the seetions of Appendix 1, In addition

palaeocurrent measurements were supplemented from a(iacent outcrops and a

number of spot localities. Readings from different sedimentary structures

and different units were treated separately and are plotted on maps

x
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FIGTIFÈE I- .6

Map of the main study area of this thesls within the Flinders

Ranges showing the disrribution of the Wonoka Formation and

the location of all measured sections and the diamond

drillhole. Refer to Fig. 1,1 to put this area into regional

context. spot localities referred to in the text but not

presented on this map, or the locality maps of Chapters 3 and

4, are identified in the text by AMG coordinates. A more

complete map of the distribution of the Wonoka Formation in the

Flinders Ranges can be found in Fig. 4.1.
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presented ln Chapters 2 and 4

Representatlve hand specimens were collected from most messured

seetlons and numerous spot localltles. Selected hand seelmens were studled

uslng standard polished slab, thln sectlon, stalned aeetate peel, lnsoluble

resldue, x-ray dlffractlon and electron mlc¡oprobe technlques. All thin

sections and other speelmens referred to ln this thesis are held wfthin the

Geology Department of the University of Adelaide under accesslon number 827.

****************l**********
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2.I INTRODUCTION

The best exposure of the Wonoka Formation that ls both fault-free and

easlly accessible ls the 690 m thick Bunyeroo Gorge section in the Heysen

Range (Fig.2.1). This lies within the type section for the Ediacaran

(Jenkins, 1981), and the Ediacarian of Cloqd & Glaessner (1982). In most

aspects the section is typical of those in the Central Flinders Zone (CFZ)

with respect to thlckness and facies development, and hence forms an ideal

reference seetion for subdivision of units, and as a standard by which to

compare lateral facies and thickness changes, The type section of the

Wonoka Formation at Brachina Gorge,9.5 km to the north, is very similar,

but somewhat less well exposed and complicated by a series of faults,

It has been eonvenient to subdivide the Wonoka Formation into eleven

mappable units at Bunyeroo Gorge. Unlt boundaries were selected at points

of major llthological ehange, whieh do not necessarily eorrespond to

apparent ehanges ln the hydrodynamie reglme of the depositional

errvironment. Onee deflned, lt was found that most units could be traeerl

throughout mueh of the CFZ and northern South Flinders Zone (SFZ). However,

only the lower three unlts are reeognlzable ln the North Fllnders Zotle

(NFZ). When examlnerl reBionally, lndlvldual unlts often show lateral

variatlon from proxlmal to distal deposltlonal envlronments (eonsistnnt wlth

lateral deepening), while retalning the overall lithologieal eharaeteristies

indieatlve of the partieular unit. Subdlvislons based purely on

hydrodynamÌe proeesses (i.e. proxlmality trends) are generally observed to

eut dlaBonally aeross llthologieal unlt boundarles. These ehanges,

refleetlng physlcal aspeets of the water body, are often htghly gradatlonal

and thus more dlffleult to map,

The purpose of this chapter is to systematically describe these units,

thelr lateral distribution, veriabitity and palaeocurrents, and to provide

individual palaeoenvironmental lnterpretations, Chapter 3 then describes

t>o



T3'IGT-JFÈE 2 .I

Generalized referenee section through ,the Wonoka Formatlon

at Bun¡'s¡oo Gorge with environmental and depth interpretations

as dlscussed in the text (SWB = storm wa\¡e base, FrrlB =

fairweather wave base, MSL = mean sealevel), The depth eurve

is relative to storm and fairweather wave bases, which do not

have eonstant values, but are expected to change through the

formation in response to changing basin configuration etc. The /
storm and fairweather wave base lines are broken near the upper

part of the diagram where they no longer have mueh significanee

in the shallow sheltered environment of the upper lVonoka

Formation. The terms outer, middle and inner shelf are used in

the sense of sedimentary proeesses and do not necessitate any

specific distance from shore. A more detailed version of the

section ean be found in Appendix l.
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and interprets the facies changes that occur at the transitlon from the

CFZ to the NFZ.

2.2 BUNYEROO FORMATION

Although a detailed discussion of the,Bunyeroo Formation ls beyond the

scope of this thesis, a brief summary is required to set the stage for the

overlylng Wonoka Formation. The Bunyeroo Formation is a somewhat enigmatic

unit composed almost entirely of massive splintery shale. The redefined

Bunyeroo Formation (Gostin and Jenkins, 1983) is about 400 m thick at

Bunyeroo Gorge. The base is generally sharp, but apparently conformable,

and overlies shallou' marine sandstones of the ABC Range Quartzite. A few

basal sandy beds displaying evidence of storm deposition, including HCS, are

locally present near the base (which can be defined at a sharp colour change

in such cases).

Most of the shales are maroon in color, however at Bunyeroo Gorge and

many other localities there is a central green pyritic euxinic interval.

Localty there may be more than one euxinic interval. In fresh outcrop, such

as at Brachina Gorge, these shales may be black. Occasional pods of

yellow or brown weathering concretionary doiostone'o..u, sporadically

throughout much of the formation in some areas, but are easily distinguished

from the laterally continuous dolostone marking the base of the ovet'lying

Wonoka Formation, A sequence of lenticular concretionary dark brown

carbonates is a persistent feature near the base. Petrographically these

display a variety of replacement textures and may represent highly altered

tuffs similar to those reported from the Eocene London Clay of England (Knox

& Ellison, 1979).

Coarse material is generally absent with two exceptions. Conglomerate

is locally present around emergent syndepositional diaplrs in the northern

Ftinders Ranges. A thin but laterally persistent layer of acid to

intermediate volcanic fragments (from sand-size to 30 cm blocks) oecurs
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approximately 8O m above the base of the Bunyeroo Formatlon in the western

F.linders Ranges. This horizon has been located in outcrop from Pichl Richi

Pass in the south to the Beltana area in the north, and also occurs in drlll

core from the northern Torrens Hinge Zone. This is a total of 260 km. The

coarse fragments display evldence of vertical fatl emplacement, and a

variety of shock metamorphic features lncluding shock lamellae in quartz and

small shatter cones. U-Pb dating of single zircons give ages averaging

1575 Ma (Compston et al., ln press), similar to the age of the

lithologicatly matching Gawler Range volcanic suit on the Gawler Craton west

of the Adelaide Geosyncline. The layer has been interpreted as ejecta from a

major impact event (Gostin et al., 1986; see Appendix 3). The probable

impact site is the Acraman impact structure, which lies within the Gawler

Range Volcanics about 3OO km west of the Flinders Ranges (Williams, 1986).

2.2.1 Diseussion

The general lack of coarse material and evidence of reworking suggests

a relatively deep quiet environment below storm wave base. The shale

presumably accumulated by slow suspension sedimentation processes. The

lower boundary probably represents a rapid transgression, possibly related

to global eustacy, and thus may have inter-regional significance as

suggestedbyvonderBorchetal.(inprep')'Rapidtransgressionofthe

sea across the craton to the West (Stuart Shelf) and the Curnamona Nucleus

to the east would have left much of the the basin very distal with respect

to source areas, Coupled with the possibitity of a dry climate (see 6.3)

and hence low sediment input, this led to starvation from coarse sediments

3I9.Pt around emergent diaPirs.

2.3 UNIT 1

Unit t, a thin though remarkably persistent dolomitic horizon, is

always present within the area studied, except where locally removed by

canyon erosion or slumping. It varies from a maximum thickness of about 10
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m in the southwest, to as thin as 5 cm at many northern localitles

2.9.1 Llthofecles of Unit I

At the Elder Range (8 m thlck) and Mayo Gorge (6.6 m thiek) sections,

unit I consists of finely laminated, rhythmically bedded dolomicrite within

green (or locally maroon) dotomitic shale lplate 2.1 (A,B); Fie.2.2l.

Individual beds of dolomicrite are generaLly less than 2 cm in thickness

(average t cm) and are laterally persistent within the scale of outcrop.

Most beds dispiay a gradational base, but have a sharp pianar top,

occasionaily bearing locai erosional pits and scours. At the Mernmerna

(unknown thickness) and Yappala (9 m thick) sections, outerop is very poor

and highly weathered, but appears to represent a similar facies.

At the Black Gap, Mary Creek, Bunyeroo Gorge, Wilkawillina Gorge,

Wiikawillina north and Parachilna Gorge sections, unit I averages about 2 m

in thickness, and consists of rhythmical dolomicrites and shaies in a

generally thickening upward package [Plate 2.1 (E)1. The dolomicrites are

frequently reworked into one or more lenticular beds of intraformational

conglomerate near the top of the unit. Isolated intraclasts may be present

within the associated shales. At the Parachilna Gorge section bedding plane

exposures of the upper beds shorv extensive erosional scouring which iS

clearly responsibie for the associated lenses of íntraclastic material.

Palaeocurrents were directed towards the north at this locality.

At the Brachina Gorge section, Aroona Ruins and Bathtub Creek

(AMG coords. TL660405) along the Heysen Range, unit I has been totally

reworked into a singie, or locally several, sharp based beds of intraclastlc

dolomicrite ranging from l0 to 40 cm in thickness [Plate 2.1 (C,D)l.

In sections to the north of the areas described above, unit I is

generally restricted to a thin (5-10 cm) sharp-based bed of allochthonous

dolomicrite. Intraclasts are often discernable, but sometimes the bed has a

massive appearance. Von der Borch et al. (in prep.) report a l5 cm thick,
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FIGIJTÈE 2.2

Typical carbonate and insoluable residue profiles for

thin-bedded dolostones of unit I and thin-bedded pink

limestones of unit 3. Nore the sharp tops and relatively

gradational bases to the beds that can be seen in the hand

specimen and the profile in both eases. Saniple 822-ER5

(upper), 827 -MM}. (Iower).
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locally channelled intraclastic dolostone, at this level ln the far northern

Flinders Ranges,

Unit I is notably cupriferous, as indicated by the frequent occurrence

of malachite staining in weathered outcrop., Pyrite and chalcopyrite are

sometimes observed in fresh samples. The intraclastic beds have a matrix

containing abundant angular sand grains and fine clastic dolomite, which ls

cemented by sparry calcite. The sand is polymict, and includes quàrtz, à

r¡arietV of feldspars, micas, chert, tithic fragments; and minor francolite

(carbonate fluorapatite), tourmaline and zircon. Staining distinguishes

early ferroan (?)seafloor calcitic eement, and later void-filling iron-poor

calcite.

2.3.2 Dlscussion of Unit I

The thin but very widespread oecurrence of unit 1 makes it an ideal

marker horizon. It demarcates a sudden regional change in the style of

sedimentation, separating uniform shales of the Bunyeroo Formation from

turbidites and tempestites of the lower Wonoka Formation, It also marks the

change from carbonate poor sedimentation below to a trend of increasing

carbonate content above. The deposition of unit 1 is considered to be

regionally approximately synchronous, and thus the currently accepted base

of the lVonoka Formation (as amended by Gostin and Jenkins, 1983) is taken as

a time line. The original definition of Dalgarno and Johnson (1964), which

involves the gradational colour change from dominantly red to dominantly

green sediments, is often very gradational, is more likely to be regionally

diachronous, and it is probably of lesser sedimentological significance. As

indicated earlier (1.3.1), von der Borch et aÌ. (in prep.) consider the new

base to represent a downlap surface or combined deep water sequence boundary

and downlap surface.

The envlronment of deposition of unit I is somewhat uncertain, The

very rhythmical nature of the dolomicrites and thelr fine lamlnation implles
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deposition generally below storm wave base, as also sug,gested for the

underlying shales and the lmmediately overlying thin-bedded turbldltes of

basal unit 2. Seafloor cementation of the dolomitic intraclasts with

calclte suggests that the dolomite is primary, or &t least a very early

diagenetic replacement, prior to disruption and intraclast formation. The

gradational base, but sharp (and occasionally erosional) top of dolomlcrite

beds may be expiained if dolomitization of the seafloor occurred during

periods of non-deposition or following minor erosive events (cf. unit 3 in

2.5.3). Primary dolomite is commonly considered to indicate supratidal

conditions (von der Borch & Lock, 1979). However recent evidence indicates

that dolomite is forming on modern continental shelves in areas with

relatively low rates of sedimentation and high (>O.S wt.%) organic carbon

contents (Baker & Burns, 1985). At higher rates of sedimentation this

dolomite becomes highty dituted. The organic carbon content of unit I is

not known. However, the associated green shales and sulphides indicate

temporary reducing conditions conducive to the preservation of organic

carbon. If this mechanism of dolomite genesis applies to this case, unit I

may signify a condenced interval deposited during a period of slow

sedimentation as also suggested by von der Borch et al. (in prep.). The

nature of the currents responsible for bed erosion and production of

intraclasts is somewhat enigmatic.

2.4 UNIT 2

2.4.1 Lithofacies of Unit 2

Unit 2 is eharacterized by the alternation of brown fine-grained

calcareous and dolomitic sandstones and coarse siltstones, with maroon

calcareous shales, The sandstones are ubiquitously sharp based, frequently

display erosional sole marks, and may be slightly graded. Internally the

beds often display Bouma sequences (Bouma, 1962) suggestive of turbidites

lPlate 2.1 (I)1, but small-scale HCS is also eommon in many localities, The

graded A-divtsion is generally absent, however, planar B and rippled C-
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PI-ATE 2. L

FIELD PHOTOGRAPHS: UNITS I AND 2

A Unit 1, Ma¡'o Gorge section, here eonsistlng of 6,5 m of
rhythmically interbedded thin planar laminared dolomlcrite
(lieht bands) and maroon dolomitic shales. This is typicaì
of unit 1 in the western South Flinders Zone. Note the
gradational bases and sharp tops with occasional erosional
pits and scours,

B Thin-bedded dolomierites and green shale, unit 1, Elder
Range seetion. The specimen in Fig, Z.Z (a) came from this
outcrop.

C Unit I near Aroona Ruins (Z km north of Brachina Gorge),
here eomprised of a single 40 cm thick intraclastic dolostone
overlying splintery maroon shales of the Bunyeroo Formation.
Thin-bedded turbidites of basaì unit 2 occur above. 1 m
staff for seale (arrowed).

D Cut slab of intraclastic unit I from Brachina Gorge, Near
the base dolostone intraclasts are surrounded by a matrix of
coarse sand with a calcitic cement. In the upper part sparse
intraclasts occur within current-bedded dolomicrite. 927-BRz

E Unit 1 at Parachilna Gorge, Here it eonsists of a
thickening upward sequence of thinly interbedded dolomicrites
and dolomitic shales with several interclastic horizons near
the top, Scale marked in 10 cm intervals.

F Large current alligned grooves on a turbidite sole. unit 2,
Mernmerna section.

c Channelized base of thick sandstone (?turbidite) in upper
unit 2 near the Bunyeroo Gorge section, Note flute moulds on
sole.

H Typical appearance of lower unit 2.
thickening-upward packages, Unit I
right corner, Brachina Gorge seetion
m long.

Note several
is exposed in the lower

Staff (arrowed) is 2

I A 12 cm graded Tacpr bed typical of lower unit 2. Small
flute moulds are developed on the sole as shown by the loose
upturned block in the foreground, The flute moulds and
internal climbing current ripples give the same palaeocurrent
direction. Basal unit 2, Brachina Gorge section.

Hammer is 32 cm long
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divislons are common, and some beds display en upper planar D dlvislon,

particularly ln the lower part of the unit.

The most common sole marks are flute moulds, which may reach a

considerable size flargest measured:60 cm long and 6 cm deep - see Plate

2.2Á)l beneath thicker beds in the upper part of the unit. A variety of

other sole marks commonly described from turbidites (see Dzulynski & Walton,

1965) including mud ripples, fleur-de-lys structures, rill moulds,

frondescent markings and various current oriented tool marks, are also

common. Bouma C-divisions are generally composed of low amplitude climbing

ripples, which may or may not grade into a planar D-division, Where the D-

division is not present, the transition to the pelitic E-division is

generally relativeiy sharp and ripples may be exposed on bedding planes

[Plate 2.2 ß)1. A common feature on internal bedding surfaces is the

occurrence of lineations and frondescent structures which are not

necessarily current aligned. These features are sometimes related to

verticai fluid escape structures and probably formed during post-

depositional dewatering. Sandstones in the upper part of the unit often

show signs of liquefaction. These beds may be structureless and frequently

display fiat tops, sometimes with well developed sand volcanoes lPlate 2.2

(C,D)l and other fluid escape structures. Bail and pillow structures are

also common. At Yappala the top 15 m of the unit is totally disrupted by

large-scale ball and pillow loading and other forms of soft sediment

deformation.

In good western exposures the sandstones are observed to occur in

thickening-upward packages lPlate 2.1 (H)1, superimposed upon a general

thickening-upward sequence accompanied by an upward reductioir in the

proportion of interbedded shale. There is also a gradation from dominantly

thin-bedded T¡ce, T¡-u beds and small-seale HCS sandstones with relatively

small sole marks in the lower half, to dominantly thicker bedded massive and
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planar sandstones, often wlth dewaterlng structures and larger scale sole

marks, near the top of the unit. In the upper part single beds occaslonally

reach-l m in thickness, and amalgamation of beds ls common. The last few

metres of unit 2 generally display a rapid thinning of beds and transltlon

to shales of unit 3. Major channelling ls entirely absent in unit 2,

although small-scale ehannelling on the base of beds is occasionally

observed IPIate 2.1 (c)1.

Some structures resembling small-scale HCS in particular cross-sections

are in fact seen to be large low amplitude asymmetrical ripples when seen in

plan view. However, at least some do display the typical symmetry of HCS'

At Mernmerna the upper 30 m of unit 2 contains abundant HCS df typicat scale

(e.g. z m hummock spacing) lPlate 2.2 (E)1, and probable wave ripples.

possible HCS of similar scale and wave ripples have also been noted at the

top of the unit in other nearby western sections. Wrinkle marks

(runzelmarken, 'Kinneya' ) occasionally occur on top surfaces in the same

interval in western localities. The origin of these structures is

problematic, but they apparently form after deposition, perhaps by

differential de-watering, and are eonsidered by Seilacher (1982) to be

characteristie of tempestites.

In far western sections there is a notable sharp color change near the

top of the sandy interval normally attributed to unit 2. This colour change

from brown to light red is considered to mark the unit 2/unit 3 boundary in

this area and sands above the boundary are interpreted as storm reworked

unit 2 sand within the unit 3 mud dominated environment'

petrographically the fine sandstone of unlt 2 is highly arkosic (Fig.

Z.g). euartz and feldspar (including abundant plagioclase) usually occur in

about equal proportions. Detrital micas are abundant and can reach 20%,

most notable being the presence of biotite, generally altered to "green

biotite" or chlorite, which is sometimes more prevalent than muscovite.
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A ternary diagram eomprising the three maJor detrital

components of sandstones, caleareous sandstones and sandy

limestones in the wonoka Formation. Note that typical samples

from units 2 to 6 and submarine eanyons form a distinct

population (A), belng ver¡' similar in terms of quartz/feldspar

ratio, and vary mainiy in mica content, suggesting similar

source. The types of feldspar and mica are also similar

throughout. In eontrast sandstones from unit 10 (B) have a

much higher qvartz/feldspar ratio and are much less micaeeous.
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Wtspy aggregates of haematite are usually eommon (up to 8%) and probably

represent a further alteration of biotlte. Patchy calcite (or dolomlte)

cement varles up to 3o%. Minor accessory mlnerals include zlrcon,

tourmaline, rutile, leucoxene and opaques. Grains are characteristlcally

hiehly angular, but moderately well sorted.,

2.4.2 Palaeocurrents and thlckness variation of unit 2

Fie. 2.4 is a palaeocurrent and isopach map of unit 2. Sole markings,

in particular flute moulds, are considered most useful and have been used in

preference to other indicators whenever possible. Comparison of flute mould

data, with measurements from rippled surfaces at Bunyeroo Gorge [Fig. Z.S

(a)1, indicates a high degree of consistency, but ripple data has only been

used where flute data ore unobtainable due to poor outcrop. Where

palaeocurrent data have been recorded along measured sections, a small but

consistent northerly shift in current direction is noted through the unit

[Fie.2.5 (b)1. A large shift is noted at some northern localities.

On the basis of palaeocurrent and isopach data the map in Fig, 2.4 can

be divided into three sub-areas corresponding approximately to the SFZ, the

CFZ, and the boundary area between the CFZ and NFZ:

I: In the SFZ unit 2 displays a steady decrease in thickness to the east

(tOO m at Yappala to 90 m at Chace Range) and a hiehly consistent east

northeast palaeocurrent direction.

II: In the CFZ palaeocurrents are consistent at each locality but

regionally display a distinct fanning pattern from northeast in the north.

to east southeast in the south. These readings are generally orthogonal

to isopach contours, except at Reaphook Hilt where the limited data has a

north northwest trend. Isopachs steadily deerease to the east and

northeast (76 m at Bunyeroo Gorge to 10 m at Reaphook Hill). This isopach

pattern does not match with that of the relatively thicker area I.
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FIGTJR,E 2.4

Palaeocurrent and isopach map of unÍt 2. See Fig. 1.5 for

localities. All dataare from current aligned sole marks

(mainll' flute moulds). with the exception that current ripples

have been used for wilkawillina Gorge. see text for discussion

of sub-area classification.
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III; Along the C/NFZ boundary unit 2 dlsplays more varlable palaeocurrents

and lsopachs. In general palaeocurrents show a marked swing to the north

upwards through the sequence,

2.4.3 Discussion of Unit 2

Some of the fine-grained sandstones that comprise unlt 2 appear to be

turbidites, however the association of HCS and wave ripples suggests some

reworking by storm qraves, and indicates that the typically inferred

turbidite depositional environment (deep sea fans and abyssal plains) is not

applicable in this instance, despite some "fan-like" features. All of the

sand beds were possibly initiated by storm activity, but some were carried

by storm generated turbidity currents below the level of wave influence

before deposition. Others displaying strictly unidirectional sole marks but

containing small-scale HCS, suggest the possibility of an origin involving

conditions of combined turbidity and storm induced flow, while beds

displaying typical HCS may represent largely in situ reworking by storm

waves. As such, most of unit 2 seems to have been deposited in an outer

shelf setting similaf to that interpreted for the Mallacoota Beds of eastern

Australia, which atso display 'fan-Iike' as well as 'shallow water'

characteristics (Fenton & Wilson, 1985). It should be noted that in this

thesis the terms outer, middle and inner shelf are used purely in the sense

of sedimentary processes and do not imply any specific distance from shore,

Unfortunately several problems exlst with the above interpretation.

The strongly uni-directional nature of palaeocurrents from most localities,

and the large size of some of the sole marks, would suggest the existence of

a substantial palaeoslope. If thls were eorrect, evidenee of storm

reworking should be confined to western outcrops, and eastern areas should

have been beneath storm wave base. However, structures interpreted as

small-scate HCS are present even in far eastern outcrops such as

Wilkawillina Gorge and Reaphook Hill. Elther the unidirectional currents

occurred on a very low palaeoslope or small-scale HCS has been mlss-
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(a) comparison of current ripple and flute'palaeocurrent data

from unit 2 at Bunyeroo Gorge. This close similarity of

paiaeocurrent vectors is noted at all sections and is

consistant with deposition from turbidity currents (probably

storm-induced) on a significant palaeoslope.

(b) Diagram showing palaeocurrent variation with hight above

the base of section for units Z and 4, All readings are from

çurrent aligned sole marks (mainly flutes). The plot indicates

that palaeocurrent veetors do not vary at randon within any

population, but vary systematically, probably ln response to

tectonically influenced changes in palaeoslope. These

localities have been selected beeause of an abundance of data,

but the same trends are noticed at most sections.
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identlfied, or can be generated beneath storm wave base. As lndlcated ln

!.4.2, Prave (1985) has recently described HCS from turbldites considered on

palaeontological and sedimentological grounds to have been deposited ln

water greater than 500 m deep, and dlscusses their possible origin in terms

of internal waves breaking below effective storm wave base. If such a

mechanism is possible only the large scale HCS associated with wave rlpples

and wrinkle marks in far western outcrops may have been deposited above

storm wave base.

The fanning palaeocurrent pattern and curvature of isopachs in the CFZ

(Fie.2.4) indicates a fan-shaped morphology for unit 2 in this area, and

suggests a local point source of sediments to the west in the vicinity of

the Torrens Hinge Zone, This is best explained if the exposed portion of

unit 2 represents the distal edge of a major (perhaps two due to the

Ciffering palaeocurrent and isopach data from sub-areas I and II) river fed

delta(s). The thickening upward sequcnce of unit 2 implies delta

progradation from the west as more sediment is brought into the basin. The

rapid thinning at the top of unit 2 and transition into the overlying shales

of unit 3 suggests either (a) sudden removal of sediment source, or (b)

rapid rise in relative sea level causlng a westward shift in the position of

the shoreline and hence a westward movement of the point of sediment input,

or (c) sediment diversion, for example channeliing of sediments such that

they bypass the shelf. These possibilities and their significance will be

discussed later (section 3.1O, 4.7.3) after further data is presented.

The detrital component of unit 2 sandstones is of similar composition

to that of other calcareous sandstones and sandy limestones throughout the

Wonoka Formation (Fie. 2.3), including canyon fill material, suggesting a

common provenance. The abundance of feldspars (particularly plagioclase)

and blotite suggest a first cycle igneous or metamorphlc source where the

rate of erosion exceeds the rate of weathering.
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2.6 UNIT 3

Unlt 3 is the most widely distributed, yet conservative of all unlts,

displaying very slmilar facles over a wlde area, The base ls relatlvely

sharp, marked by the top of the last fine sandstone of unit 2. The

transition to the overlying unit 4 may be hiehly gradational, although a

precise boundary position can usually be defined at the base of the first

major green limestone.

2.5.1 Lithofacies of Unit 3

Unit 3 is characterized by finely laminated reddish calcareous silty

shale, with varying proportions of thin bedded pink micritic limestone and

mlnor sharp-based beds of caicareous siltstone. The pink limestones are

generally 2 cm or iess in thickness and frequently occur in pairs or packets

of three or four lPlate 2.2 (G,H)|. Individual beds are continuous within

the scale of outcrop and generally display gradational bases and sharp

(sometimeserosional)tops,muchlikethethindo]omicritesdÑesot

unit 1 (Fie. 2.2), Thin intraformational conglomerates occur at some

localities, but are generally rare. Internally the limestones may be

massive, or display fine planar and occasionally cross laminations. Bedding

plane exposures of upper surfaces often display a variety of features

including elongate erosional scours and current crescents lPlate 2.2 (l)1,

but most abundant are elongate ridges whose buibous terminations show clear

evidence of current scour lPlate 2.2 (F)l and all evidence indicates that

these features are current aligned. In cross-section, larger examples are

seen as upward doming of the thin limestones, once again displaying

gradational bases and sharp tops. Hill (1986) describes enlgmatic internal

structures resembling ripple laminations oriented toward the centre of the

dome from each side.

The sunounding shales are generally planar laminated and occaslonal

starved ripple laminations are aiso observed, Petrographlcally, the
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PI-ATE 2.2
FIELD PHOTOGRAPHS: UNITS 2 AND 3

A Large flute moulds (6 cm deep, 60 cm long) on the sole of a
50 cm thick fine sandstone bed, upper unlt 2, Brachina Gorge
section, Flutes of this size are common near the top of unit
2 at many western localities.

B Current ripples on the upper bedding surface of a fine
sandstone in unit 2, Braehina Gorge section. The current
flowed up page, identical to the direction of flutes on
surrounding beds. Note the surface lineations. i

C Large sand volcanoes on the top of a fine sandstone, unit 2,
Old Wirrealpa section.

D Small sand volcanoes sueh as these are widesJr""O in the
upper part of unit 2. These occur on the top of a massive
fine sandstone at the Bunyeroo Gorge section.

E .HCS of typical scale in fine sandstones of upper unit 2 at' the .Mernmerna section.

F Lineations and ridges on upper surfaees, unit 3, parachilna
Gorge section. 2 m staff for scale (arrow).

G.H Typical unit 3 comprising thin-bedded pink limestones in
maroon ealeareous shale. Note the common arrângement into
packets of 2 or 3 beds. Parachilna Gorge seetion (G) and Old
Wirrealpa section (H).

I Current crescents on the upper surface of a bdd, unit 3, Old
Wirrealpa section.

Hammer is 32 cm long.
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laminations represent layers of silt-size detritus. In western sectlons

the first limestones appear lmmediately, or a few metres above the top of

unit 2 but ln sectlons further east there may be up to 40 m of shale before

the first llmestone band. Dolomicrites, slmilar to those of unit 1, occur

near the base at some sections,

Sharp-based brown calcareous siltstones appear near the top of the unit

in many sections and may occasionatly be present at lower intervals. These

beds display some Bouma sequences and have many of the characteristics of

distal turbidites,

2.5.2 Palaeocurrents of unit 3

Ait of the palaeocurrent measurements in unit 3 (Fig.2.6) were

obtained from current aligned ridges and scours on upper surfaces of

Iimestone beds. In general all readings taken throughout the unit at a

particular locality are unimodal and display only a small spread of values.

At most western localities the average palaeocurrent vector is orthogonal to

that obtained from turbidite soles in unit 2 below and unit 4 above (i.e'

orthogonal to the probable local palaeoslope), and is directed toward the

south. At Reaphook HilI in the east, palaeocurrents were directed toward

the north. The palaeocurrent vector generally appoximately parallels local

isopach contours. The limited palaeocurrent data from probable turbidites

at the top of unit 3 are similar to those from turbidites of unit 4.

In the CFZ and SFZ isopachs generally increase steadily to the east in

complement to the steady decrease in thickness of unit 2. As a general rule

thinner sections have a greater limestone/shale ratio.

2.6-9 Discussion of unit 3

After the sudden cut off of sand supply at the top of unit

represents a return to dominantly pelagic mud depositlon simllar

the Bunyeroo Formation, but with a considerable increase ln the

content as indicated by the calcareous neture of the shales and

2, unit 3

to that of

carbonate

the presence
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FIGIJFèIT 2 .6

Palaeocurrent and isopach map for unit 3. For legend see

Fig. 2.4. For localities see Fig, 1.5. All readings are from

eurrent aligned ridges, lineations, erescents etc. on top

surfaces. Note that the average palaeocurrent vector for

western localities ls perpendicular to palaeocurrent readings

from flutes from unit 2 (Fig.2.Ð and unit 4 (Fig. Z.7),

suggesting a contour current origin, possibly related to

geostrophic flow. Note that palaeocurrents approximately

parrallel isopachs in western localities, in contrast to the

perpendicular relationship in unit 2.
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of thin pink limestones. Unllke the Bunyeroo Formation, currents were

perodically active, The limestones themselves show little evidence of belng

deposited by eurrents and are possibly the product of carbonate cementatlon

of the seafloor during periods of non-deposition or after minor eroslve

events. The variety of current scours and'ridges on upper surfaces were

probably formed in mud prior to carbonate generation. Currents or wave

activity occasionally disrupted limestones after formation as indicated by

rare limestone intraclast bands. The rarity of such horizons suggests that

deposition generally occurred below storm wave base. Extensive intraclast

horizons along the C/NFZ boundary are related to slope processes which are

described in 3.3. Palaeocurrent measurements perpendicular to the inferred

palaeoslope directions from units 2 and 4 suggest that the currents were

following isobaths and may be related to storm-generated Seostrophic flows.

Geostrophic flows evolve from the influence of coriolis force on the seaward

oriented relaxation flow that follows coastal set-up (storm surge) produced

during major storms (Walker, 1984a).

2.6 UNIT 4

Unit 4 is 150 m thick at Bunyeroo Gorge, and the base is taken at the

first major occurrence of greenish limestones in the section. This may be a

sudden change, with a prominent basal marker at many eastern and northern

localities, but it is more subtle and gradational at Bunyeroo Gorge and

other western and southern seetions.

2.6.1 Lithofacies of Unit 4

Unit 4 is characterized by the cyclic alternation of packets of thin-

bedded green silty- to fine sandy limestones (and some calcareous siltstones

and fine sandstones) interbedded with green shale, with packets of brown

calcareous siltstone, pink limestone and maroon shale very similar to those

of upper unit 3, The green limestone and brown calcareous siltstone beds

are sharp-based and display unidirectional erosional sole marks and internal
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Bouma sequences suggesting distal turbidltes (T¡ctole & Tc<olE), although

some are masslve or planar laminated throughout. In general there is an

increase ln the proportlon of green limestone towards the top of unlt 4.

Near the top some beds may display wave ripples and multi-directional tool

marks [Plate 2.3 (C)1, and thtcker beds may dlsplay small-scale HCS. HCS of

typical scale occurs in thick bedded silty limestones at the base of unit 4

equivalents at the OId Warraweena section [Plate 2.3 (B)1. Several other

northern and eastern localities display thick bedded green limestones

displaying possible HCS near the base.

Apart from these basal beds there is a general thinning to the north

and east, and the sequence described above is eventually replaced by very

thin-bedded green limestone/shale rhythmites interspersed with intervals

massive shales in the northern CFZ and NFZ. This sequence will be described

in more detail in 3.4.

The base of unit 4 is notably cupriferous as indicated by the frequent

association of malachite staining and nodules. At the Old Wirrealpa

section, Iarge nodules of chalcocite are present, and at the Mt. Goddard

north section chalcopyrite, pyrite (cubes up to I cm) and minor galena are

present within fresh limestone.

2.6.2 Palaeocurrents of unlt 4

FIe.2.7 is a palaeocurrent map of unit 4. All readings have been

taken from eurrent oriented sole marks (mainly flute moulds) on the bases of

suspected turbidites. The average readings are similar to those obtained

from unlt 2 but differ by generally showing a slight shift to the north

within the CFZ and a slight shift to the south within the SFZ. Where a

sufficient number of readings are available the average variatlon is shown

to be considerably greater than the average for unlt 2, however like unlt 2

this variation is not random but represents a systematlc swing to the north

upwards through the unit fFig. 2.5 (b)1.
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Palaeocurrent map of unit 4, For localities see Fig, 1,5.

For legend see Fie.2,4. Rll readings are from flute moulds or

other current aligned sole marks,
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At Reaphook Hlll the palaeocurrent trend ls towards the east northeast

unlike the northerly trend for unit 2 at thls locality, Jenkins (1983) made

palaeocurrent measurements from sole marks developed ln probable equivalents

of unit 4 along Stirruplron Range fWERTALOONA sheet (6736 III), AMG coords.

2709001. In contrast to the data presented here, these readings show a

north westerly trend, consistent with a basin margin to the east.

2.6.3 Discussion of unit 4

In most areas much of unit 4 was apparently deposited below storm wave

base in an outer shelf setting, with increaslng wave lnfluence occurring

towards the top. Many limestone beds appear to be turbidites that were

probably initiated by storm activity within a shallower area of carbonate

generation to the west, Local highs were apparently present in the north

and northeast as indicated by the occurrence of proximal tempestites at the

base near Old Warraweena and possible examples elsewhere, This locality is

close to the Patawerta Diapir, which was apparently active during at least

part of Wonoka time.

The greenish colouration of the packets of limestone turbidites

suggests reducing conditions in the source area higher on the shelf. The

reddish colour of the thicker interbedded shale and siltstone dominated

intervals indicates predominantly oxidizing conditions on the outer shelf.

Thls is a reversal of the more common situation of oxidizing conditions in

shallower water and reducing conditions at depth. It probably relates to

circulation of deep shelf eurrents beneath a stagnant middle shelf zone. An

identical situation has been described from the Cambro-Ordovician Cow Head

Group of Newfoundland (James and Stevens, 1986), which also bears other

similarities to parts of the Wonoka sequence (see 3,10).

The cyclical alternatlon of facies characterlstic of this unit possibly

has a climatic cause related to Milankovitch cycles, These ideas are

further developed in 2.7.3 and 2.9,6 after the dlscusslon of further cyclic
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PL,AITE 2.3
UNITS 4 AND 6

A Unit 4 near the Parachilna Gorge section. This photograph
demonstrates the cyclic nature of unit 4, which is best seen
in the profile on the skyline. Individual cycles are about
1O m in thickness,

B HCS in grey silty limestone near the base of unit 4 at the
Old Warraweena section. Note the climbing current ripples at
the top of this bed,

C One of the first signs of significant wave influence in unit
4 is the appearance of bi-directional and multi-directionai
tool marks on soles, replacing the strictly unidirectional
sole marks of lower beds. These are demonstrated in this
photograph of a sole from upper unit 4 at the Parachilna
Gorge section, Hammer for scale at lower right.

D Slabbed calcareous sandstone displaying basal flute moulds,
similarly oriented ciimbing current ripple lamination,
capped by symmetrical wave ripples, Fragments of the
rrn/¡n¡lrrinn m"J^+^-^ ^^¡-^ì^ +^ +L.^ L,^^^ ^f +L^ L^l ñL:^u¡rue¡¡ryrrr6 ltluuÐLvrls Étullulu tu LllË ua1ùc vl Llly ucu, tltlÞ
bed was deposited near storm wave base in the
turbidite/tempestite transition, upper unit 4, Yappala
section. Scale bar 2 cm. 827-YPII

E Very thin-bedded facies of lower unit 4; folded example from
the Elder Range section. These are interpreted as distal
storm-generated calcareous and silty turbidites interbedded
with calcareous shale.

F Transition from limestone to calcareous sandstone in a unit
5 cycle at the Yappala section. Grey-green silty limestones
in the bottom right corner (ls), grade rapidly into reeessive
HCS calcareous sandstones in the centre (rs), which are
overlain sharply by more prominent HCS calcareous sandstones
of the upper part of the cycle (ss).

G HCS in reddish calcareous sandstone near the top of the
middle cycle of the detailed section of Fig. 2,9. Note the
large pillow structures at top right. Unit 5, Mayo Gorge
section.

H,I Typical outcrop expression of cycles within unit 5 as
seen near the Yappala section. (I) was taken near the base of
unit 5 and (H) was taken up-section and adjoins (I) to its
left. The cycles average about 8 m in thickness.

Hammer is 32 cm long
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sedimentation ln higher units.

2.7 UNIT 6

Unit 6 is one of the most laterally variable units of the Wonoka

Formation. To the east and north of the Vayo Gorge section unit 5 is

dominated by grey-green silty limestones displaying a well developed

proximal to distal tempestite sequence. To the south and west it changes

rapidly into a more sandy proximal tempestite facies displaying promlnent

cyclicity. These sequences are described separately below.

2.7.1 Carbonate lithofacies of unit 5

At Bunyeroo Gorge, the thin-bedded dominantly green silty to fine sandy

limesrones interbedded with shales at the top of unit 4 thicken rapidly into

medium to thick-bedded green silty iimestones of unit 5, which are 160 m

thick at this iocality, Pianar bedding, HCS and vertically climbing

symmetrical ripple lamination are all common. Large-scale (t m width) ball

and pillow structures occur in metre thick beds and smaller-scale examples

and other forms of soft sediment deformation are not uncommon. Shale is

generally restricted to thin iamellae between beds ("parted limestones" in

the sense of James and Stevens, 1986). Minor stylonodular bedding and red

Iimestones occur, mainly near the top of the unit. Both features are

discussed ln section 2.9,

At Chace Range, Black Gap, Mary Creek and Elder Range seetions, unit 5

is similar to that exposed at Bunyeroo Gorge. At the Brachina and

Parachilna Gorge sections to the north, unlt 5 has a successÍvely more

distal character comprising thin bedded grey-green limestones with

oscillation ripples and small-scale HCS, To the east and northeast of

Bunyeroo Gorge, lateral equivalents of unit 5 comprise silty limestones

interbedded with shale bearlng close similarities to unit 4 and

differentiarion is often difficult, In the far north CFZ limestone/shale

rhythmites at this level are deseribed in 3.4.
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2.7.2 Cyclic lithofacies of unit 5

At the Mayo Gorge, Mernmerna, Yappala and Warrakimbo seetions, unlt õ

shows considerable variation from the Bunyeroo Gorge reference section.

partlal measured sections aeross thls interval at Mayo Gorge, Mernmerna and

Yappala are presented in Fie. 2,9.

The lowest 20-30 m resembles typical unit 6 as described at Bunyeroo

Gorge. Planar bedding, HCS and symmetrieal climbing ripple lamellae are all

common within grey-green micritic silty limestones. Intraclast horizons are

also present. This basal interval is followed by the cyclical alternation

of similar grey-green silty limestones and recessively weathered HCS-bearing

calcareous sandstones, with more promÍnently exposed HCS calcareous

sandstones. Individual cycles reach a maximum thlckness of about 18 m

(average A m). They are readily visible on large scale aerial photographs,

which demonstrate that individual cycles can be traced, with littte change

in thickness, for at least 10 km in continuous outcrop. Sometimes

thickening upward packages of approximately four cycles can be discerned,

particularly in the lower part of this interval. At the Mernmerna section,

which is one of the best continuous outcrops, approximately 18 cycles can be

recognized. Less cycles are clearly discernable at other localities due to

poorer outcrop and the indistinct nature of the uppermost eycles.

A typical cycle, as seen in the excellent outcrop of upper unit 5 at

Mayo Gorge lFig. 2.9, Plate 2,3 (c),2.4 (A)1. begins with planar laminated,

thin to medium-bedded, grey-green, silty limestone. HCS may occasionally be

present, and bedding may be partly destroyed by stylonodular texture'

Intraclast horizons are common. Higher in the cycie the limestones grade

into, or alternate wlth, brown or reddish calcareous fine to very fine

grained sandstones. Individual beds are usually less than 40 cm thick.

These sandstones, though petrographically simllar, weather more readily than

the prominent calcareous sandstones that make up the upper part of each
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Partial measured sections through the. lvonoka Formatlon at

Yappala and Mernmerna showing cycles in unit 6, and some

suggested cycle eorrelations. A legend for all symbols can be

found in Fig. 2.1. Displayed in detail at right are three

cycles from the Mayo Gorge section (R = reddened horizon).

Plate 2.4 (A) is a field photograph of this locality. The

middle eycle, 18 m thick, is the thickest cycle exposed at this

section. Alternatively the thin sandstone and lntraformational

conglomerate capped units in the lower portion could be

considered complete eyeles in their own right. The

palaeocurrent readings are from lineations on the soles of HCS

beds. The sections are coloured to the approximate sediment

colour. Thicknesses are given from the base of the lvonoka

Formation in each case.
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cycle. The prominent top of each cycle may reach 10 m ln thickness and In

many sections is the only outcropplng part [Plate 2,3 (H,I)1. This

sandstone interval often has an irregular erosive base. Indlvldual hummock

sets often thicken upwards from the base and thin near the top. HCS and

associated planar bedding are the only pririrary sedimentary structures apart

from occasional wave ripples on the very uppermost surface marking the

interface with carbonates of the next cycle. Soft sediment deformation

including truncated contorted bedding and large ball and pillow structures

ls common tFig. 2.9 (c)1. The direction of lineations on the soles of HCS

beds are usually consistent at Mayo Gorge (see Fig.2.9) and are similar to

the dominant wave oscillation direction indicated by the orientation of wave
t¡--

rippies and gutters higher in the sequence at the same locatitV, I Recent

weathering produces a hard dark ferruginous crust, but in areas of fresh

outcrop along creek beds, the calcareous sandstones are generally grey-brown

or greenish brown in the lower-half or two thirds, but distinctly reddened

in the upper part. The reddened portion contains a notably higher

carbonate/sand ratio rvith the red colour related to haematite coating of

carbonate particles and detrital grains, The amount of reddening increases

up section and the cyclic interval eventually grades into a single unit of

red HCS sandy limestone up to 45 m thick. Cyclicity is stilt

evident in terms of varying sand content, and these are included in the

total cycle count at the Mernmerna section. This interval is overlain by a

relatively thin, but typical unit 6 facies.

Petrographically, the fine to very fine grained calcareous sandstones

are very similar to those elsewhere in the Wonoka Formation (Fie.2.3), The

siliciclastic component is notably arkosic, often composed of up to 500/o

feldspar, including abundant plagioclase. Detrital micas are also abundant,

and the breakdown of biotite is apparently largely responsible for the

ferruginous weathering crust on the more prominently outcropping sandstones
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2.7.3 Diseussion of unlt 6

Between Elder Range and Bunyeroo Gorge unlt 6 comprises a proxlmal

calcareous tempestite facies generated by frequent storm wave reworklng ln

an environment supplied with abundant carbonate mud. To the north and east

there is a transition into a more distal tempestite facies indicatinB less

frequent and less intense storm influence suggestive of increasing water

depths. The gradual transition from proximal to distal without evidence of

steep slopes (except locally as discussed ln chapter 3) suggests a ramp

morphology for the shelf at this time. This will be discussed in more

detail in chapters 3 and 6.

Like units 5 to 7 at Bunyeroo Gorge, the laterally restricted mixed

carbonate/siliciclastic facies to the south and west of the study area

clearly represents a proximal tempestite facies. However, the very obvious

cycles remain to be explained. The cycles are not readily apparent in the

adjacent correlative carbonate dominated sequence, and there is no positive

evidence from sedimentary structures that each cycle is a response to any

significant shallowing or deepening of the shelf. Small depth changes may

be responsible for the thickening and thinning of HCS sets in the upper

parts of cyclqs, but in general, an open middle to inner shelf sedimentary

environment always below fairweather wave base is indicated. Hence, the

cycles seem to be largely related to changes in the rate of supply of

detrital siliciclastics, which probably had a westerly deltaic souree as

indicated for petrographically similar sandstones in other units and

underlying formations. Such periodic sand pulses could be generated by

phases of delta progradation and delta lobe switching, in concert with basln

subsidence. However delta lobes usually occur in thickening and shallowing

upward sequences and would not be expected to be as laterally continuous or

as uniform in thickness as the cycles described here. Alternatively, minor

fluctuations of relative sea level along a very low gradient shoreline could

significantty change the point of sediment input and hence the distribution
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of clastlc sediment on the shelf. Such regular small alternatlons of

sea level could be driven by climatic cycles lf polar lcecaps were present

at the time. . Such ls the case in the Eastern GuIf of Mexico, one of the

worlds malor modern carbonate shelves. However it is unusual ln currently

having a domlnantly siliciclastic inner shelf zone. Doyle (1982) indicates

that during low stands of sea level, rivers provlde abundant detrital sand

to the shelf, but during high stands, no sand is added to the system and

carbonate sediments- encroach onto the narrow remnant siliciclastic shore

zone from a(iacent carbonate gen€ration areas, producing carbonatization of

the underlying sands, The net result is a cyclic sequence of siliciclastics

and shelf carbonates. '

Climatic cycles could have a more direct influence on the input of

sediment into the basin if they are responsible for the generation of

alternate wet and dry periods. During dry periods, when river output ís at

a minimum, carbonate sedimentation dominates on the shelf. During wetter

periods river output greatly inereases and the delta edge rapidly progrades

across the inner shelf with the resultant deposition of mixed carbonate/

siliciclastic sediments, Climatic cycles would also probably affect the

ràtes of carbonate production. Such climatic change can be driven by

Milankovitch cycles which are purturbations of insolation related to

periodic changes in the earth's orbital parameters. In the Recent these

have periods of 21,000 (precession of the equinoxes), 41,000 (obliquity

cycle), and 95,OOO, 123,000, and 413,000 years (eccentricity cycles)

(Imbrie, 1982; Olsen, l936). These periods seem to have remained constant

for long periods of geological time, There is convincing evidence that

Milankovitch cyclicity influenced Quaternary glacial cycles (Hays et al.,

1976; Imbrie, 1982) and a number of authors (e.9. Barron et al., 1985;

Olsen, 1986) have suggested their influence on the geological record during

non-glacial periods, mainly through the generatlon of alternating wet and

dry periods. If Milankovitch cycles are responsible for the unit 5
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cyclicity (and other cycles in the Wonoka Formation), cycle thickness would

imply that one of the longer perlod cycles had the dominant lnfluence on the

palaeoclimate. Of these the 95,000 year eccentriclty cycle seems to be the

most geologically significant in Phanerozolc sequenees. However, the

thickness of the eycles fn unit 5 (average ,8 m) would imply a rather high

sedimentation rate for a relatively stable shelf of 84 m/million years, lf

this cycle were responsible. However, it should be noted that there are no

palaeontological or radiometrlc constraints on the sedimentation rate of

this Precambrian sequence. If the 413,000 year cycle were responsible, the

implied sedimentation rate is approximately 19 m/million years. The fact

that cycles sometimes occur in packets of four is evidence that the 95,000

year (or less likely the 123,000 year) cycle may relate to the main sediment

cycles, with a weaker overprinting influence from the 413,000 year cycle.

The Wonoka Formation was probably deposited at low palaeolatitudes

(inferred from palaeomagnetic data of McWilliams & McElhinny, 1980; and

McWilliams, lgSl) and thus the wet part of a climatic cycle would be

expected to be associated with the gradual development of deep weathering

and lateritization on land. Erosion of this material could be one

explanation of the reddened upper portions to the sandy top of most cycles,

The reddened tops are also associated with the waning phase of sand input

and a considerable decrease in the rate of sand supply as indicated by the

increasing carbonate content. This provides the alternate explanation that

a decreased sedimentation rate allorved more complete oxidation of mafic

detrital components such as biotite,

The much greater abundance of HCS in the sandstones could be explained

by rapid sea floor cementation of the lnterbedded carbonates following

depositional events. As discussed later (2.9.2), the stylonodular texture

present in some of these carbonates was apparently initiated during very

early lithification. Subsequent wave aetion would produce the intraclast

horizons common ln these beds. In contrast, slow lithlfieation has allowed
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conslderable storm reworklng to occur in the sands. Tucker (1982b,c)

suggested storm disruption of incipient subaqueous hardgrounds to explaln

the orlgin of lntraclastlc shelf llmestones lnterbedded with sandy

tempestltes ln the late Precambrian of southern Norway.

2.A UNIT 6

2.8.1 Lithofacles of Unit 6

Unit 6 is characterized by brown (and minor red) fine-grained

calcareous sandstones interbedded with brown and grey shale. Minor green

limestone may also be present. At Bunyeroo and Brachina Gorges, and

sections further south, the calcareous sandstones are medium to thickly

bedded and frequently display HCS. Some beds may be amalgamated, but most

are the products of single events and often display most of the

eharacteristic divisions described from single HCS beds (Dott & Bourgeois,

1982; Walker et aL, 1983) lPlate 2.4 (B,C)1, The upper surface frequently

bears wave ripples, most notably low amplitude inequant and equant hexagonal

interference varieties (Allen, 1982; p. 435). Large isolated hummocks

surrounded by shale are common in some sections lPlate 2.4 (D)]' In

sections to the east and north unit 6 becomes significantly thinner bedded

and the proportion of shale increases. Occasional thicker beds display HCS

capped by wave ripples but the mqiority of beds have the characteristics of

distal tempestites. Petrographically the fine sand component is very

similar to those of units 2, 4 and 5 (Fig, 2.3). Mica (including abundant

altered biotite) may reach 200z6. Like the calcareous sandstones of unit 5,

iron oxides from the breakdown of biotite apparently produce the brown

weathering crust.

2.8.2 Discussion of Unit 6

Unit 6 represents a slmilar envlronment of deposition to unit 6 (and

overlying unit 7) but the nature of the available sedlment has changed from

carbonate mud dominated to fine siliciclastic sand dominated, although a
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FIELD PHOTOGRAPHS: UNITS 5 TO 7

A Photograph of the detailed measured section in Fig. 2,9,
upper unit 5. Mayo Gorge. A thicli unit of dark red limestone
comprises the dark unit extending up from the botrom right
hand corner marl(ing the top of unit 5. This is or¡erlain b)' a
relativel)/ thin interr¡al of tl'pical unit 6,

B,c Ideal single HCS bed eomposed of fine-grained calcareous
sandstone interbedded rvith caleareous shaie (B), Note flat
basai laminae and relatively flat upper laminae above the
hummock¡' interval. The top is cor¡ered with interference \ryave
ripples. ¡.1'hich are shou'n in plan vierv in (C), Unit 6.
Bun¡'eroo Gorge section,

D Isolated hummoek u'ithin calcareous shale. These are
connected b¡' beds a fen' centimetres thick. with a hummock
spacing in the order of 6 m in this case. There are some
low-angle truncations within this bed, Top surfaees
Ji¡¡la'. ñ^t"^^-^l -.,^--^ -:--r ^urÞpr4,y putJËutt¿t_l \ta\;e I.rppre5, UItIL o. öracnlna uorg(.
section. Scale is marked rvith t0 cm dir¡isions.

E'F Photograph including the lower cycle shown in Fig. 2.10 (R
= red llmestone). (F) is a close-up of the lower portion of(E) u'hich displays the red limestone at rhe bottom of the
central seetion in 2.10. Note the recessir¡e interval
overl)'ing the red limestone, Truncated convolute bedding and
lorv-angle hummocky or su'aley truncations are visible in the
red limestone. unit 7. Brachina Gorge section. 2 m staff
for scale,

G Red limestone (in centre) overjain b¡' recessit'e interyai and
thickening upward green limestones. unit ?, Brachina Gorge.
2 m staff (arrow) for scale.

Bifurcating longitudinal u¡ave ripples on top of a grey-green
limestone bed. Unit Z. Brachina Gorge section.

H
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considerable amount of carbonate is still present. Llke unit 5 there ls a

transition from proxlmal tempestite facies to more distal facles to the

north and east of the Brachlna and Bunyeroo Gorge region.

2.9 UNIT 7

2.9.1 Lithofacies of Unit 7

In the CFZ and SFZ unit 7 is generally about I00 m in thickness and is

characterized by grey-green argillaceous and silty micritic limestone, and

lesser red sandy and glauconitic limestone, There is generally very little

interbedded shale, The limestones are usually. somewhat purer than those of

lower units. Planar lamination, small-scale and normal HCS [Plate 2.5 (A-

E)1, climbing wave ripple lamination [Plate 2.5 (F,G)1, polygonal

interference ripples, and various forms of soft sediment deformation are the

most common sedimentary structures, Stylonodular bedding (see 2.9.2) is

abundant and frequently destroys, or partially destroys the original

sedimentary fabric. Intraformational conglomerates, either as continuous

beds or comprising pot and gutter moulds are common and increase in

abundance towards the top of the unit lPlate 2.6 (C,F)], The abundance of

pot and gutter structures also increases tou'ards the top of the unit, and

gutters become more sinuous and develop bifurcations in upper beds.

Unlike units 5 and 6 which show significant lateral facies changes,

unit 7 is very consistent in facies and thickness across much of the study

area. However at OId Wirrealpa a more distal facies, i.e. thin-bedded

calcareous tempestites interbedded with shales, is present in the lower

part. Very rapid facies changes at this level along the C/NFZ boundary are

described in 3,4. The first evidence of very shallow deposition (within the

photic zone) in the Wonoka Formation occurs in the upper few metres of unit

7 ln the form of a widespread stromatolite bearing horizon described ln

2.9.4.
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2.9.2 Stylonodular Llmestones

Stylonodular beddlng (Flugel, 1982, pg. 93) ls a secondary structure ln

which the rock is divided lnto small ovold nodules of mllllmetre to

centimetre size by a series of horizontally anastomosing stylolitic sheets

[Plate 2.7 (A,B)1, Stylonodular llmestones oçcur in units 5 to 7, and in

thelr lateral equivalents further north, However, it is most abundant ln

unit 7, where it may sometimes affect up to 80% of grey-green limestones ln

the unit, often completely destroying the original fabrfc, Alternately, the

original fabric may still be visible as the larger stylolites selectively

following bedding planes, or outline clasts ln intraformational

conglomerates. Stylonodular textures have not been observed in the red

Iimestones.

Indlvidual nodular limestone beds often show a reverse nodule size

grading [Plate 2.5 (H);2.6 (A,B)]. The base of the bed is often free of

nodular texture. A short distance above the base the first nodules appear,

but are small and indistinct at first, increasing in size and prominence

towards the top of the bed, where the nodular texture is sharply truncated,

despite an identical overlying lithology. Individual beds range from a few

centimetres to over 0.5 m in thickness. Occasionally the upper surface of a

stylonodular limestone bed shows evidence of eonsiderable erosion which may

produce overhangs and nirþcles that could not have supported themselves

unless the limestone was at least partially lithified at the time of erosion

[Plate 2,6 (E)]. The erosion surface often cuts around individual nodules

[Plate 2,6 (D,E)1. These observations suggest that nodule formation was

initiated on the sea floor shortly after deposition and prior to erosion.

Nodule formation was probably related to subaqueous hardground formation

between storm events. The early formed nodules were later enhanced by

stylolite formation during subsequent compaction and dlagenesis,

2.9.3 Unit 7 Stromatolite Horizon

Stromatolltes have been observed in the uppermost beds of unit 7 at the
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FIELD PITOTOGRAPHS: UNIT 7

A HCS in 50 cm red limestone. Note flat basal laminae,
central hummock¡¡ zone and upper flat laminae, eharacteristie
of the idealized HCS sequence (Dott & Bourgeois. 1982, 1983;
lValker et al., 1983; see Fig. 1.4), The angle of truncation
is e.xadurated by the oblique nature of the photograph. A
wave rippled top is absent from this example, but is present
on the top of some HCS beds in this interval, Small-scale
HCS is present in underlying beds, This example is from the
Beltana area,

B Portion of a thick (2 m) red limestone with amalgamated
eharacter. The base of the hammer rests on a lenticular red
shale horizon which subdivides the bed, The first-order
boundaries between separate e\.'ents are more prominent than
the seeond-order hummock¡' truncations (best seen at top
right), due to selective stylolitization. Wilkau'illina Gorge
s ection.

C Small-scale HCS in a 7 cm bed of grey-green silty limestone
in line with the base of the hammer, \Vavelength is
approximately 40 cm. Weathering hiehliehts siltier laminae
and the stylonodular texture at the top and bottom of the
nl.rnfna¡nn}l ôñ^ ìn +Lrn l^-^ ^l-^"a +L'^ Uno ¡'^l D-^^L:--p¡rvLv6¡ aPrr, 4¡ru ¡tl L¡rç ¡ç¡lù 4vvv ç Lttç ltLJ vçu, uf 4uJlIltd

Gorge section.

D Smail-scale HCS der¡eloped in a 12 cm bed of silty limestone
below the hammer. Waveiength is approximatel¡' 30 cm. Note
the nodular top of this bed. Brachina Gorge section.

E Smali-scale HCS in silty limestone dispiaying a relarir¡ely
steep angle of truncation (approx. 25o) uncharacteristic of
larger forms of HCS. Brachina Gorge section.

F Verticall¡' climbing wa\¡e ripple laminae in green limestone.
Such bed forms are a very common occurrenee in units 5 and 7
Top surfaces of such beds generail¡' display low amplitude
pol)'gonal interference ripples, or longitudinai wave ripples.
like those in Plate 2,4 (H). Mayo Gorge secrion.

c Vertically climbing wave ripple iaminae capped by
stylonodular limestone. Brachina Gorge section.

H Large-scale styionodular texture developed in green silty
limestone, Itiote the coarsening upward tendene¡'. and the
stromatolitic appearence of some nodules. Such examples have
been mistaken for stromatolites in the past, Warraweena
section.

Hammer is 32 cm long
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Brachlna Gorge, Reaphook Hill, Mary Creek, Black Gap, Elder Range, Mayo

Gorge, Mernmerna and Yappala seetions. The most common variety ls an

undescrlbed (W. Preiss, pers. com. 1985), generally non-branchlng columnar

form 5-25 mm in width and up to 11 cm ln height lPlate 2.6 (G-I)I,

Individual columns often increase in diameter towards the top. It may be

solitary, but most commonly forms small bioherms usually less than I m in

diameter. Closely spaced columns are generally periodically linked by

concave down algal laminate structures. The surrounding sediment is

calcarenitic, being comprised of a variety of sand-sized and larger

intraclasts and other unidentified carbonate particles. In hand specimen

the rock frequently has a mottled appearance with light coloured

stromatolites and intraclasts contrasting with a reddish matrix. The red

colouration is due to abundant haematite, which is largely confined to the

smaller intraclasts. The limestones are frequently stylolitic but no

styl.onodular texture is present at this level. The stromatolites are most

commonly restricted to a single bed usually no more than 30 cm thick, but at

Brachina Gorge they occur in several beds over an lnterval of 4 m and at the

Mernmerna and Yappala sections they occur over a 12 m shallow water interval

capping unit 7. Large domal stromatolites up to 30 cm in diameter have been

observed in the field at Mernmerna and Yappala.

An interesting feature of this horizon is the occurrence of angular and

irregular masses of red haematitic chert which are scattered throughout the

red limestones at some localities. These generally have an alteration rim

of calcite, iron oxides and chlorite [Plate 2,7 (l)], and may be of voleanic

origin.

2.9.4 Red Limestones

Red haematitic Iimestone beds (dark red ln outcrop, llghter when

fresh), oecur ln units 6 to 7, but are generally most prominent in unit 7

where their occurrence is notably cycllc, In unit 7 individual bands are
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PI-AltrE 2.6
UNIT 7

A,B Typical beds of stylonodular limestone displylng reverse
grading end sharp truncation at bed tops. Note the large
dÍfference in scale between these two examples, and also that
of Plate 2.6 (H). Brachina Gorge seetion.

C Irregular erosional eontact between two grey-green
llmestones. Part of the contact has been lnked in for
greater clarity. The holes ere filled with platy
intraclasts. These represent eross-sectlons of either pot or
gutter struetures. Note the small-scale HCS below the
contact. Brachina Gorge sectlon.

D,E Irregular erosional eontaets between stylonodular
limestones and grey-green sitty limestone. Bedding is
horizontai in both cases. Note the overhangs in (E) (part of
the contact has been inked in). Note that the contaet cuts
around individr_ra! nodules. Both. from. the Brachlna Gorge
section.

F Top surface displaying bifurcate gurters filled with
intraclasts. Brachlna Gorge section.

G-I Columner stromatolites from the top of unit Z. Note the
links between the eolumns. The matrix is eomposed of red
calcarenite with seattered lntraclasts and occasional clasts
of red chert. In (H) the column at left has nucleated on a
large lntraclast.

Hammer is 32 cm long
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commonly less than I m in thickness, but occasionally reach a thickness of 3

m, Except for very thln bands, most display prominent HCS, and occaslonally

SCS, associated with ptanar bedding lPlate 2.5 (A,B)]. Except for the

thickest bands, which may display an amalgamated character and preserve

occasional lenses of interbedded red shale,'most were apparently deposlted

as the result of single events, and some show the complete internal sequence

characteristic of single HCS beds. Intraclasts of grey-green limestone may

be present as basal lags, or at various levels within the bed, Truncated

contorted bedding is common, as are ball and pillow structures'

Petro8raphic, x-ray diffraction and electron microprobe analyses

(Appendix 2) indicate that a typical red limestone consists of varying

proportions of calcite, glauconite, francolite (microcrystalline carbonate

fluorapatite) and detrital silicates (mainly quartz, feldspar and muscovite)

cemented by haematite [Plate 2.7 (C-F)]. The grain sÍze of the components

is consistently about 100 ¡m (very fine sand). Irregular, elongate and

sometimes wispy grains of glauconite are scattered throughout. The

glauconite is intimately associated with francolite, which partially

replaces glauconite in many grains. Calcite may also replace glauconite.

Despite the detrital and authigenie components the red limestones generally

have a similar or lower weight percent of insoluble residue than the

associated argillaceous grey-green limestones (see Fig. 2'lO)

Major red bands of unit 7 can usually be confidently eorrelated between

nearby sections, and the similar number and position of red bands at more

widely spaced sections suggests that they may represent distinct basin-wide

events. At most seeti,ons 10 to 15 major red bands have been recorded, with

the differences easily explained as a function of the quality of outcrop,

i,.s.s Cyclicity

Close examination of good outcrop indicates that unit 7 is cycllc on

several scales. On a scale of one to several metres distinct thickenlng
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upwerd packages can often be discerned withln the grey-green limestones.

The thinner bedded base of each package ls often notably more arglllaceous

than the purer limestone higher up and may occasionally dlsplay thin shale

bands. Stylonodular texture ls most prominent near the top.

On a larger scale the occurrence of red HCS limestones also appear to

be cyclic in the middle of the unit. One of the most informative outcrops

occurs near Brachina Gorge [Fig. 2.10, Plate 2.4 (E-G)|, Most of the red

HCS limestones at this locality are less than I m thick, but one 3 m bed is

present with a distinctly amaigamated character, including interbedded

lenses of shale. Often the red limestones are underlain by a several

centimetre thick bed of structureless green micrite that is less

argillaceous than the surrounding carbonates (see carbonate profile, Fig.

2.10). This bed probably has a secondary origin and may be similar to the

pre-phase or underbed of some calcareous turbidites and tempestites (see

Flugel, 1982, pc. 511-512; Aigner, 1982). Each red limestone appears to

mark the top of a cycle 5-10 m thick dominated by grey-green stylonodular

Iimestones. The base of each suceeeding cycle generally outcrops

recessively, apparently due to its thin bedded and more argillaceous nature.

Thin shate beds may also be present in this basal interval. Above this,

beds of grey-green limestone thicken and become less argillaceous. Where

the primary structure has not been completely destroyed by stylonodular

texture, these limestones display planar bedding, small-seale and

occasionally normal HCS, intraclastic horizons, and vertically climbing low

amplitude wave ripples,

2.9.6 Discussion

Like units 6 and 6 at Bunyeroo Gorge, unit 7 represents a proximal

carbonate dominated tempestite facies. The upward increase in intraclastic

material, wave erosion features such as pot and gutter structures and the

presence of stromatolites in the uppermost beds ls consistent with a gradual

shalìowing upward trend. The lateral continuity of facies and thickness
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FIGIJT¿E 2-I.O

Measured section and palaeocurrents of unit z at Brachina

Gorge. The rose diagram of wave ripple data indie.ates the

inferred wave osci-llation directlon which is perpendicular to

the ripple erest orientation. Thickness is given from the base

of the wonoka Formation. A legend for symbols can be found in

Fig. 2.1. Two cycles are shown in detail includlng a weight

percentage earbonate/insoluble residue profile. R = red

limestone. The sections are coloured to the approxlmate

sediment eolour.
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over a wide area indicates a very low palaeoslope and uniform basln

subsidence almost balancing the sedimentation rate.

To discover the cause of the alternatlon of red and green carbonates

and their differing sedimentary structures lt ls useful to first look at the

origin of the unique petrographic characteristics of the red limestones.

Glauconite, abundant in these beds, ls most commonly described as occurring

in well rounded and well sorted pellets, and hence their oceurrence here ls

somewhat anomalous, The fact that these irregular grains occasionally have

their long axes at high angles to bedding seems to rule out compaction as

the sole mechanism to explain their grain shape. Most authors conelude that

glauconite is usually an authigenic replacement of some pre-existing

particle, and thus the unusual shapes of the glauconite grains in the red

limestones of unit 7 are best explained if the glauconite (and francolite)

are replacing some pre-existing grain of that shape. In some samples [e.9.

827-PC26, see Plate 2.7 (C-E)l the very irregular wispy shapes of

glauconite/francolite and some ealcite grains are highly reminiscent of the

shapes of compressed and altered volcanic shards. Glauconite replacement of

shards and volcanic rock fragments has been reported before (Ojakangas &

Keller, 1964; Odin & Letolle, 1980). Alteration of basic volcanic

contributions to the sediment would also explain the abundant iron oxides

charaeteristic of these beds. Further evidence of eontemporaneous volcanism

is found in unit 8, particularly in a thin but laterally extensive purple

shale and llmestone horizon that has proved important for intraformational

correlation. This also contains a glauconite/francolite assemblage as well

as spherulite-like grains, volcanic quartz, and probable altered volcanic

rock fragments. Haematite rich beds also occur in the Brachina Formation,

These also contain shard-like and spherulite-like grains replaced in this

case by chlorite, calcite and chert, which Plummer (1978b) interpreted as

indicating baslc ash fall into an active sedimentary environment, in this

case entirely siliclclastfc.
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PI-A'TE 2.7

UNIT 7,8 MICROGRAPHS

A,B Stylonodular limestone, unit 7, Black Gap section.
Crossed polars. Scale bars 500¡m, A: 827-BG2: B: 827-BG3

C-E Haematite rich band within red limestone, unit7,
Parachilna Gorge section, D is an enlargement of the central
portion of C. Note the wispy shard-like morphoiogy of many
of the grains, Glauconite/francolit" = g, francolite = f,
calcite = c. haematite = h. Scale bars C: 500¡rm, D,E: 100¡rm
827-PC26.

F Back scattered electron microprobe immage of a mixed
calcite/glauconite/francolite grain within red limestone,
unit 7, Brachina Gorge. Glauconitê = g, calcite = c,
francolite = f, haematite = h. Scale bar 20 ¡rm. 827-BR5B

c Slightly graded glauconite/francolite (e) rich layer within
purple shale, typical of the purple marker horizon, unit 8,
Parachilna Gorge. Other grains include calcÌte, rhombic
dolomite and detrital silicates. Scale bar 500 pm. 827-PCIA

H Grain of embayed quartz of probable volcanic origin, purple
marker horizon, unit 8, Mernmerna seetion. Scale bar 100 ¡m
827-MM8.

I Alteration rim (top half), largely composed of calcite and
iron oxides, around a mass of haematitic chert (lower hatf)
of probable volcanic origin, top of unit 7, Black Gap
section. Scale bar 500 ¡m. 827-BGf B.
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The assoelatlon of glauconite with phosphate (particularly francolite)

has been widely reported ln the literature (e,g. Notholt, 1980; Odin &

Letolle, 1980), but the intimate association of the two minerals observed

here has only rarely been described (Bailey & Atherton, f969; Birch, 1979).

The source of phosphate in marine phosphorites has always been a problem and

man)/ workers have invoked the well known oceanlc upwelling hypothesis of

Kazakov (1937), however the association with probable altered volcanic

material in the Wonoka Formation suggests the possibility of a volcanic

source, as applied by Balson (1980) to Tertiar¡' phosphorites from England.

However, it should be noted that there is evidence of a global phosphogenic

event in the late Proterozoie and Early Cambrian (Cook & Shergold, 1984;

1986), Phosphate aLso occurs in unit 1l where it is generally associated

with hardgrounds.

Hence the cyclic occurrence of HCS in unit 7 may once again be related

to the variations in the supply rate of different kinds of sediment. In

this instance it is apparently the periodic input of volcanic detritus

rather than varying siliciclastic components. The fact that the red

limestones do not develop stylonodular textures and are not generally

reworked as intraclasts like the associated grey-green limestones, suggests

that they did not readily undergo early lithification and thus were

available for considerable storm wave reworking prior to final deposition.

The formation of the red limestones essentially jn situ by ash fail into the

active carbonate environment of the shelf, followed by seafìoor oxidation

and other alteration, seem unlikely. Oxidation ls far more rapid in the

terrestrial or near shore environment, and ft is more likely that the

material was initially deposited on land, and the oxidized products were

later periodically introduced onto the carbonate shelf to be dispersed

during maJor storm events. The development of glauconite presumably

occurred under marine conditions, The similarity in cycle thickness between
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units 6 and 7 suggests the possibility that the same mechanlsm ls operatlng

Thus climatlc influence such as wet and dry periods, or minor sea level

fluctuations, are suggested as the most probably cause of periodlc input of

oxidized material from land. Note that scattered fine sand-sized

siliciclastic grains are also present in the led limestones, Climatic

influences were probably also responsible for the variations in the

carbonate ratio through the cycle.

The discovery of probable volcanic contributions to unit 7 (and other

parts of the Wonoka Formation) is highiy significant, as the Adelaide

Geosyncline has often been noted for its general lack of contemporaneous

volcanism (except at the base of the sequence) in comparison with similar

sequences elsewhere (e.g. Sprigg, 1952), and it provides the possibility of

future radiometric dating. \{hen combined with recent discoveries by Plummer

(1978a,b) within the Brachina Formation, and Hopton (1983) within Sturtian

glaeials, it adds to the growing evidence that significant volcanism has

accompanied Adelaidean sedimentation, but was not recognized during

reconnaisance mapping because of the degree of alteration, and dilution with

detrital and carbonate sediments. The textural, and to a lesser extent the

mineralogical associations noted in the red limestones of unit 7 are similar

to those described by Plummer (1978a,b), particularly in terms of the

haematite matrix, although in the Wonoka Formation the material occurs in a

carbonate rather than siliciclastic environment. Calcite and rare

francolite are present, but the dominant mafic mineral is chlorite in the

Brachina Formation (see analysis in Rppendix 2). The similarity of the

material in the Wonoka and Brachina Formations suggests the possibility that

the same source area (Plummer, 1978, suggested a westerly source) remalned

periodically aetive over a considerable interval of time. Tuffaceous

material has not been positively identified in the intervening Bunyeroo

Formation, however the coneretionary carbonate bands near the base of the

formation may represent hlghly altered ash (microfabrics sugßest replacement
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of an earlier material) as observed ln the Eocene London Clay of England

(Knox & Ellison, 1979).

2.IO UNIT 8

2.10.1 Lithofacies of unit

In the CFZ and SFZ, unit 8 is a thlnning upward sequence of medium to

thin-bedded grey limestones, interbedded with, and capped by, grey and green

calcareous shales and siltstone. The limestones are sharp-based and

commonly display planar laminations and a wave rippled top. In plan view

the ripples commonty display lnequant hexagonal and less commonly equant

hexagonal interferenee patterns lPlate 2.8 (E)]. Intraformational

congìomerates are abundant and may oecur as pavements of intraclasts [Plate

2.8 (A)1, as basal lags to limestone beds, as well as filling pot and gutter

structures lPlate 2.8 (B,C)|. HCS occurs in some of the thicker beds near

the base. Green shale becomes dominant in the upper third of the unit,

which in the CFZ contains thin lenticular grey to olive-green silty

limestones with algal laminations near the top. In the far south and west

thin equivalents of unit 8 are overlain by very shallow and terrestrial

siliciclastics of the Bonney Sandstone. Along the Heysen Range a thin

(averaging 1 m) zone within these limestones contains common to abundant

(?)algal fossils (?Palaeopascichnus) on bedding surfaces (see 5.2).

Unit 8 is notably glauconitic throughout, but glauconite is most

abundant within a wldespread interval characterized by the presence of

purple shale, which occurs in about the middle of the unit. The glauconite

pellets (analyses in Appendix 2) average 0.2 mm in diameter and occur in

thin (2 mm) graded beds, associated with calcite (cement and particles),

rhombic dolomite and siliciclastic material lPlate 2'7 rc)l' Some specimens

from thls horizon contain probable volcanic quartz lPlate 2.7 (H)l and

possible altered volcanic rock fragments, Like the red limestones of unit

7, the glauconite in unit 8 is intimately associated wlth francolite, which

also occurs as separate gralns wlthin these beds.
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PL-A'rE 2 -g
UNITS 8 AND 9

A Pavement of angular, platy limestone intraclasts on a upper
bedding surfaee of unit 8, Wilkawillina Gorge. Such
pavements, draped with silts, are common in unit g.

B Sinuous gutter filled with imbricate intraclasts, The
outline has been inked in for greater clarity. Upper bedding
surface, unit 8, Wilkawillina Gorge.

C Cross-section through a gutter filled with ptaty limestone
intraelasts, The gutter is eroded into thin-bedded
limestones (the source of the intraclasts) interbedded with
shales. Unit 8. Wilkawillina Gorge,

D Coneretionar¡, limestones the top of unit g.
?Palaeopascichnus (see 5,2) often occurs within such facies
Note the rotation of bedding laminae in the concretions
relative to that in the host siltstone. Black Range Spring
partial section.

E Interference wave ripples on the upper surface of calcareous
siltstone, unit 8, Wilkawillina Gorge, Note the large (50 cm
ciiameter) inrraciast protruciing rrom a lower bed similar to
that in (A), and the large current crescent developed around
this obstacie,

F The unit 8/9 transition near the parachilna Gorge sectÍon.
The 2 m staff lies across the interval within upper-most unit
8 eontaining the (?)algaI fossil ?Palaeopascichnus (see 5,2).
Thicker bedded limestones of unit 9 occur above the staff.

G Polygonal network on bedding surface interpreted as the
moulding of an algal film, Such structures are common in
sandstones at the top of unit 8 in southern areas, and also
occur in unit 10, and have been noted elsewhere in late
Precambrian sediments. The origin of the cireuiar feature is
unkown. Unit 8, Bunyeroo Gorge section. Scale bar I cm.

H Interference ('ladde¡') wave ripples on an upper sandstone
surface of unit 10, Wilkawillina Gorge. Note the sinuous
trace fossil-Iike structures in the ripple troughs. These
are interpreted as synaeresis cracks similar to sinuous
ripple-asociated forms described by plummer and Gostin
(1981), The pen (bottom left) is t4 cm long,

I Cross-seetion of wave rippled sandstone/siltstone facies,
unit 10, Wilkawillina Gorge. The pen (rieht) is t4 cm long,

Hammer is 32 em long
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2.1o.2 Discussion of unlt 8

The base of unit 8 seems to record a slight deepening after the very

shallow conditions suggested by stromatolltes at the top of unit 7. The

lower two thirds of unit 8 is dominated by'tempestltes, but shows an upward

decrease |n frequency and strength of wave influence, This is unlikely to

be related to a continuing increase in water depth as very shallow water

carbonates (algal laminites) are present near the top and in overlying unit

9. Equivalents of unit 8 along the C/NFZ boundary show the first clear

evidence of reworked diapiric detritus within the Wonol<a Formation (see

3.5), Thus it appears reasonable that rising diapiric islands within the

C/NFZ boundary region produced a wave barrier that progressively increased

in efficiency during unit 8 time, culminating in lagoonal conditions in

which mud deposition became dominant near the top of the unit. The lagoon

terminated to the south against marginal marine siliciclastics of the Bonney,

Sandstone.

The thin but widespread purple marker horizon may be related to

contemporaneous volcanism and is considered to represent a time line. It

has been of great value in correlating sections across the C/NFZ boundary

and will be discussed further in 3.5,1. The fossil horizon at the top of

unit 8 is also considered to represent a time line, the significance of

which is discussed in 5.2.4,

2.II UNIT 9

Unit 9 is the first of two prominent shallow water carbonate units,

separated by siliciclastics, that mark the top of the Wonoka Formation.

Unlt 9 is only about I m thick at the Bunyeroo Gorge reference section and

does not oceur at localities further south. The unit thickens slowly to the

north along the Heysen Range (2 m at Brachlna Gorge to 8 m at Parachllna

Gorge) and more rapidty to the east (20 m at Wilkawillina Gorge). The unit

reaehes its maxìmum thickness near the C/NFZ boundary (42 m at Black Range
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Sprlng.), be¡'ond whlch lt ls not recognlzed due to rapld deepenlng related

facles ehanges, whlch wlll be deserlbed ln 3.6. Unlt 9ls very slmllar to

unlt ll, but does not contaln oolds or strolqatolltes. Both unlts wlll be

discussed together ln 2.12.4.

2.ll.l Llthofacies of unlt 9

Unit 9 is composed dominantly of grey and black limestone, The

limestones charaeteristicalìy display wavy or undulose bedding. There is a

cyclic alternation between thinner bedded, algal laminated, grey limestone,

and thicker, bedded massive to rarely cross bedded, grey or black

calearenite. The calcarenites are composed of small intraclasts and a

variety of peloids of uncertain origin.

The calcarenites often contain scattered coarse crystals and clusters

of euhedral and sub-euhedral dolomite, many of which are apparently

replacing some previous carbonate particle lPlate 2,10 (A)1, In areas of

faulting or other structural complexity the entire unit is usually

doiomitized. In both cases this secondary dolomite has curved crystal faees

and displays sweeping extinction under crossed polars indicating a warped

crystal lattice. This form has been referred to as "saddle dolomite" and

"baroque dolomite" in the literature, and results from an lncrease in the

abundanee of calcium in the crystal lattice at crystal apices and face edges

that are at high angles to the 'c' axis, ln comparison to face centres

(Radke & Mathis, 1980). This dolomite often shows prominent zoning. It is

also eommon to find limestones that have the appearance of contalning

seattered clusters of dolomite, but staining and x-ray diffraction lndieate

that calcite is now the only carbonate present 12,10 (B)1. Petrographlcally

these clusters display the relic texture of saddle dolomite suggesting that

late stage de-dolomltlzation of secondary dolomlte has tal<en place,

The carbonates of unit 9 are oceaslonally sandy wlth a major lncrease

ln the proportlon of slllclclastie sand towards the C/NFZ boundary. At
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PI-A'TE 2.9

A-c Field photographs of the upper wonol<a FormatÌon and lower
Bonne¡' Sandstone. (n); Brachina Gorge approxlmately I km
south of the type section, This is the locality of the
seetion in Plate 2,11. (B): Near the Parachilna Gorge
section. C: Reaphook Hill. Numbers indicate units of the
Wonoka Formation, BS - Bonney Sandstone, f = unit 8 fossit
horizon.

D Black rippled calcarenite draped with light gre¡' micrire.
Note the spill-over structures at the top of the ripples,
This is a very widespread facies within unit 11. Brachina
Gorge, 827-8R13.

E,F Stromatoiites (Tungussia cf . T. julia) from unit ll,
Wilkawillina Gorge. (F) is iooking down on rop of the
specimen in (E) and shows the elongate nature of the columns
in pian view.

G Dolomitized erosional and hardground surface within
ealcarenites of unit 1I. Note intraelasts lying along the
contact. Brachina Gorge,

H The Wonoka/Bonney Sandstone eontact at Brachina Gorge.
Dolomitized oolite in the lower half is overlain sharply by
olive-green siltstones of the basal Bonney Sandstone. Note
the phosphatized contact (white layer several mm thick).

Hammer is 32 cm long
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Wllkawillina Gorge pebbly lenses occur near the mlddle of the unit, The

well rounded pebbtes up to I cm in diameter, comprise an assemblage of

clasts including volcanics, mlcaceous fine sandstones and evaporite

replacement cherts similar to the assemblage of materÌal found within

syndepositional diapirs and clasts reworked into a(iacent sediments

elsewhere in the Adelaide Geosyncline (N. Lemon pers, com., 1985). Slmilar

clast assemblages occur locatly in unit l1 and in areas where the Wonoka

Formation has been intruded by syndepositional diapirs further north (see

3.7 ).

2.I2 UNIT IO

Unit 10 comprises an entirely siliciclastie sequence lying between the

carbonates of unit 9 and I 1. It bears a close similarity to certain facies

of the Bonney Sandstone which overlies the Wonoka Formation. The unit is

about 3O m thick at Bunyeroo and Brachina Gorges, generally thins to the

north and east, and thickens to the south (maximum measured thickness 73 m

at yappala). To the west (Mernmerna) and far south (Pichi Richi Pass) unit

l0 cannot be differentiated from the Bonney Sandstone in the absenee of unit

11.

2.12.1 Lithofacies of unit 10

At Bunyeroo Gorge unit lO consists of a basal interval of wavy green

siltstone and very thinly interbedded fine sand (flaser bedding), that

thickens and coarsens upwards lnto several packets of wavy and oceasionally

cross-bedded yellow and greenish sandstones and minor siltstone. About 10 m

above the base there is a rapid transition into 18 m of red sandstone. The

sandstone is moderately well bedded at first but grades upward into poorly

bedded silty and micaceous sandstones which generally have a rubbly exposure

pattern due to the poor development of bedding. Clay pellets are

ubiqultous, and polygonal desiccatlon cracks, some showlng more than one

generation of cracking, are abundant, where beddlng planes are exposed' The
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red lnterval ls completed by 5 m of more mature planar, eross-bedded and

rippled pink sandstone, whlch is overlain by I m of massive greenish

sandstone and 4 m of olive-green caleareous shale.

The thlckness and facies development.seen at Bunyeroo Gorge ls typleal

of unit 10 along the western Flinders Ranges, however south of Elder Range

the unit thickens eonsiderabty (67 m at Mayo Gorge and 73 m at Yappala), due

largely to an inerease in thickness of the red facies. At Parachilna Gorge

the red facies immediately overlies unit 9. Unit 10 thins to the east, with

a rapid reduction in the thickness of the red interval, which is entirely

absent at the Old Wirrealpa and Reaphook Hill sections. The green shale

unit at the top of unit 1O is widespread and is only absent in the northern

CFZ and the Wilkawillina Gorge section.

2.12.2 Discussion of Unit 10

Unit I0 is considered to represent a shallow water facies of subtidal,

intertidal supratidal origin. The transition from greenish siliciclastics,

which lack evidence of exposure, to red immature desiccation cracked

siliciclastics is considered to represent a shallowing trend, and the red

facies may be non-marine in part. During unit 10 time this "red-bed" facies

prograded from the west across large areas of the CFZ and SFZ , but did not

reach far eastern areas where shallow subtidal to tidal reducing conditions

continued throughout. In far western and southern areas this facies was

being deposited continuously throughout late Wonoka time and periodically

represented a shoreline facies to the lagoonal carbonates of units 9 and 11.

The more mature pink and white sandstones, and the overlying shale interval

at the top of unit 10, provide evidence of a minor transgressive event and

return to shallow marine (lagoonal) conditions in most areas.

As noted above, the facies developed within unit 10 are very slmilar to

some of the facies present within the Bonney Sandstone. The lower greenlsh

siltstone/sandstone facies is comparable to Faeies A (greenish laminated
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siltstones and sandstones) of Gehllng (1982), which is usually developed

at the base of the Bonney Sandstone lmmedlately overlying unit 11. The red

sand facies is comparable in part to Gehling's (1982) Factes B (irregularly

bedded clayey sandstone), which occurs at several intervals within the

Bonney Sandstone. Gehling (1982) interpreted Facies A as a shallow off-

shore environment and Facies B as an intertidal to supratidal mud flat

deposit.

2.I3 UNIT I I

Unit 11, which is a shallow water limestone resembling unit 9, marks

the top of the Wonoka Formation throughout much of the CFZ and SFZ. Unit 11

is 16 m thick at the Bunyeroo Gorge referenee section. It generally

thickens to the east (35 m at Wilkawillina Gorge and 30 m at Reaphooli Hill),

and like unit 9, thickens rapidly towards the O/NFZ boundary (8+ m thick at

the Black Range Spring partial section), beyond which it is not recognized

due to rapid facies changes described in 3,6, Detailed measured sections

are presented in Fig. 2.11 and Plate 2.11.

2 . I 3. I Lithofacies of unit I I

Like unit 9, unit 11 is dominated by grey and black limestone which is

generally dolomitized in faulted or other structurally complex areas,

However the cyclic nature of these limestones is much more evident in unit

11. A typical coarsening upward cycle has a lower interval consisting of

thinly-bedded, Ienticular and wavy Brey to black limestones interbedded with

thin, planar silty grey limestones, Algal laminites are rarely present.

Grey limestones are generally micritic, while blaek limestones are eommonly

fine grained, peloidal grainstones. Peloidal limestones are often wave

rippled, with grey micrite filling ripple troughs within which bi-

directionat spill-over structures from ripple crests are often found Icf'

Fie. 3 of Seilacher (1982)l fPlate 2.9 (D)1, There is usually a rapid

transition into the coarser calcarenite forming the upper part of each

cycle. The carbonate particles consist of Ooids (see 2.13,3.1), large
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Nine detailed measured sections of unit I l, including the

upper shale interval of unit I0. A legend of all symbols ean

be found in Plate 2.11.
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peloids, intraclasts and unidentified partlcles assigned to catagraphs,

Scattered coarse grains of saddle dolomlte are generally present in

abundance, Carbonate sands are frequently crossbedded and thicker examples

may contaln lnternal hardgrounds associated with several centimetres of

dissolution and dolomitization IPlate 2.9 (G)]. These lrregular surfaces

may be overlain by a thin interval of intraclasts and material resembling

soil calcrete. The top of each cycle is often marked by a similar eroded

hardground surface, Stromatolites, where present, are usually found growing

on these internal surfaces or those at the top of cycles, most commonly in

the lower part of unit I 1.

At several tocalities small-scale tepee structures, generally

associated with probable desiccation cracks and intraformational "flat

pebble" eonglomerates, occur in fine-grained calcarenite at the top of some

cycles in the upper part of unit I l. The best examples occur at Mayo Gorge

where four successive cycles contain small-scale (10 cm high,20 cm wide),

but well developed tepee structures (Fie. 2.11).

The top of the last cycle in each section is generally composed of buff

coloured dolostone. In eontrast to the obviously late diagenetic saddle

dolomite present ln lower cycles and fault zones, this is relatively fine

grained and contains moderately well preserved ooids suggesting a very early

diagenetic origin. The uppermost surface of this bed, which is immediately

overlain by green siltstones of the basal Bonney Sandstone, is often

phosphatic, and at Brachina and Bunyeroo Gorges consists of a crust of

francolite several millimetres thick replacing both ooids and matrix IPlate

2,9 (H),2.11 (A)1, Some other hardground surfaces within unit 11 are also

phosphatic.

2.13.2 Ooids of unit 1l

Ooids are common to abundant in the calcarenites of unit 1l but have

not been noted elsewhere in the Wonoka Formation ln the CFZ and SFZ' Oolds
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PI-ATE 2. L?
UNITS 9,11 MICROGRAPHS

A Clusters of secondary saddle dolomite in recrystallized
limestone. unit g. Wilkawiilina Gorge. Scale bar 500 ¡m827 -WKL.

B This represents the same microfacies as (A) except that
dedolomitization has occurred and the former dolomite rhombs
are now pseudomorphed by calcite. Former zoning is enhanced
by iron oxides. Scale bar 500 ¡m. 827-BRLZ.

c "Microstromatolitic" growth of radial calcite nucleated on a
large peloid. Note eoncentric growth lines which merge into
the surrounding sediment. Associated with erosional surface,
unit 11. wilkawillina Gorge. crossed polars. scale bar 500
pm. 827-wKg0.

D combined radial and concentric fabric in calcitic ooid. unit
11' wilkawillina Groge section. scale bar 100 ¡m. Bzr-wKzg.

E Dolomitic ooid with well preserved cencentric fabric. The
ooid is surrounded by recrystallized limestone, upper unit
ll, Black Range Spring seetion, Scale bar 100 ¡m. gZT-BSl.

F Micrograph of possible palaeoealerete (targely dolomitic)
capping an eroded hardground surface within ooid grainstones
of unit 11, Bunyeroo Gorge. Scale bar 5OO ¡rm. ïZT-BIJZE.

G Ghosted ooids preserved in coarse late diagenetic saddle
dolomite, unit 11, Bathtub Creek (AGM coords. TL660405).
Scale bar 500 ¡rm. 8ZT-BTg.

c s oma san
oncolites within unit ll. This examples is from an oneolite,
unit Il, Elder Range section. Scale bar 500 ¡m. ïZT-ERZ2.

I Possible algal structures in a small intraclast within
calcarenites of unit 11, Braehina Gorge, Scale bar 500 ¡m.827-BR 1 68.
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do occur ln sparse dark-grey limestone clasts at the base of the Patsy Sprirrgs

and other canyons, although it is unclear whether these represent transported

clasts of contemporaneous shallow water deposits, or reworked older

material, Clearly allochthonous ooids occur in some sandy and pebbly

limestones near the top of the Wonoka Forrnation in the NFZ but correlation

of their position with southern units is uncertain. Within unit 1l the

majority of ooids are found in the areas south of the Parachilna Gorge and

Old Wirrealpa sections, Scattered dolomitic ooids (mostl¡' allochthonous)

occur in limestone and dolostone equivalents of unit 11 along the C/NFZ

boundary,

2.13.2.1 Microstructures: Unit 11 contains normal ooids (composed of

,,..*"rorc laminae), superficial ooids (one or very few thin laminae on a

large nucleus), compound ooids and a variety of ooid-like particles of

uncertain origin. Shapes vary from spherical to quite elongate and the

ooids show a wide variety of diagenetic and replacement textures, They are

now composed of calcite or are partiaily or entirely replaced by coarse

diagenetic saddle dolomite lPlate 2.11 (C,G)1, or rarely francolite lPlate

z.tI (A)1. More rarely ooids may be eomposed of fine grained doiomite which

preserves varying degrees of the original fabric.

The normal ooids vary from 0.15 to 2 mm in diameter but the majority

average about I mm. they are almost excìusively concentric. Crystal

fabrics of neomorphic calcite vary from a micritic mosaic significantly

finer than the surrounding cement [Plate 2.11 (G)], to well developed brick

textures [Plate 2.11 (D)1, The brick textures are eomposed of brick-shaped

calcite crystals with their long axes tangential to the lameliae surface.

In some layers part or all of some ooids are replaced by coarse (often a

single crystal) pseudospar. These occaslonally show relics of the original

aecretionary lamellae, Ooid nuclei almost always consist of carbonate

particles (generally altered to pseudospar or dolomitized), and only rarely
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PI-A'TE 2. L L

MICROGRAPHS: UNIT 11

This piate shows ooids with a range of fabrics. and other
carbonate particles from the detailed referenee seetion of unit
I 1 at Brachina Gorge. The position of the samples on this
section are indicated on the left edge of the column.

All photographs X 25

A Ooids replaced bl' apatite (dark) in a dolomitic matrix
827-S853

B Bimineralic ooids. Coneentric zones of darl< materiai are
stained calcite. The rest is dolomite, 827-SB-51

C Selective replacement of parts of ooids by eoarse saddle
dolomite.827-S829

D Ooid with brick texture composed of neomorphic pseudospar.
827-S823

E Ooid preserved within a calcarenitic intraclast. 827-SB12B

F Ooids highly deformed by compaction in a silt rich horizon.
827-SB I 2A

G Micritic ooids with
827-S810

cores replaced by coarse saddle dolomite

H Small elongate intraclasts in a mixed caicarenite. 827-BRl68
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of siliclclastics.

oolds with combined radlal and coneentrle fabrics [Ptate 2,10 (D)] have

been found immediately above an eroded hardground developed wlthin ooid

grainstones at lVllkawilltna Gorge. The hardground surface, below which

ooids and other particles show evidence of dissolution and geopetal

collapse, is encrusted with minute stromatolite-like structures described in

2.12.9. Calcrete-like material is also present. Of particular interest is

the presence of very weli preserved fine grained concentric ooids composed

of dolomite within recrystallized limestones at the Black Range Spring

section [827-BS1; Plate 2.10 (E)1. Rare examples also occur at Bunyeroo

Gorge,

2.1g.2.2 Discussion: Brick textures were first described bV nþefto and

Folk (1976) and later by Tucker tfSaS| and Singh (1987). These authors

provide convincing petrographic and geochemical evidence that this texture

results from the replacement of original aragonite by calcite. Neomorphic

pseudospar replacing ooids with or without relic lamellae has been described

by Rich (1982), Tucker (1985), Wilkinson et al. (1985) and Singh (1987), and

is also eonsidered to indicate replacement of aragonite. The wider

implications of Proterozoie aragonitic ooids is discussed in 6.4,

The radial ooids from Wilkawillina Gorge suggest an original calcite

mineralogy (e.g, Wilkinson et aL, 1985). Their association with a corroded

hard ground and possible calcrete is consistent with deposition in the

vadose zone and hence the term vadoid (Peryt, IgSg) may be more appropriate

than ooid. The well preserved dolomitic ooids preserved within limestones

were presumably composed of dolomite at the time of limestone deposition and

it is tempting to suggest that they may have been formed as primary

dolomite, as suggested by Tucker (1982) for well preserved Precambrian

dolomitic ooids from the Beck Springs Dolomite, California, However

contemporaneous or very early diagenetìc replaeement can produce well-
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preserved prlmary fabrics ln dolomite (Zenger, 1982), and this followed by

reworking Into a calcareous envlronment is probably more lil<ely'

2.f 3.3 Stromatolites of Unit lt

Several different forms of stromatolite. occur withln unit I I. The most

common form has been described by Walter et al. (1979), who compared it to

Tungussia julia from the suspected age equivalent Julie Formation of the

Amadeus Basin in central Australia. In unit 11 Tungussia cf . T. iulia

occurs in isolated spherical to eliptical bioherms IPlate 2.9 (E,F)l which

occasionally reach I m in height and several metres in width. Bioherms may

be closely spaeed, or many metres apart, and generally grow on hardground

surfaces within, or on top of cyeles. The bioherms are composed of a

dendritic branching and coalesing array of closely spaced columns radiating

from a central core. The columns, which may be elongate in plan view, are

inciined near the edge of the bioherm, sometimes to the point of being

horizontal. Stromatolites, which are probably referable to Tungussia occur

near the top of the wonoka Formation in a carbonate build-up surrounding a

syndepositional diapir along the C/NFZ boundary (see 3.7'1)' Several other

forms of stromatolite, including large domal and columnar varieties, are

occasionally observed near the top of unit I I (e.g. at Witkawillina Gorge

and Reaphook Hill), but have not been studied in detail.

Gehling (1982) briefly describes another form of stromatolite from unit

11 along Chace Range. The author has examined Gehling's coLlected material,

but has not observed this form in the field. In hand specimen this

stromatolite consists of closely spaced vertical, and frequently linked

columns 0.5 to 2 cm in width.

Minute stromatolite-like structures are found encrusting a hardground

surface within ooid grainstones at Wilkawillina Gorge. Fragments of similar

material are found as intraclasts on top of hardgrounds at Bunyeroo Gorge.

These structures are black in hand speclmen and have domal to branching
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dtgitate morphologies. The columns are one to several mllllnretres wlde and

up to 6mm high, Petrographlcally they conslst of radial arrays of fibrous

calcite, long axes perpendicular to concentric accretlonary lamellae, and

dlsptaying chevron twlnning patterns lPlate 2,10 (C)1, X-Ray diffractlon

indicates the presence of minor carbonate fluorapatite within these

struetures, although this has not been identified in thin section. Such

structures fall into the minlstromatolite category (0.2-10 mm) of Hofmann

(1986), who distinguishes radial-fibrous aggregates that are of dubious

biogenicity, from forms composed of granular elements, that are more likely

to have been formed by microbial activity. Schmitt (1985) has described

structures of similar size and petrography as stromatolites from the

Carboniferous of Spain. Those, however, were associated with algal

filaments. It is concluded that the structures described here were

precipitated inorganicaily and probably represent travertine that was

deposited in the vadose zone, along with the associated radial-fibrous

ooids.

2.13.4 Discussion of units 9 and 11

The cyclie sequence developed within unit 1I is similar to the classic

shallowing and coarsening upward cycles found in many ancient shallow water

carbonate sequences (e.g. James, 1984; Tucker, 1985b). The well developed

oolite-capped cycles in the lower part of the unit resemble the grainy

sequence of James (1984), indicating relatively low energy conditions, The

Iower micritic and peloidal portion of each cycle was deposited in a shallow

subtidal (probably lagoonal) environment. This shallowed up into ooid shoal

and beach environments, with repeated periods of exposure and associated

cementation and erosion indicated by hardBrounds, tepees, and desiccation

cracks, Unit 11 bears many simllarities to unit 9, but cycles occur on a

much smaller scale and in most cases probably did not reach the level of

exposure.

The rapid thlckness and facies changes at unit 1l level within the
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FTGIJTÈE 2.L2

Fenee dlagram of the upper wonoka Formation to show the

intertonguing of Bonney sandstone facies during three separate

cycles of carbonate deposition interspersed with three

progradations of red siliciclastics from the west. The facies

have been greatly simplified into red oxidized siliciclastics,

green reduced siliciclastics, and carbonates. The information

has been distilled into a sw-NE oriented facies relationship

diagram. The top of the lvonoka Formation is aiways taken as

the top of the last major carbonate unit (unit t l where it is

present). However, note that there is a thin but widespread

carbonate unit (usually dolostone) in the lower Bonney

sandstone. Also note that in the far south (pichi Richi pass)

and west (Mernmerna) the top of the Wonoka occurs at unit g

level in the absence of units 1 1 and 9. The upper Wonoka

Formation thickens towards the northeast.
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C/NFZ boundary region wilt be descrlbed In 3.6, however at this stage lt can

be noted that dtaplrs were active during sedimentation along this

tectonically active hinge line, and associated islands and shoals apparently

formed a barrier between sheltered lagoonal, tidal ftat and beach

envlronments in the south and more open marine conditions to the north' The

black, organic rich nature of the limestones comprising much of units 9 and

t I suggests restricted circulation and low oxygen conditions behind this

b arrier.

2.I4 CHAPTER SUMMARY

Th Wonoka Formation has been subdivided into 1l units at the Bunyeroo

rge reference section. Most of these can be recognized across the Central

and South Flinders Zones despite some facies changes. The interpreted

depositional environments for the reference section are summarized in Fig.

Z.L Stated briefly, the lower Wonoka Formation was deposited in an outer

shelf setting largely below storm wave base. The development of a

prograding carbonate ramp led to gradual shallowing from a turbidite/shale

sequence via distal to proximal carbonate tempestites. The development of

barriers to the north led to a terminal lagoonal and tidal to supratidal

carbonate and siticiclastic phase before the uttimate progradation of

shallow marine and terrestrial red beds of the Bonney Sandstone 
\
,j
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3.I INTRODUCTION

Chapter 2 described the laterally persistent ('layer cake')

stratlgraphy and facies of the Wonoka Formatlon ln the Central Flinders Zone

(CFZ) and northwestern South Flinders Zone (SFZ) of the Adelaide

Geosyncline. Using the stratigraphic framework of Chapter 2, this chapter

describes and interprets the rapid faciêE dnd fhiekness changes and

s¡'ndepositional diapirism that occurs within the Wonoka Formation across the

Central/North Flinders Zone (C/NFZ) boundary, and briefly summarizes the

geoiogy of the Wonoka Formation in the North Flinders Zone (NFZ). Chapter 4

foilows with a description and interpretation of several newly discovered

submarine canyon fills and associated features that occur within this

boundary region, and reiates them to the regional palaeogeography' The

locality of any canyons referred to in this chapter ean be found in Fig,

4.1. The locality of the diapirs and measured sections relating to this

chapter can be found in Fig. 3.1.

The CiNFZ boundary (see Figs. 1.1,3.1) is well defined on structural

grounds, separating north-south oriented broad open folding in the CFZ, from

an arcuate belt of east-west oriented tighter folds in the NFZ. The

boundary region is complex, bearing a number of maior thrust faults and

intruded by a series of diapiric structures. These diapirs were

periodically active during sedimentation, as indicated by rapid local facies

and thickness changes, progressive unconformities and reworked diapiric

clasts in surrounding sediments (Coates, 1973; MaePherson, 1984; Scotford,

1984; Haines, 1986a; Abbott, 1986). At least some of the faults were also

active during sedimentation, Facies and thickness changes occur along this

boundary at various Ievels in the stratigraphy (Scotford, 1984), and are

particularly notable within the Wonoka Formation.

Four sections (Old Warraweena, Warraweena, north Mt. Goddard and south

Mt. Goddard - see Fie. 3.1,3.2 & Appendix I) were measured through the

Wonoka Formation fronr the northern CFZ across the C/NFZ boundary, in a line
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FIGL'F¿E 3. I-

Geological map of the central/North Flinders Zone boundary

region (running horizontally across the centre of the map),

showing distribution of the Wonoka Formation and diapiric

breecias, end the location of measured sections and other

features referred to ln the text. Modified from the COpLEy

11250 000 geological map sheet (Coates, tg7g).
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normal to the boundary' trend near the central axis of the Adelaide

Geosyncline. The St. Ronan seetlon along the Mt. Scott Range and Black

Range Spring partial seetion east of Warraweena, also lie within the

boundary zone. The Warraweena and north and south Mt. Goddard sections have

prorred most informative, The Wonoka Formatlon is 750 m thick at the

Warraweena section, but increases to 920 m over the 6 km to the Mt. Goddard

South section, and to 1330 m over the further 3 km to the Mt. Goddard North

section, This is an increase of about 400 m in 3 km, although folding has

brought these sections closer together since the time of deposition. These

thickness measurements are of course dependant on the accuracy of

correlations, whieh are somewhat doubtful within the assumed equivalents of

units 9 to 1 I where the most rapid facies and thickness changes take place,

Scotford (1984) records a thickness of about 1600 m in the hinge of the Mt.

Goddard Syncline. This may not represent a true stratigraphic thickening,

as many of th'e tight synclines of the Flinders Ranges contain nested series

of subtle bedding parallel faults, which result in thinning of the sequence

on the flanks and thus apparent thickening in the hinge where the most

complete stratigraphic sequence is presenred (N, Christie-Blick, pers, com.,

I s86).

3.2 UNITS 1 AND 2

Units I and 2 undergo little obvious change across the C/NFZ boundary,

except for a continuation of the north and eastward thinning trend

established in the CFZ. However, palaeocurrents from sole marks within unit

2 show a marked progressive shift to the north upwards through the unit

within the boundary zone Isee 2.4.2, Fig. 2.4, 2.5(b)J, and unit 2 shows a

marked thickening in the region west of the Beltana Diapir. Unit 2 is less

than 40 m thick near the Nankabunyana Canyon along the western Mt, Scott

Range. It thickens to about 80 m at the St. Ronan section, where it is well

developed with turbidites up to 70 cm in thickness, Immediately west of the

Beltana Diapir it reaches a maximum thickness of approximately 240 m
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FTGIJF¿E 3.2

A series of measured sections from the Bunyeroo Gorge

reference section north eeross the cFZ and the c/NFz boundary

near wanaweena. More detailed versions of all these sections

ean be found in Appendix 1. A iegend for alt symbols used can

also be found in Appendix 1 or Fie, 2.1. . :'ll;,îil---
, --4.'I , --l*' : -'.--Ë 'u '; -_Þçt e
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(accordlng to the Mt. Deception sectlon of Stainton, 1978; Hill, 1986,

records somewhat lesser thickenlng in thls area). This thlckening suggests

that some activity ma¡' have occurred within the Beltana Diapir during unit 2

time leading to increased sedimentation in a peripheral sink. Units I and 2

and part of the Bunyeroo Formation have been completely removed, probably

due to slumping, along the southern flank of the Mt, Goddard Syncline and

for several kilometres southwest of Beltana (see 4.6), and have also been

locally truncated in areas of canyon incision, Unit 2 is about 20 m thick

at both the Warraweena and Mt, Goddard North sections. Palaeocurrents

fluctuate widety at Warraweena, but give a consistent northeast reading from

a series of thick turbidites at the Mt. Goddard North section, just north of

the C/NFZ boundary.

3.3 UNIT 3

In the NFZ, unit 3, containing the most regionall¡' conservative of all

facies, is similar to that developed in the CFZ and SFZ. However, along the

C/NFZ boundary local facies and rapid thickness changes may be present.

Along the southern flank of the Mt. Goddard Syncline unit 3 is about 85

m thick. As indicated above, the underlying parts of the Wonoka Formation

and part of the Bunyeroo Formation has been removed by slumping, and unit 3

rests disconformably on the thinned Bunyeroo Formation, The lower 10 m of

unit 3 consists of massive banded pink limestone wil,h intraclastic layers

and locally developed slope induced soft sediment folding and slumping

lPlate 3.1 (A)1. The basal 2 m has been dolomitized and superficiaily

resembles unit l. The remainder of the lower half of unit 3 contains

numerous horizons comprising platy clasts of pink limestone in chaotic

orientations within a matrix of purple calcareous mudstone [Plate 3.1 (B)1.

These horizons, which reach 4 m in thickness, are interpreted as debris

flows, They are interbedded with typical unit 3 lithologies (thinly

lnterbedded pink limestone and purple caleareous shale), although the ratio

of limestone to shale is unusually hieh, and numerous local disruptions and
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thln intraclast horizons are present, The upper half of unit 3 is more

typicat of that developed elsewhere but contains a few intraclast horizons,

probably representing thin debris flows.

Along the northern side of the Mt. Goddard Syncline unit 3 is much

thicker and has a much lower carbonate/shele ratio, similar to the typical

development in the CFZ and SFZ. At the north Mt. Goddard Section, only 3 km

from the south Mt. Goddard Section, unit 3 is 255 m thick and lacks

intraclastic horizons or other slope induced disruption. Rare turbidites

oecur in the lower part of the sequence at tltis locality.

3.4 UNIT 4 TO 7 EQUIVALENTS

The equivalents of units 4 and 5 cannot be differentiated from one another

in the far northern CFZ or in areas further north, and the facies present

are significantly different from those developed further south. Units 6 and

7 can be distinguished along the Mt. Scott Range, in the vicinity of Beltana

and the Puttapa Canyon, and at the Warraweena section, However, in outcrops

immediately to the north, for example the south Mt. Goddard section, these

units eannot be distinguished.

The lateral equivalents of units 4 and 5 in the far northern CFZ and

the equivalents of units 4 to 7 across the C/NFZ boundary, consist of

intervals of thin to very thinly interbedded grey-green limestone and olive

green shale, alternating with intervals of massive to well laminated olive

green calcareous shale and siltstone. The limestone/shale intervals are

generally very rhythmically bedded, but distinct packages or cycles on a

scale of one to a few metres, delineated by small variations in bed

thickness or limestone/shale ratlo, are generally present, and may be

enhanced by weathering. Like other cycles in the Wonoka Formation these may

be climatically forced, perhaps through Milankovitch orbital cyclicity.

Limestone/shale ratlos, which often exceed l:1 (rarely up to 4:1) along the

northern CFZ and C/NFZ boundary, decrease to the north, and throughout much
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PI-ATE 3. I-

A soft sediment folding in laminated, purple silty limestones,
basal unit 3 near the Mt. Goddard south section.

B Debris flows composed of platy pink and purple limestones in
a matrix of calcareous mudstone, lower unit g, Mt. Goddard
south section.

C-E Large intraformational truncation surface (inked in for
greater clarity) in equivalents of unit 4 along the Mt, Scott
Range near the st. Ronan section. (D) is a front vie¡v of the
deepest part of the structure seen obliquely in (C). In most
places the surface is overlain by mudstones, except in the
deepest part of the eut, which is fitled with debris flows.
(E) shows the same surface further east where it locally
marks the base of unit 4 by cutting into unit 3.

F Intraformational truneation surfaces within unit 4
equivalents near the St. Ronan section. Three have been
inked in for greater clarity. These consist of mudstone
overlying mudstone and were probably generated by gravity
slidÌng rather than erosion,

G Crenulated thin-bedded green limestones interbedded with
mudstone, unit 4 equivalents, Old 1Varraweena section.

H lVell developed stylonodular texture within packets of very
thinly interbedded green limestones and dark green shales
(rhythmites), lVarraweena section.

Hammer is 32 cm long
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of the NFZ the lateral equivalents of this portion of the formation are

dominated by olive green shale.

The individual limestones are usually internally featureless or dlsplay

fine flat lamlnations. They are lnterpreted as very distal "sllty"

turbidites, probably the dlstal equivalents'of the thicker storm-generated

turbidites at this level to the south. Ripple lamination is oniy present

near the top of this interval. The bounding surfaees of the limestones are

commonly planar, but in some sections, particularly in the far northern CFZ

(e.e. Old Warraweena section), the thinner bedded carbonates in the lower

part of this interval are sometimes notably crenulated, having a crenulation

wavelength in the order of 5 to 10 cm. These crenulations have sometimes

been mistaken for stromatolites (e,9. Stainton, 1978), but are clearly non-

biogenic and probably have a diagenetic or combined diagenetic/tectonic

origin, There is evidence of pressure solution at bed surfaees, which are

often marked by stylolites. The crenulation axes tend to display a similar

orientation at any particular outcrop suggesting tectonic or slope

influence, James and Stevens (1986) describe identical features in

limestone/shale rhythmites of the Cow Head Group, western Newfoundland.

They suggest mechanisms relating to combined slope creep, tectonic

deformation and/or expansive recrystallization. Coarse stylonodular

textures are common in the thin bedded carbonates lPlate 3.1 (H)1, but the

abundance of this feature decreases to the north.

3.4.1 Intraformational truncation surfaces

Intraformational truncation surfaces occur on several different scales

within the equivalents of units 4 and 5 along the Mt. Scott Range and in the

area southwest of Beltana. The occurrences in the Beltana area are

associated with a probable canyon tributary and are described in 4.6. Along

the Mt. Scott Range many of the large truncation surfaees consist of shale

overlying shale with little or no eoarse materlai present. Many of these

eoncave-up surfaces, whieh are tens of metres to several kilometres wide,
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A-C Slumping in the loq'er Wonoka Formation exposed on the bank
of Sliding Rock Creeli near Beltana tou'nship, lBeltana sheet
(6536 II) AcM coord. 5258781

A Slump folds overlain b¡' undeformed limestone turbidites.
ThÍs outcrop was figured b¡' Leeson (1970).

B Channel filled rvith imbricate intraciasts (outline inked
in) incised into the top of a slumped mudstone rvith sparse
platl' earbonate clasts, Note overl)'ing limestone turbidites.
Hammer for scale at bottom.

C Limestone turbidites overlie slumped mudstones. Note
minor channelling at base,

D A single bed of calcareous siltstone that has slid down
slope into a tightly con\¡oluted mass. This photograph is on
its side to shon¡ the bed in its correct orientation.
Approximate unit 7 or 8 lateral equivalents, north Mt.
Goddard section. Several such beds are present at this
locality indicating significant slopes in this inten'al at
this time.

E SCS in sandy limestone in the interpreted laterai
equirraients of unit 8, north Mt. Goddard section.

F HCS in white caleareous sandstone, 'HCS sandstone' unit.
north Mt. Goddard section.

G View west along the south flank of rhe Mt. Goddard
S¡'ncline, The ridge-forming unit in the forground and centre
is the lorver portion of the 'HCS sandstone', the probable
time equivalent of unit 9.

H Large oncolite (10 cm diameter) in pebbly carbonates
adjacent to the 'Warraü'eena Diapir'.

Hammer is 32 em long
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were probably not lnitiated by erosion, but more llkely reflect maJor slope

lnduced slump scars infilled by later sedimentation, and some may be gravity

slide surfaees. Others, whlch are overlain by preferential accumulations of

turbidites and debris flows ln their deeper portions, may be entirely

infilled erosional channels, or more likely reflect channelling of

turbidites and debris flows down pre-existing slump scars. Many of the

shale units in the lateral equivalents of units 4 and 5 contain numerous

small-scaie (10's of metres) nested cuspate truncation surfaces often marked

by a basal ealcareous siltstone. In the general area of the St. Ronan

section much of the exposed length of the unit S/unit 4 boundary is locally

an unconformity representing a very large truncation surface [Plate 3.1

(E)1. However, careful tracing indicates that this surface is not

genetically related to the unit boundary, but cuts down from a higher level

and a conformable unit 3/unit 4 contact overlain by lower unit 4 equlvalents

is preserved locally beneath this surface. The surface is possibly related

to the Nankabunyana Canyon to the west (see 4.5).

3.5 UNIT 8 EQUIVALENTS

Unit 8 is readily distinguished at the Warraweena section, but changes

facies rapidly to the north. The assumed equivalents at the Mt. Goddard

sections comprise thin to thickly bedded calcareous and dolomitic sandy

tempestites (HCS in thicker beds), interbedded with olive green siltstones

and shales, and grading up into a unit of splintery and blocky green

calcareous siltstone. This is overlain by the widespread purple marker

horizon. Conglomeratic beds at this level are considered to represent

reworked diapiric material (see 3.7). At the Black Range Spring partial

section the purple marker horizon is overlain by 56 m of typical upper unit

8, including the (?)algal fossil horizon (see 5.2) before the base of unit

9. To the north this interval ls replaced by approximately 20 m of

slltstone with thickening upward sandstone lnterbeds, beneath a prominent

sandstone considered the approximate laterai equivalent of unit 9 (see 3.6).
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3.5.1 Purple marker horizon

Desplte some faeies changes, the persistenee of this horizon (described

in 2.10.1) has been of unparalleled importance in correlating equivalents of

the upper Wonoka Formation across the C/NFZ boundary and into the NFZ. As

discussed in 2,10,2, this horizon is considered to represent a tlme line

possibl)' linked to contemporaneous volcanlsm. The horizon maintains a

constant thickness of about 4 m from the northern CFZ, across the C/NFZ

boundary, to the north Mt. Goddard section despite some changes in

charaeter, It thickens notably to the west along the Mt. Scott Range and to

the north, where it is prominent in the vicinity of the Patsy Springs

Canyon. Abundant glauconite with associated francolite is present along the

Mt, Scott Range, but in the Patsy Springs area, higher grades of

metamorphism have converted the glauconite to phengitic mÌca. Francolite is

stiÌI present, At both localities thin graded beds containing pellets of

glauconite (or altered glauconite), interbedded with purple shale, are very

simiiar to those further south. At the Mt. Goddard sections the marker is

quite sandy, shows evidence of considerable soft sediments deformation, and

lacks both the welt bedded, laminated character, and the graded glauconite-

bearing beds, At the Warrau¡eena and Black Range Spring sections no

glauconite was observed and the horizon consists of 4 m of thinly

interbedded purple and green shales.

3.6 EQUIVALENTS OF UNITS 9 TO 1I

It is at this levei that very major facies and thickness changes occur.

Correlation with the southern sequence becomes very difficult due to the

fact that no contlnuous outcrop of Wonoka Formation crosses the entire C/NFZ

boundary region. Correlations have been attempted uslng the closest

possible measured sections, but these still remain somewhat tenuous.

At the Black Range Spring partial section, on the southern edge of the

boundary zone, unit 9 is 42 m thick. The base is taken as the base of a

peltoidal limestone 56 m above the purple marker horizon, and l6 m above the
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fossll horizon of unit 8. Over half of the unit ls dolomitic and most of

the unit is very sandy. It also contains some sandstone and siltstone

lnterbeds. Much of the unit is current bedded, however algal laminations

are present near the base and in yellow-brown sandy llmestones at the top.

In weathered outcrop much of the carbonate has been leached leavlng the

impression that the unit is comprised Iargely of sandstone.

At the same locality unit 10 is 26 m thick and is dominated by red,

poorly sorted and poorly bedded siity sandstone with some interbeds of

eleaner sandstone and green siltstone. One bed of coarse sandstone is

notably channelized. Desiccation cracks and clay pellets occur at many

levels.

Unit 1O is then overlain by 86 m of carbonates correlated with unit 11.

The lower half is composed of Brey and yellowish sandy limestone with some

beds of clean grey limestone and sandy dolostone. The beds are alternately

current bedded or consist of algal laminates. The upper half of the unit is

composed largely of algal laminated grey dolostone with some grey and black

limestones near the top, some of these contain scattered allochthonous

ooids. Of particular interest is the presenee of very well preserved fine

grained concentric ooids composed of dolomite within recrystallized

limestones (827-BSl). These ooids are described and discussed in 2.13.2. A

6 m thick bed of poorly sorted reddish calcareous sandstone and mudstone 14

m below the top of the unit also contains scattered well preserved dolomitic

ooids. The majority of dolostones in units 9 and I 1 at Black Range Spring

and elsewhere along the C/NFZ boundary are very fine grained and also

preserve a variety of primary fabrics well suggesting a primary or very

early diagenetic origin. This is unlike the majority of dolostones from the

same levels further south, which are coarse-grained, display little primary

fabric and are elearly of l¡.te diagenetic origin, Many of the northern

dolostones preserve algal laminations, indicating very shallow water

condition, such as tidal flat deposition. Intraformational clasts anrl
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dlsruptions suggesting desiccation are common

A simllar, although less well exposed outerop of units 9 to 1l can be

seen at the Warraweena section. Here the upper part of unit 9 appears to be

composed largely of dolomitic sandstone, although this may be a function of

the degree of weathering of an original sandy dolostone or limestone. Thls

sandstone contains probable HCS.

Along the Mt. Scott Range the equivalents of units 9 to I I are composed

almost entirely of dolostone (often sandy) and friable sandstones (probably

calcareous or dolomitic at depth). At the St. Ronan section the lower 35 m,

comprised of white and brown dolomitic sandstone interbedded with minor

green siltstone, is tentatively considered to be the lateral equivalent of

unit 9, and lies 24 m above the top of the purpie marker of unit 8, The

sandstones occur in thickening upward cycles several metres thick displaying

abundant HCS. This interval is overlain by 47 m of poorly exposed medium to

eoarse-grained friable sandstone that is reddish at first but grades to

white above. The formation is completed with 65 m of massive buff coloured

sandy and oolitic dolostone, overlain by greenish siltstones and flaggy wavy

sandstones with two 5 m thick interbeds of brown dolostone. By convention

the top of the Wonoka Formation is taken as the top of the last major

carbonate,

At the Mt, Goddard South section a prominently exposed unit of medium

grained white sandstone 95 m thick lies 20 m above the somewhat sandy

equivalent of the purple marker horizon. Although strongly leached in most

outcrops, this sandstone unit has a calcareous or dolomitic cement when seen

in clean creek exposures, The sandstone contains abundant HCS near the base

which grades up into large scale HCS, SCS, and intervals of planar bedding

higher in the unit. No interbedded fine sediments are present. This unlt

forms a prominent ridge which can be traced around the Mt. Goddard Syncline

and west to the region of the Salt Creek Canyon. It is 13O m in thickness
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at the north Mt. Goddard seetlon, where the base is 16 m above the purple

marker horizon. The base of the sandstone is preceeded by several packets

of HCS, SCS and wave rippled calcareous sandstones lnterbedded with green

siltstone, The same unit can be tentatlvely identified on aerial

photographs across most of the southern NFZ and usually equates with the

unit of sandstone mapped near the top of the Wonoka Formation on the COPLEY

1:250 000 scale geological sheet (Coates, I973). It is considered to

represent the lateral equivalent of unit 9 and perhaps the upper part of

unit 8. A sandstone unit in this position along the western Mt. Scott Range

above the Nankabunyana Canyon displays some HCS but also contains large

sygmoidal angle of repose cross bedding with probable tidal bundles

suggesting tidal current influence in subtidal channels (Visser, I980).

At the south Mt. Goddard section the 'HCS sandstone' is overlajn by an

interval of 115 m that essentially does not outcrop. Isolated patches of

very weathered and ferruginized material along this valley forming interval

suggest that the original lithology probably eonsisted of impure carbonates.

At north Mt. Goddard this interval is 130 m thick and does contain isolated

outcrops of thin to thickly bedded grey-green silty limestone, The thin

carbonates are planar laminated and wave rippled, while the thicker bedded

facies contains abundant iarge ball and pillow structures, other forms of

soft sediment deformation, planar bedding, and HCS. Scotford (1984) records

about 200 m of limestone and minor sandstone in this posltion in the hinge

of the Mt. Goddard Syncline,

Around the Mt. Goddard Syncline this carbonate unit is overlain by a

northward thickening sequence (160 m at south Mt. Goddard,250 ¡n at north

Mt. Goddard) of dominantly white and greenish sandstones and quartzites,

with lesser slltstone and minor interbedded dolostone. These are overlain

by typical red siliciclastics of the Bonney Sandstone. A prominent

quartzite ridge near the base of this interval is comprised of mature quartz

sand displaying planar bedding, and tabular, trough and minor low angle
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(swash?) cross bedding suggesting a possible beach/bar envlronment. The

remainder of thls interval ls dominated by Iess well exposed thin-bedded

wavy sandstones and siltstones similar to parts of unit 10 in the south.

These often occur in thickening upward packages several metres in thickness.

Minor current bedding in the form of current ripple and trough cross

laminations are present in the thicker sandstones. Colours are generally

white or green, but there are some thin reddened horizons, Minor brown

sandy dolostones are common in the south but decrease in number and

thickness to the north. A tidal flat origin is suggested for the maiority

of this sandy interval.

To the west this sequence appears to grade laterally into the thick

sandy dolostones and dolomitic sandstones that are assumed to be the lateral

equivalents of unit 11. Near Mt. Hack, 11.5 km east of the Black Range

Spring partial section INARRINA sheet (6636 II), AMG coords. 9209251, a

rapid lateral facies ehange from upper Wonoka Formation to lower Pound

Subgroup has been mapped on the COPLEY t:250 000 scaie geological sheet.

This rapid transition from carbonate dominated equivalents of unit I I to a

dominantly siliciclastic sequence similar to that described above has been

confirmed during the current investigation. This occurrence is near the

western end of the Pinda Diapir and abundant conglomerates composed of

diapiric clasts are also present.

The upper siliciclastic interval described ln the last paragraph has

usually been mapped as part of the Wonoka Formation on the COPLEY geological

sheet, except in the Mt. Hack area, presumably because of the colour

differentiation with respect to the more characteristically red

siliciclastics of the Bonney Sandstone, However, if we apply the usual

definition that the top of the Wonoka Formation occurs at the last major

carbonate, as used at the type section, then this interval should be either

included in the Bonney Sandstone or separately defined as a third formation

of the Pound Subgroup, This is despite the fact that it is apparently the
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lateral equivalent of Wonoka Formation sediments further south.

3.7 SYNDEPOSTTIONAL DIAPIRISM

Many hypotheses have been proposed to explaln the lrregular bodies of

breccia, eomposed largely of sedimentary and lgneous material derived from

the Callanna Group, which occur throughout much of the Adelaide Geosyncline.

These bodies clearly pierced the overlying strata during sedimentation as

indicated by facies and thickness changes, progressive unconformities and

entrained Callanna Group debris within the adjacent upturned sediments. The

Callanna Group sediments contain abundant pseudomorphs after evaporites,

although no evaporites are currently present at the surfaee, and no deep

drillhoies have tested the struetures at depth. Webb (1960) was the first

to suggest a diapiric mechanism for these structures, a mechanism which is

now widely, although not universally e.xcepted. Using simple physical

models, Lemon (1985) demonstrated that the distribution of sediments around

at least one of these structures is very similar to that expected around a

syndepositional diapir.

A number of such diapirs are exposed along the C/NFZ boundary including

the Beltana, Plnda and Nantawarrinna diapirs (Coates, 1973), and a number of

smaller un-named structures (see Fig, 3.1). Most of these were active

during at least part of Wonoka time (in particular late Wonoka time), as

were the Patawarta (Hall, 1984) and Mount Frome diapirs (Dalgarno, l983a,b)

south of the boundary zone. These occurrences are discussed below. To the

south of these structures there is little evidence of diapiric activity

during Wonoka time apart from minor but widespread occurrences of granule

and pebble sized clasts closely resembling diapiric lithologies within units

9 and t1 (see 2.1I,2.13), and local stratigraphic thickening noted in the

Wilkawillina Gorge section, which is within a syndepositional graben

associated with the Oraparinna Diapir. The clasts are usually well rounded

and could have been transported from the diapirs mentloned here,
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3.7.1 nWarraweena Diapir'

During this stud)', the sedimentation of Wonoka Formation adjacent to

diapirs has been examined ln detail only around a small un-named diapir,

here referred to as the "Warraweena Diapir", about 2 km northeast of

Warraweena homestead (Fig, 3,1). This structure has also been described by

Scotford (1984) and briefly by Haines (f986a). Outcrops of diapiric

breecia, including siliciclastic and dolomitic sediments and dolerites, are

restricted and much of the diapir core is covered by modern alluvium. The

area is also complicated by a major thrust fault (Warraweena Fault) which

truneates the southern edge of the structure. On the eastern side the upper

Wonoka Formation butts onto the body of diapiric breccia urith a poorly

exposed, irregular, but apparently unfaulted contact, Here the upper Wonoka

Formation contains numerous lenticular carbonate units which lens out within

I km to the east of the breccia contaet. These carbonates contain horizons

bearing abundant clasts of diapiric material and two major stromatoiitic

horizons. In both cases the stromatolites occur in mushroom-shaped

bioherms, in some cases (upper horizon) up to 4 m high and 10 m wide, with

overhanging edges. Pebble and cobble-sized diapiric clasts are found in the

gaps between some bioherms, The stromatolites have not been studied in

detail, but they have the general appearence of Tungussia (see 2.I2'3').

Large oncolites (up to 10 cm in diameter) are found amongst coarse detritus

associated with the lower stromatolite horizon IPiate 3.2 (H)1.

Non-stromatolitic limestones and dolostones are generally massive to

well banded, containing small lenses of coarse diapiric material and

scattered pebbles, as well as varying proportions of sand. Several

lenticular, crossbedded conglomeratic horizons 50 to 100 m in length and up

to B m thick, probably represent infilled channels, These have a calcareous

matrix and some contain isolated stromatolltes suggesting long periods of

channel inactivity.

Owing to a covered interval, it is difficult to correlate the sequence
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aqiacent to this diapir wlth the normal sequence further east. However, lt

clearly represents part of the upper lVonol<a Formation and a short distance

above the the top of the carbonate sequence there is outcrop of typlcal red

Bonney Sandstone. Scotford (1984) correlates this sequence with the

carbonate unit overlying the 'HCS sandstone' mentioned above. The first

evidence of diapiric activity at the south Mt, Goddard section (5,5 km to

the east) is in the form of sand-sized detritus comprising typical diapiric

lithologies (N. Lemon, pers. com. 1984) in lower unit 8 equivalents,

Several beds of eonglomeratic material, also containing diapiric

lithologies, occur somewhat higher in the sequence, Thus, it appears that

durinB Wonoka time, significant activity of this diapir involving actual

exposure of the diapir core on the seafloor (or as an island) was confined

to the sequence above, and including unit 8. The Warrau¡eena diapir u'as also

active during Early Cambrian time, as indicated by an abundance of diapiric

clasts within isolated outcrops of Early Cambrian limestones eisewhere

around the boundary of the diapir core.

3.7.2 Pinda Diapir

The Pinda Diapir, 20 km east of Warraweena (Fie, 1.3), was not visited

due to access problems, but examination of aerial photographs reveals

excellent outcrops of Wonoka Formation extending north from the eastern tip

of the structure. The Wonoka Formation thins rapidly towards the diapir and

is turned up steeply aiong the margin, A series of progressive

unconformities ls clearly visible, each representing a discrete phase of

diapiric movement, The unconformities have a high truncation angle close to

the diapir, which gradually decreases to the north and disappears after a

distance of several kilometres. Similar Iocal unconformities are also

visible within the overlying Pound Subgroup and Cambrian sediments. To the

northwest of the Pinda Diaplr the Wonoka Formation is also markedly thfnned

Coates (1973) indicates that the Pinda Diapir was active from middle

Marinoan times (Umberatana Group) to the Cambrian,
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3.7.3 Beltana Diapir

The geologlcal reeord of activity on the Reltana Diapir extends from

the Brachlna Formation to the Cambrian. McPherson (1984) observed diaplric

detritus wlthln the Brachlna and Bunyeroo Formations and syndeposltional

faulting in the basal Bunyeroo Formation. Abbott (tSA0) also noted detritus

in the uppermost Wonoka Formation. On the eastern side of the diapir the

Pound Subgroup is upturned and overlain by Cambrian sediments with a marked

angular unconformity. Evidence of some activity during mueh of Wonol<a time,

not necessarily involving exposure of the diapir core, comes from major

thinning of the entire Wonoka Formation as it butts on to the northern end

of the structure and marked thickening of unit 2 west of the diapir (see

3.2). Hill (1987) records some degree of thickening throughout the Wonoka

Formation in the syncline to the west, which was probably initiated as a

periferal sink during sedimentation.

3.7.4 Patawarta Diapir

The Patawarta Diapir, on the southern edge of the COPLEY l:250 000

scale sheet, has been investigated by HaIl (1984). Hall records two phases

of movement on the diapir, the first during part of Bunyeroo time associated

with the development of a'rim dolomite', and the second during Wonoka time.

Both involved the reworking of diapiric material into surrounding sediments,

Coates (1973) has mapped a marked thinning of the Wonoka Formation onto the

diapir.

3.7.5 Frome Diapir

The Frome Diapir is situated on the far northeastern PARACHILNA

l:250 OOO scale geological sheet [BENDIEUTA sheet (6735 IV), AMG coords,

UL2805801. The Frome Diapir and a{acent sediments have been investigated

by Dalgarno (1983a,b), who interpreted it as a shale diapir which was

exposed as a 'mud island' during the late Proterozoic and Cambrlan'

Dalgarno records marked thinning of the entire late Proterozoic sequence

adjacent to the diapir, Iocal unconformities bounding the Wonoka Formatlon,
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and extenslonal faults of Ediacaran age. Beds or reworked diapirlc clasts

are present throughout most of the adlacent sequence.

3.8 THE WONOKA FORMATION IN THE NORTH FLINDERS ZONE

A detailed discussion of the Wonoka Formatlon in the NFZ is beyond the

scope of this thesis. However, general f".t". trends determined from the

authors own brief examination and from published lÍterature are required to

place the sequence described from the study area into regional context. At

the time of writing, the Wonoka Formation in this area is being investigated

as a Ph.D. research project by P. DiBona at Flinders University in South

Australia.

Unit I and 2 have been recognized it the vicinity of the Patsy Springs

Canyon and to the northeast aÌong the northern flanl< of the Angepena

Syncline. Unit I ls a very thin (average 5 cm) lenticular buff to brown

dolostone. Unit 2 ls very distal in character, only a few metres thick,

comprising thin bedded (a few cm thick), sharp based, fine grained

calcareous sandstones and siltstones interpreted as very distal turbidÍtes.

In outcrops to the north and northwest of Patsy Springs, in the Oodnapaniken

Canyon area, units I and 2, if originally deposited, have been subsequently

removed by an erosional event, and the dolomitized base of unit 3

disconformably overlies the Bunyeroo Formation. In both areas unit 3

resembles unit 3 from southern outcrops, The lower Wonoka Formation has not

been investigated on the eastern side of the NFZ,

The interpreted lateral equivalents of unlts 4 to I in the NFZ are

dominated by otive green calcareous shale and siltstone, with only minor

thin bedded grey-green limestones. The carbonate/shale ratio decreases to

the north and there is generally no evldence of storm wave reworking, exeept

at the very top of this interval, in some localities. The purple marker

horizon of unit I is prominently exposed ln post canyon sediments above the

Patsy Springs Canyon (just below unit 12 in Fig. 4 of von der Borch et al,,
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1982), and along the northern flanl< of the Angepena Syncllne. The

sandstones of unlt 72 of von der Borch et aI. (1982) are thus probably the

Iateral equivalent of the 'HCS sandstone' described ln 3,6,

3.9 THE BILLY SPRINGS BEDS

In the far northeastern NFZ the Wonoka Formation is overlain by a

thick, poorly studied sequence of mudstones with minor sandstones and

carbonates known as the Billy Springs Beds (Forbes, 1966; Coates & Blissett,

1971), Outcrop is restricted to the cores of two synclines in the far

northeast COPLEY and southeast MARREE 1:250 000 scale geological sheets.

Coates and Blissett (1971) indicate that the Billy Springs Beds reach a

thickness of about 16 000 feet (4800 m) in the Biily Springs area, although

recent investigations suggests that this may be an over-estimation (\¡.

Gostin & R, Jenkins, pers. comm., 1984). The top of the sequence is never

exposed, and no younger rocks of the Adelaide Geosyncline are present in the

area. Von der Borch and Grady (1982) presented a reconnaissance measured

section through the lower Bitty Springs Beds 13 km east of the Fortress Hill

Canyon Complex. At this locality the Wonoka Formation is 450 m thick, The

overlying Bitty Springs Beds contains a basal olistostrome unit 50 m in

thickness, compatible with mass movement, overlain by 230 m of rhythmically-

bedded, sharp-based, very fine calcareous sandstones interbedded with

shales. Isolated lenticular slumped siltstone bodies are scattered through

this interval, and this is overlain by 520 m of laminated, grey-green, fine

grained sandstones and siltstones grading up into finely laminated

siltstones. The remainder of the Billy Spring Beds at this locality

comprise an undetermlned thickness of mature quartz-arenite with planar

lamination and minor oscillation ripples suggesting relatively shallow water

deposition.

It is considered here that the Billy Springs Beds probably constitute

the lateral deeper water equivalents of the upper Wonoka Formation and the
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Pound Subgroup. There ls currently no biostratlgraphtc or radiometrlc

constraints and lt is possible that the sequence may even extend into the

Cambrian.

3.IO INTERPRETATIONS

The rapid facies and thickness changes in the Wonoka Formation

described in this chapter were apparently the direct result of active

teetonism along the C/NFZ boundary, which was an active hinge line

controlling sedimerìtation throughout much of Adelaide Geosyncline history.

During Wonoka time this tectonism took the form of down fattlting of the NFZ

in two discrete phases, the latter of which stimulated renewed activity on a

number of diapiric structures along the zone boundary. During the earlier

phase the hinge line was frequently expressed as a distinct shelf edge or

ramp margin, although it must be stressed that this was not a continental

margin shelf-break, but represented a margin between a relatively shallow

stabie shelf and a somewhat deeper marginal basin or plateau to the north.

Modern examples of this type of continental shelf are common, and good

Australian examples include the Ceduna and Eyre Plateaus on the southern

margin, and the Exmouth and Scott Plateaus of the northwest margin, where

shallow shelf is separated from deep shelf (marginal plateau) by a narrow

fault controlled slope. On the southern Australian margin, seismic profiles

indicate buried submarine canyons deepiy incised into pre-rift basement

beneath the present shelf edge (ConoIIy et al., 1970). These canyons

apparently fed sediment from the shelf into the marginal basins. In the

ancient example from the Wonoka Formation the canyons cut not only the shelf

edge, but are more deeply incised into the northern basin suggesting the

existence of much greater depths, probably oceanic, to the north of the

present outcrop limit (see 4.7.4).

Units I and 2 were deposited before the first maln phase of down

faulting, however rapid shifts ln palaeocurrent directions upward through

unit 2 at the Warraweena and the St. Ronan seetions indicate a rapidly
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changlng palaeoslope assoclated with the lnclplent stage of down faultlng,

The maln phase corresponds wlth the unit Z/unlt 3 boundary and lower unit 3

time, as indlcated by extensive debris flow deposlts ln lower unlt 3 and

local removal of large parts of the underlying stratigraphy by slope induced

slumping and gravity sliding. As further discussed ln 4.7.3, this event was

probably responsible for the dtversion of large amounts of deltaic sand into

the developing northern basin thus, initiating canyon incision. Along the

Mt. Scott Range the main phase of faulting apparently continued slightly

longer, inducing the development of extensive slumping and the production of

debris flows during unit 4 time. Similar events occurred in the Beltana

area. To the east slopes are indicated by occasional debris flows and

slumps in lower unit 4 equivalents, but decrease in magnitude above.

The development of local steep slopes and associated gravity flow

deposits in the carbonate rich environment of units 3 and 4 is very similar,

but on a somewhat less spectacular seale, than that reported from the

Cambro-Ordovician Cow Head Group of western Newfoundland (James & Stevens,

1986), The Cow Head Group contains thick debris flows and intraformational

truncation surfaces in a deep water sequence adjacent to the thrust faulted

margin of a shallow water carbonate platform. The surrounding deep water

sediments consist largely of limestone/shale rhythmites, which often display

crenulations, as also recorded in the Wonoka Formation, In the Wonoka

Formation the nature of the syn-depositional faults disrupting sedimentation

are unknown, but might also have been thrusts. Delamerian thrust faults,

such as the Norwest and Warraweena Faults (Fig.9.1), are currently present

along the C/NFZ boundary

In most areas the equivalents of units 4 to 7 retain an approximately

constant thickness from the CFZ across the C/NFZ boundary, The major change

in facies consists of a steady northward reduction in bed thickness,

changing sedimentary structures, and decreasing carbonate/shale ratlo. The

changes are most rapid at the C/NFZ boundary itself, particularly at the
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unit 7 level. The first evldence of storm reworking occurs at

stratigraphlcally higher levels to the north. The facies changes noted are

conslstent with a gradual deepening to the north and the sequence becomlng

lnereaslngly more distal wlth respect to the carbonate source area. The

very thln limestone rhythmites lower in the sequence probably reflect the

distal tails of storm events higher on the shelf, that were deposited below

storm wave base as very distal turbidites, In most areas the outer shelf

apparently took the form of a gently inclined ramp that was distally

steepened during early stages, but became more homoclinal with time (using

the carbonate platform terminology of Read, 1982; 1985). In Phanerozoic

sequences high rates of carbonate production usually led to the reverse

situation, that is evolution from ramp to rimmed shelf, and shelf to ramp

evolution is relatively rare (Read, 1982). The latter is usually restricted

to cases of shelf drowning by rapid sealevel rise or rapid subsidence. A

less common situation that probably applies in this case is the development

of a ramp by fiiline of an a(iacent marginal basin,

The second phase of tectonism was associated with the reactivation of a

series of long-lived diaÞiric structures along, and to the south of the

C/NFZ boundary, and rapid subsidence to the north. Rapid local facies

changes indicate that movement was probably initiated during unit 7 time,

but subsidence rate reached a peak during unit 9 to 1 1 time. The purple

marker horizon approximately corresponds to the time of initiation of

accelerated subsidence of the northern basin. The first seafloor exposure

of diapiric cores apparently occurred during unit 8 time, as suggested by an

abundance of reworked diapiric detritus. This corresponds with evidence of

upward decreasing wave aetlvity in the CFZ and SFZ, As indicated in 2.10.2

it is suggested that rising diapiric highs, perhaps combined with eustatic

lowering of sealevel, produeed partially effeetive wave barriers that

increased in efflciency with time and led eventually to sheltered lagoonal

conditlons in the south.
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3.I I CHAPTER SUMII{ARY

The C/NFZ boundary was a teetonieally active hinge line during most of

Adelaide Geosyncllne history, Two separate perlods of activity can be

ldentified in the Wonoka Formation. The flrst was probably initlated during

unit 2 time, but reached a peak of activity during unit 3 time, when down-

faulting of the northern marginal basin created substantlal local slopes,

which were associated with major siumps and debris flows. Steep slopes

continued into unit 4 time in some areas, with the generation of debris

flows and large-seale intraformation truncation surfaees of slump and slide

origin.

A second phase of activity. probably initiated during unit 7 time,

eulminated in the intrusion of a series of diapirs along the hinge line

during units 8 to 11 time. The diapiric highs acted as'þva\¡e barriers

separating lagoonal, and tidal to supratidal. carbonate and siliciclastic

environments in the south, from open marine eonditiorrs to the north, During

the less actir¡e period of units 4 to 7 time, the shelf-basin transition took

the form of a prograding storm-dominated carbonate ramp.

* * *'t **** * * **** * **** **
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4.I INTRODUCTION

Ever since thelr lnitial discovery, the enigmatic structures, whlch

have become known as "submarine eanyons", have been a contentious issue

among geologists. Two occurrences in the northern Fllnders Ranges, the

Patsy Springs Canyon and the Fortress HiIl, Canyon Complex, have been the

subject of detailed study and a number of publications by von der Borch and

co-workers from Flinders University in South Australia. Their work,

described briefly below, has demonstrated that these structures are maior

infilled channels, and has tended to support the submarine canyon

hypothesis. Interpretations presented in this chapter also support this

hypothesis, and thus the term "submarine eanyon" is retained and used

throughout this thesis, However, it must be stressed that consensus has not

been reached among all workers.

A detailed study of all of these structures is beyond the scope of this

thesis. However, the purpose of this chapter is to describe several newly

discovered occurrences of canyon fills in the northern part of the study

area. Although less well exposed than other examples to the north, most of

these canyons are structurally uncomplicated and provide important new

information and constraints on the origin and timing of these structures,

and regional implications for palaeogeography. Previous recognition during

regional mapping was presumably hampered by poor outcrop and extensive cover

of alluvium.

4.2 DISTRIBUTION AND PREVIOUS INVESTIGATIONS OF SUBMARINE CANYONS IN

THE WONOKA FORMATION

Coats (1964) first described unusual local stratigraphic thickenings,

with basal discordant relationships to underlying sediments, in the Wonoka

Formation near Patsy Springs and several other localities in the northern

Flinders Ranges. It was considered that these structures were initiated by

large scale slumping prior to infilling by sediments of the Wonoka

Formation. Leeson (1970) and Coats and Blissett (1971) made further records
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of such dlscordances ln the northern Flinders Ranges (COPLEY 1:250 000 map

sheet) and Binks (tgZt) extended their dlstrlbution south to the ORROROO

1:250 000 map sheet tn the southern Flinders Ranges. Thompson (tgOg) was

the first to refer to these structures as "submarine eanyons",

Fig, 4.1 shows the distribution of all known submarine canyon fllls,

developed within the Wonoka Formation. They occur in two isolated,

essentiaily linear series that appro.ximately parallel the regional

palaeoslope interpreted from turbidite sole marks within the basal Wonoka

Formation outside of canyon fill facies,

4.2.I Northern Flinders Ranges

The "northern Flinders canyon series" trends in a northeasterly

direction for about 1OO km from the group of newly discovered canyons and

tributary structures described below from the Beltana and Mt. Scott Range

areas GiZ.  .2), through the Patsy Springs and Oodnapanicken canyons, to

the group of incisions that comprise the Fortress HiIl Canyon Complex in the

far northeastern Flinders Ranges,

Von der Borch et al. (1982) mapped the Patsy Springs Canyon, which is

perhaps the best preserved example of one of these structures, The canyon

is exposed within the hinge of the tightty folded Angepena Syncline and is

incised through the Bunyeroo Formation, ABC Range Quartzite and part of the

Brachina Formation. Von der Borch et al. (1982) estimate that the maxlmum

depth of incision is about 1500 m, although Gostin and Jenkins (1983) have

suggested the revised figure of 1100 m. Unfolding of the structure by von

der Borch et aI' (1982) suggests steep (60o) canyon walls and the

possibility of two axial channels. The canyon fill includes eanyon wall and

axial debris flows, axial conglomerates and a thick overlying sequence

dominated by mudstones, greenish fine to medium-grained calcareous

sandstones, carbonates, and intraclast horizons' This sequenee is

interbedded with major lenticular channei sandstones and a canyon-wide
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FIGIJTÈE 4.I

Map of part of the Adelaide Geos¡'ncline showing the

distribution of the wonoka Formation and the known and inferred

distribution of interpreted submarine canyon fills. Where

available, generalized palaeocurrent data from,canyons and

regional palaeoslope data from unit 2 ere indicated.

'North Flinders eanyon seriesn

1; New canyons described in this chapter. See Fig. 4.2.

2: Patsy Springs Canyon, Palaeocurrent data from von der

Borch & Grady (1984).

3: Oodnapanikan Canyon.

4: Fortress HiIl canyon complex. palaeocurrent data from von

der Borch et al. (1985).

"South Flinders canyon series"

5: Waukarie Creek Canyon Complex,

6: Yarra Vale Canyon Complex.

7: Pamatta Pass Canyon.

8: Yunta Canyon Complex.

9: Possible canyon facies at the eastern end of the waroonee

Syncline.
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chaotlc slumped unlt. The calcareous sandstones display planar and climblng

current ripple laminations, as well as small slumps and load structures.

Some of the sandstones were interpreted as turbidltes, while others, such as

those displaying alternate sequences of up- and down-canyon palaeocurrents,

were interpreted in terms of reworking by low-energy canyon currents, Von

der Borch and Grady (19S4) presented palaeocurrent data from flute moulds

within channel sandstones which indicate a range of flow directions from

west to north, with the greatest cluster of readings around 2900, although

associated climbing current ripples gave a northward climbing direction.

The fill of the Patsy Springs Canyon is notably asymmetrical with coarser

and higher energy sediments preferentially concentrated towards the northern

wall.

The Fortress Hill Canyon Complex in the far northeastern Flinders

Ranges, has been studied in detail by von der Borch et al. (1985), Eickhoff

(1986) and Eickhoff e¿ aL. O986), The complex consists of four (one is a

double incision) east-west trending incisions, within the hinges of

synclines, each of which displays a 180o palaeocurrent reversal with respect

to adjacent incisions, The canyon fill sequences are almost identical to

each other, and are similar to that of the Patsy Springs Canyon, They also

show a strong north wall bias for the highest energy deposits in each

incision. The complex has been interpreted as comprising repeated cross

sections of the same submarine canyon meandering down a north-facing

palaeoslope.

Little data is currently avaiiable for the intervening Oodnapanicken

Can¡'on, but it apparently preserves a similar fill sequence to that of the

Patsy Springs and Fortress Hill canyons (P, DiBona, pers, comm', 1985).

4.2.2 Southern Flinders Ranges

The "southern Fllnders canyon series" (Fig.4.1) trends in an east-

southeasterly direction from the Waukarie Creek Canyon Complex and the Yarra
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FIGTJR,E 4.2

Extract from the COPLEY 1:250 000 geological sheer (Coates,

1973), showing the locality of the maps presented tn Fig.4.3

(Salt Creek Canyon), Fig. 4.4 (Puttapa Canyon), Fig. 4,6

(Nankabunyana Canyon) and Fig. 4,6 (slump induced

intraformational truncation surfaces and possible canyon

tributary southwest of Beltana Township), withln the Beltana

and Mt, Scott Range areas.
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Vale Canyon Complex (new name) near the western edge of the Fllnders Ranges,

through the Pamatta Pass Canyon (new name) to the Yunta Canyon Complex (new

name), near the eastern edge of the ranBes; a total of l7O km.

The Waukarie Creek Canyon Complex, described briefly by Jenkins (1981),

is a structurally repeated feature incised tip to 800 m (Jenkins & Gostin,

1983) through the Bunyeroo Formation and into the ABC Range Quartzite, l3 km

south of Quorn, The canyon fiil sequence bears a close resemblance to that

developed in the northern canyons, consisting of basal calcareous sandstones

and coarse debris flow material, which grades up into a carbonate dominated

sequence. Palaeocurrent data from turbidites is variable, suggesting in-

canyon meandering, but generally suBgest an easterly flow direction.

The Yarra Vale Canyon Complex comprises a series of three incisions

through the Bunyeroo Formation and into the ABC Range Quartzite about 20 km

north of Quorn. The structures are repeated on both flanks of a north-south

orientated syncline, two incisions on the west and one broader incision to

the east. Some of these were noted by Plummer (1978), who mapped part of

one of the structures near Buekaringa Gorge. Outcrop is very poor and

deeply weathered, leading Plummer (1978) to conclude that the incisions were

infilled with Bunyeroo Formation, and he suggested that a major pre-Bunyeroo

erosive event had occurred in this region of the geosyncline. Recent

investigations indicate that the fill is Wonoka Formation (V.4. Gostin &

R.J.F. Jenkins, pers. com. 1984) and that the struetures are of similar

dimension to the Waukarie Creek Canyon Complex, 30 km to the south. No

palaeocurrent data er¿ availâble but the repetition of incisions indicates an

east-west axial trend, and the suggestion of bifurcation of the system to

the west argues in favour of an easterly flow direction.

The identification of the following canyon fills ls based largely on

discordances mapped on l:260 000 scale sheets, and thus their identification

remains tentative at this stage, Because of their structural setting these
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do not dlsplay the typical canyon morpliology, but are pÌeserved only as

isolated patches of unconformable outcrop wlthin synclines, interpreted as

representing only the deepest parts of incislons.

The Pamatta Pass Canyon, 13 km northeast of Carrieton, uras first

briefly described by Binks (1971), who noted Wonoka Formation resting

unconformably on Bunyeroo Formation, ABC Range Quartzite and Brachina

Formation equivalents in the keel of the White Valley Syncline. Binks

(1971) described breccia beds and considered the structure to be of slump

origin.

The Yunta Canyon Complex is a series of four separate masses of Wonoka

Formation resting unconformably on Brachina Formation equivalents, that have

been mapped on the eastern side of the ORROROO 1:250 000 geological sheet

(Binks, 1968) and western side of the OLARY l:250 000 preliminary geological

sheet. All of these structures lie within the Ulupa Syncline.

The contact between the Wonoka Formation and underlying sediments in

the eastern half of the Waroonee Syncline 30 km north of the Yunta Canyon

Complex appears to be unconformable as mapped on the OLARY 1:250 000

preliminary geological sheet, and may represent a further outcrop of canyon

fill sediments.

4.3 SALT CREEK CANYON

The Salt Creek Canyon (new name)(Fie. 4.3), largest and deepest of the

newly discovered structures described in this chapter, is situated about

17.5 km north northeast of the old Beltana township and 12,5 km southeast of

the Leigh Creek South township (30o 40'S, 138o 29'E)' Access is readily

afforded by several unseaied roads which cross the structure. Outcrop is

generally poor and of low relief, and much of the lower canyon fill is

overlain by Quaternary alluvium and scree, and remnants of a gravel terrace

probabty of Tertiary age. The exposed outcrop of the canyon is 6 km ln

width, but as the northwestern side of the structure does not crop out at
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Geologlcal map of the Salt Creek Canyon. All units are

referred to in the text. Coarse material refers to

conglomerates and diamictites (largely debris flows) with

c.lasts of cobble size and larger. Palaeocurrents from flutes,

separately plotted for canyon units A and B, are presented at

bottom. Note that the map is oriented with respect to the

e¿rnyon and north is towards the lower right eorner.
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all, the true wldth is possibly significantly greater. The canyon fill is

structurally uncomplicated, aìthough a bedding parallel thrust fault repeats

part of the post-canyon lVonoka Formation above a portion of the structure.

Bedding dips vertically near the base of the incision and steeply to the

south higher in the sequence.

Aerial photographs and field observations indicate that the wall and

base of the eanyon represent an angular unconformity of local extent, and

are unrelated to faulting, The southeastern wall has a maximum slope of

about 3Oo near the base of the incision. This is a minimum value for the

true slope, which will vary depending on the orientation of the cross-

section with respect to the orientation of the canyon axis. To the

southeast of the canyon the entire sequence appears to be conformable,

However, poor outcrop and cover preclude recognition of the point of maximum

lateral extent of the canyon unconformity or its exact stratigraphic

position. The lower portion of the Wonoka Formation (units 1, 2 and at

least part of 3) is truncated, and hence the canyon is an intraformational

feature with respect to the time of infilling. The maximum depth of

incision is estimated at 800 m from aerial photographs and dip measurements.

4.3.I Canyon fill sequence

4.3.1.1 Unit A: Unit A has an estimated maximum thickness of about 700 m

above the deepest part of the incision, but thins rapidly on the east side

of the canyon. The best outcrops, about 70 m thick, onlap the eastern wall

about 0.5 km east of the main road crossing the structure. Outcrops of unit

A consist of calcareous sandstones, sandy and silty limestones,

conglomerates and chaotic diamictites, interpreted as debris flows.

Interbedded mudstone probably forms a major part of the section, but is

rarely exposed. The debris florvs are commonly 3 to 5 m in thickness, but

may reach a maximum of l5 m. They consist of a random Jumble of clasts in a

calcareous and sandy matrix. Clasts may exceed 2 m in diameter,
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particularly near canyon walls, and large blocks occaslonally protrude well

above the top of thin debris flows [Fig. ¿.1 (D)1. Near the base of the

incision debris flows contain recognizable clasts of ABC Range Quarztite,

Brachina and Bunyeroo Formatlons, as well as abundant pink and green

carbonates displaying typical lower Wonoka. Formation lithologies. Near the

top of unit A and on the outer edges of the canyon, the debris flows contain

only reworked Bunyeroo and Wonoka Formation clasts. No exotic clasts have

been recognized. The calcareous sandstones, with individual beds

occasionally reaching 2 m in thickness, are usually fine-grained, micaceous

and develop a hard ferruginous weathering crust. Freshly broken material is

brown or greenish brown. They are petrographically very similar to the

sandstones in other canyons and similar to the fine-grained sandstones in

units 2lo 6 outside of canyon areas (Fig, 2,3). Planar bedding and

climbing ripple sequences are abundant and some of the beds appear to be

turbidites. A few are well graded and may display a conglomeratie base.

Flute moulds are common on soles, and have been used as the main basis for

palaeocurrent interpretation. The palaeocurrent pattern for unit A (Fig.

4.3) is distinctly unimodal, with an average reading of 0300, which is the

direction to the Patsy Springs Canyon. Other beds are composed largely of

climbing current ripple sequences [Plate 4.1 (F)], and appear to be the

product of more continuous traction currents.

4.3.1.2 Unit B: Unit B outcrops very poorly and is about 400 m in

thickness. It apparently consists largely of green silty and argillaceous

limestones and lesser interbedded green shales. The limestones display

abundant planar and climbing ripple laminations and some stylonodular

textures. At least some appear to be turbidites. Flute moulds are common

and the associated palaeocurrent data displays a wider spread of readings

than unit A (Fig.4.3), Readings vary from 31Oo to 0650, with an average

northerly flow direction.
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4.3.2 Post-canyon 6equence

Unlt B is overlain by a sequence domlnated by green shale contalning

packets of thln bedded green limestones and seattered calcareous siltstone

beds displaying planar and current ripple laminations (unit C). These have

the appearence of silty turbidites, but ,o*" Orrplay 18Oo alternating ripple

flow directions within a single bed. Near the top of the unit tempestites

become common and there is a gradation into a sequence of white calcareous

and dolomitic HCS sandstones and minor conglomerates (unit D), equivalent to

the "HCS sandstone" of 3.6, The sequence becomes more dolomitic and grades

into HCS sandy dolostones (unit E) and eventually into buff-coloured, sandy

and often oolitic dolostones interpreted as the equivalent to unit I I (unit

F). This is overlain by dominantiy red siliciclastics of the Bonney

Sandstone,

4.4 PUTTAPA CANYON

The Puttapa Canyon (new name)(Fig.4.4) is situated 5 km northeast of

Puttapa Homestead (30o 47'S, 138o 31'E). Like the Salt Creek Canyon,

outcrop is poor and much of the canyon fill is covered by alluvium and

scree, Bedding dips steeply, averaging 650 in the underlying ABC Range

Quaitzite, to vertical in the canyon fill, and occasionally overturned in

the post-canyon sequence near the top of the Wonoka Formation. The incision

truncates the Bunyeroo Formation and at least part of the ABC Range

Quartzite, which is about 140 m thick at this locality, There is no outcrop

of canyon sediments ivest of the point of maximum incision. As in the Salt

Creek Canyon, the point of maximum lateral extent of downcutting is not

exposed and the precise stratigraphic position cannot be determined. The

contact between canyon fill and underlying sediments is rarely exposed, but

when observed it is an erosional unconformity. The maximum depth of

incision is estimated at 500-600 m.
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FIGIJR,E 4 .4

Geological map of the Puttapa Canyon. AII units are referred

to in the text, Palaeocurrents from flutes on soles of canyon

fill sediments are presented at top right.
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4.4.1 Canyon fill sequence

The canyon fill sequence ls very similar to that of the Salt Creek

Canyon and the same two canyon units are recognlzed. In additlon, two

extensive slumped horizons are also present.

4.4.1.1 Unit A: Unit A of the Puttapa Canyon is very similar to unit A

described from the Salt Creek Canyon. Little coarse debris flow nraterial is

exposed near the base of the cut but, debris flows are weil developed higher

in the sequence; for example on a small hill Just south of Bobmooney Creek.

A lenticular, probably channel fill debris body 60 m wide and 24 m thick is

exposed at one locality. Clasts reach 1.5 m in diameter near the base and

include blocks of pink limestone and yellow dolostone. Most of the clasts,

however, consist of greenish iimestones of typical lower Wonoka Formation

lithologies. A few cross-bedded polymict conglomerates are exposed near the

base of the fill. Flute moulds are common sole marks and indicale a

dominantly westerly flow direction (Fig. 4.4),

4.4.I.2 Unit B: Unit B resembles unit B of the SaIt Creek Canyon, but

appears to display a higher limestone/shale ratio. Outcrops are largely

restricted to the bed of the Bobmooney Creek and a few areas along the

northern bank. The green silty iimestones are massive or display planar and

climbing ripple laminations, Little shale is present, being largely

restricted to thin lamellae separating limestone beds. As such it closel.v"

resembles the carbonate fill of the Waukarie Creek Canyon. Fiute mouids are

common on the soles of many beds and indicate currents varying from 3100 to

030o, but with an average north-northeasterly direction (Fig. 4.4). This

contrasts with the data from unlt A, but is similar to the pattern derived

from unit B at the Salt Creek Canyon,

4.4.1.3 Slump horizons: The Puttapa Canyon filt contains two separate

slump deposits. The first is distinctly lenticuiar and is well exposed ln

the bed of Bobmooney Creek, where it locally separates units A and B. It
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has an exposed strike length of 600 m and a maxlmum thickness of 60 m at the

point where outcrop ls lost beneath alluvium to the east. The slump is

composed dominantly of unit 3 lithologies with individual blocks up to

several metres in diameter, showing internat plastic deformation lPlate 4.1

(E)1, The blocks float in a matrix composed of maroon calcareous mudstone.

The second slump, about 30 m in maximum exposed thickness, occurs at

the top of unit B. Outcrop is restricted to a 350 m segment on the north

banl< of Bobmooney Creek, Blocks up to 4 m across are common and consist

largely of unit 3 lithologies, but probable unit 2 sandstones and a

selection of dolostone and other carbonate blocks are also present. The

slump is overlain by about 10 m of finer debris, that has been reworked by

traction currents,

Both horizons are interpreted as wall rock material that slumped into

the canyon from the eastern wall due to slope failure. Plastic deformation

of many of the blocks indicates that unit 3 was incompletely lithified at

the time of slumping.

4.4.2 Post-canyon sequence

Unit B, and locally the upper slump horÍzon, are overlain by a very

poorly exposed unit, dominated by dark green shales and siltstones

interbedded with packets of thinfly bedded green silty limestones, some of

which appear to be turbidites (unit C). Small-scale HCS, wave ripples and

intraformational conglomerates appear near the top, and there is a gradation

into a low ridge-forming unit comprising HCS and stylonodular greenish

Iimestones, and minor red limestones, identified as unit 7, The local top

of the Wonoka Formation is marked by a ridge of buff-coloured sandy

dolostone, probably the equivalent of unit 11, which is overlain by

dominantly red siliciclastics of the Bonney Sandstone. There is an interval

of no outcrop separating equivalents of units 7 and I I '
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4.5 NANKABUNYANA CANYON

The Nankabunyana Canyon (new name) (Fie, 4.5) is a relatively shallow

feature, and ln this case is entirely intraformational ln nature, l.e. the

deepest point of incision lies within pre-canyon Wonoka Formation. It is

situated near the western end of the Mt. Scott Range, l5 km west of Leigh

Creek South Township (3Oo 35'S, 1380 17'E). The maximum depth of incision

is estimated to be 250-300 m based on the apparently conformable sequence

exposed just west of the Mt. Scott Fault. The incision apparently cuts down

from the approximate position of the unit 3/unit 4 boundary, and cuts

through most of unit 3 to rpithin a few metres of the top of unit 2. East of

the Mt. Scott Fault there are numerous smaller scale intraformational

truncation surfaces at this level and higher within unit 4 equivalents

(section 3.4.1), Some of these consist of mudstone overiying mudstone with

little or no associated coarse debris and thus probably represent slope-

generated slump scars rather than erosional surfaces. Some, however, do

contain preferential accumulations of turbidites and debris flows, and thus

may have acted as shallow tributaries to the more deeply incised structures

described in this chapter.

The sequence is uncomplicated by folding, but is cut by numerous small-

scale faults which generally parallel the Mt. Scott Fault; a growth fault

apparently active during Wonoka and Pound Subgroup times. Most of the

smaller faults are confined to the Wonoka Formation and underlying

sediments, hence suggesting an active phase of faulting precegding

deposition of the Pound Subgroup, Some of these faults are mineralized with

barite, as seen at the Nankabunyana barite deposit (Olliver & Scott,1976)

near the northwestern edge of the map, Major subaqueous channel development

has occurred repeatedly in this area, including channels filled by the basal

Cambrian Uratana Formation (Daily, 1973), and channels within the Lower

Cambrian Ajax Limestone (D. Gravestock, pers. com. 1984)'
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FIGIJR,E 4 .6

Geological map of the Nankabunyana Canyon. AII units are

referred to in the text. Palaeoeurrents from flutes in units B

and c are presented at bottom. Note that the map is oriented

with respect to the canyon and that north is towards the top

left corner.
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4.5.1 Canyon fill sequence

The deepest portion of the lnclsion, about I km in exposed length, is

filled with numerous lenticular bodies of lntraformational debris

lnterbedded with silty and sandy carbonates, to a maximum thickness of about

5O m (unit A). The clasts consist of pink'and green limestone of typical

unit 3 and 4 composition, No exotic clasts of non-rrVonoka Formation

Ìithologies have been observed in this area. Unit A is overlain by

approximately 30 m of interbedded green silty limestone, calcareous

siltstone and green shale with numerous local truncation surfaces, which are

generally overlain by lenticular debris sheets (unit B). Unit B onlaps the

canyon wall to the northwest of the deepest point of the incision. The

basal angular contact with underlying sediments beneath units A and B is

usually marked by a single debris layer up to 4 m in thickness, although

this may be locally absent, At least some of the limestone beds appear to

be turbidites. Flute moulds are common on soles and give a consistent

unimodal palaeocurrent pattern averaging 3300 (Fie, 4,5),

The debris layers in the lower portion of the fill often display crude

reverse grading and tabular ciasts at high angles to bedding, and thus

probably represent debris flows. Others with little matrix, may show

dominantly horizontal ciasts or preferental imbrication that suggest grain

flow or current modes of emplacements. The smail truncation surfaces were

probably produced by gravity-induced slumping or sliding on a substantial

palaeoslope. A larger scale truncation surface observable on air

photographs about 2 km northwest of the deepest point of incision, dips to

the east and appears to join the basal unconformity. As Such, it suggests

that the Nankabunyana Canyon ma.y represent a channel incised within a

broader region of local unconformity, Extensive cover over the southeastern

portion of the structure precludes a search for the continuation of this

surface on the other side. \

Unit B ls overlain by a generally poorly exposed interval of sandy and
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silty limestones, lnterbedded with green mudstone (unit C). An interval up

to 2O m thick containing numerous debris flows occurs near the centre of the

unit, Flute moulds from a packet of green limestone (?)turbidltes in the

upper part of the unit, give an averâge palaeocurrent trend of 2500 (Fig,

4.5). Unit C is overiain by a lenticular unit of green shale (unit D),3,2

km long and up to 80 m thick, which apparently marks the top of the canyon

sequence. The shaie contains sparse sharp-based and current rippled

calcareous sandstones and siltstones. Current ripples give an average

palaeocurrent trend towards 1l50; 180o opposed to readings from basal beds.

This suggests that the canyon was undergoing passive back-fill processes

during the latest stages of infilling. Similar lenticular shale units are

common further east along the Mt. Scott Range, most of which overlie large

intraformational truncation surfaces.

4.5.2 Post-canyon sequence

The green shales of unit D are overlain by very poorly exposed shales,

and interbedded carbonates and calcareous siltstones considered to represent

the lateral equivaients of part of unit 4 and units 5 and 6. Units 7 and 8

are well exposed and easily recognized. Unit 8 eontains a particularly

thick and prominent development of the purple marker horizon, which here

contains abundant glauconite. Unit 8 is overlain by white calcareous

sandstone, equivalent of the "HCS sandstone" described in 3.6, and a thick

interval of partly oolitic and sandy dolostone at least partly equivalent of

unit 11.

4.6 SLUMP STRUCTURES AND (?)CANYON IN THE BELTANA AREA

Although this complex area (Fie,4.6) has been compared to the Patsy

Springs Canyon with respect to the basal angular unconformity (Leeson,

1970), detailed mapping indicates that it is different from other canyons,

and more closely resembles the complex of intraformational truncations

surfaces exposed along the Mt. Scott Range east of Mt. Scott. It does,
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FIGIJF¿E 4.6

Geological map of intraformatlonal truncation surfaces of

probable slump origin, and channelized turbldites southwest of

Beltana Township, The seven sedlmentary packages with basal

truncation surfaees are labelled units A to G on the map.

Generalized relationships (no seale intended) between these

unlts, and to the surrounding sequenee, is shown on the rock

relationship diagram. Palaeocurrents from probable turbidites

(unit c) are given at top.
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Ìrowe\¡er, contaln a lenticular unit of canyon-like sandstones, which

apparently fill a maJor channel that may represent a tributary to the nearby

Puttapa-Salt Creeli canyon systems. The association of these features may

shed some light on the problem of canyon lnception. The southern edge of

this structure is situated 6 km south-southwest of the old Beltana township

and about I km west of the old road between Beltana and Paraehilna (30o 52'

S, l38o 23'E). Unlil<e the other structures described here, tectonic dip is

low and usually does not exceed 15o. This area has also been mapped by

Abbott (1986), who described the structure as the Beltana Canyon.

Along the southern edge of the map in Fie.4.6 a normal section through

the Wonoka Formation is exposed. This section has been measured by Abbott

(1986), who gives a total thickness of 850 m. Units l to 3, and units 7 to

I 1 are easily recognized. The equivalents of units 4 to 6 are poorly

exposed and not readily differentiated, Outcrop of this interval consists

dominantly of green shale and siltstone interbedded with thin-bedded green

limestones and calcareous siitstones, To the north of this area the base of

the Wonoka Formation swings to the east in a broad arc and the previously

conformable pre-unit 7 sequence is replaced by a nested series of angularl)'

unconformable sediment packages. Most of these consist of a basal debris

sheet overlain by an interval of shale and thin-bedded carbonates, or in one

case (unit C) fine-grained calcareous sandstone, Seven such packages are

recognized within the map area and have been designated units A to G on Fig

4.6. The locally unconformabie base of the Wonoka Formation is generally

marl<ed by a prominent ridge-forming sheet of intraformational debris several

metres in thickness, which marks the base of unit B. This is well exposed

just west of the main road where it dips north at 15o, clearly truncating

the nearly horizontal Bunyeroo Formation lPlate 4.1 (I)], This outcrop was

described and figured by Leeson (1970) (his Fie.11), who referred to it as

a "slump disconformity". The debris is composed largely of brown and pink

limestone clasts up to 20 cm in maximum dimension, which are clearly of unit

3 derivation. Rarer dolostone and caleareous sandstone elasts are also
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present, and large bloclcs of pink limestone are common locally. The debris

is usually clast supported and platy elasts generally display a horizontal

orientation, but may be found at high angles. To the south thls sheet

thlckens where lt truncates units 1,2 and.3, and it merges into the

eonformably sequence in ån area of poor outcrop at a position low in unit 4

equivalents. The basal debris sheet is overlain by a poorly exposed

sequence of green shale and thin-bedded carbonates and calcareous

siltstones,

At two localities west of the main road, chaotic masses of

allochthonous material occur below the basal debris sheet of unit B. This

material, designated unit A, consists of enormous blocks, some being tens of

metres across, in chaotic orientations. Internally the blocks contain

bedded sequences easily reeognized as unit 2, and locaLly, material of unit

3 and probable unit 4 lithologies. Large blocks of pink limestone are also

present,

Unit B is overlain uneonformably by a series of fine-grained calcareous

sandstones interbedded with minor mudstone (unit C). These develop a hard

ferruginous weathering crust and closely resemble the sandstones

characteristic of basal canyon sequences. The sandstones, which are

interpreted as turbidites, display sharp bases, sometimes with fluted soles,

and are dominated by lower planar laminations and current rippled upper

portions. Limited palaeocurrent data from flutes indicate a northeriy

direction of flow, while the greater data set of ripple readings suggests

predominant flow to the east (Fig.4,6). Where the base of this unit is

exposed it usually consists of several metres of chaotic blocks of unit 2

and 3 material. In one place it cuts through the basal debris sheet and is

incised into the underlying Bunyeroo Formation. Along this portion of the

contact a wavy, dyke-Iike body of pink and white banded cherty llmestone

(often doiomitized) several metres thick dÍps into the ground at 30-40o
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lPlate 4.1 (G)1. Thls ls the only in sltu outcrop of this material in

area. However, boulders of identlcal limestones are common within sever

of the debris sheets ln this area and are found within the canyons to the

east and north. Thinner beds of similar material line the surfaces of some

of the intraformational truncation surfaces 'and channel walls along the Mt'

Scott Range, which suggests that it may form as a channel wall rock, The

occurrence and orientation of this material at Beltana, suggests that the

overi-ying turbidites, having a dip of about 15o to the northwest, form the

filt of a north-south orientated channel, whose eastern q¡all dips west at

30-400.

Unit C is truncated at its northern extremity by unit D, which at this

Iocality contains a thick basal debris sheet containing boulders of pinl<

cherty limestone up to 5 m in diameter [Plate 4.1 (H)1. Units D and C are

both overlain by unit E which has a basal debris sheet locally containing

boulders of pink limestone and reworked clasts of unit C sandstones, This

debris sheet is exposed on extensive dip slopes. Examination in plan view

indicates that the boulders are clustered in lobate bodies pointing roughly

northeast, which apparently formed by frictional freezing of debris flows on

a northeast oriented palaeoslope. Units C to E are overlain uneonformably

by unit F, which is in turn overlain unconformably by unit G. Both have

basal debris sheets, lenticular in the case of unit F, comprised dominantly

of green limestone clasts, but locally containing blocks of pink limestone.

Further debris sheets higher in the sequence have been obserr¡ed north of the

map area,

Most of the features observed in the northern half of the map area can

be explained by repeated large-scale slumping directed toward the north and

northeast. Slumping was largely confined to unit 4 time. It is suggested

that the turbidite sand filled channel identified within unit 3 probably

formed a tributary to the more deeply lncised Puttapa and Salt Creek canyon

systems.
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PI-AA-E 4.7

A Basal canyon san TeBc turbidite. Note masslve
'Þ anar v on, an we ve ped cl m ng

ripple C division.
Richi Pass.

Waukarie Creek Canyon Complex, near pichi

B Massive green argillaceous micritic limestone with thin
dark green shale laminae. This photograph is from the
waukarie creek canyon complex. where this facies is several
hundred metres thick above basal canyon sands. The same
facies is present in the northern canyons where it is best
developed in the proximal putrapa Canyon (much of unit B).
The mechanism of carbonate transport is uncertain. The shale
laminae represent breaks in carbonate supply.

C 1.5 m thick debris flow containing ìarge angular blocks of
canyon sediments and wall rocks of lower wonoka Formation,
Bunyeroo Formation and ABC Range euartzite. Note undisturbed
bedding above and below. Waukarie Creek Canyon Compiex.

D Large sandstone block (approx. 1 m diameter) penetrating
well above the top of a 30 cm thick debris flow. unit A, Salt
Creek Canyon. Clip board on top is 32 cm long.

E Portion of a large debris flow within the puttapa Canyon.
This lenticular flow of slump origin, which is composed
mainly of pre- and syn-canyon wall rocks, reaches a maximum
preserved thickness of 60 m. Note the contorted blocks of
unit 3 on the left side of the photograph. The matrix is
composed of red calcareous mudstone.

F current rippled calcareous sandstone typical of lower canyon
sediments. Basal part of Salt Creek Canyon (unit A).

G Dyke-like body of canyon wall rock (pink banded limestone
and dolostone) dips at about 350 between shallowly dipping
canyon sediments above and flat lying Bunyeroo Formation
below. This bed is off-set by a fault in the foreground.
The carbonate is overlain by approximately 10 m of chaotic
debris of pre-eanyon material before grading into sandstone
turbidites higher on the hill. This is unit C of Fig. 4.6
southwest of Beltana.

H Large blocks of pink banded limestone [canyon wall rock as
illustrated in (G)l up to 5 metres in diameter within a
lobate debris flow in unit D of Fig 4.6. Many of these
blocks contain red chert. Hammer circled,

I Angular unconformity (15o discordance) between Wonoka
Formation (top of hill) and flat lying Bunyeroo Formation,
4 km south southwest of Beitana. The unit at the top of the
hill is the basal debris sheet of unit B of Fig.4.6.

Hammer is 32 cm long
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4.7 DISCUSSION

4.7.1 Are they really submarine canyons?

Do these large erosional structures infilled with Wonolca Formation

really represent infitled submarine canyons'of the type typical of modern

shelves and slopes, which often act as major conduits transporting sediments

into deep ocean basins, or might they not represent shallow estuarine

channels? This question has been hotly debated by geologists for several

years. as has the problem of incision mechanism, and these questions have by

no means reaehed consensus, Specific questions that have been raised

include: (a) was incision entireiy subaqueous or could it have been

initiated subaerialìy by fluviai processes, and (b) is the fill sequence

completely deep water in origin or does it contain relatively shallow water

facies (e,g. Eickhoff et al., i986)?

Initiation of incision by fluviai processes during a relative, iow stand

of sea level does not exclude later erosion and infilling by submarine

processes within a typical submarine canyon environment. This mechanism has

often been proposed to explain the incision of some modern submarine

canyons. However, Shepard and Dill (1966) point out that most modern

canyons appear to be well a{iusted to modern sea level, and canyon wall

profiies are different from those of subaerial valleys. Whitaker (1974)

argues that many modern canyons are pre-Pleistoeene and some even early

Tertiary in age, If a fluvial meehanism were responsible for initiation,

clearly submarine erosion has been active subsequently. However, such a

mechanism can be associated with certain predictions. Initiation of

incision by fluvial processes requires significant uplift of large areas of

the Adelaide Geosyncline to above sea level for a short period of time. The

time of initiation of incision should thus be marked by a regressive

sedimentary sequence topped by a regional unconformity and perhaps

preservation of nonmarine sediments. If the entire inclsion process is
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fluvial, very substantial uplift ()1 km above sealevel) is required - an

unlikely event, but one which should be very easily recognized in the

sedlmentary record. These same predictions must apply lf the structures

were filled by shallow marine deposits, l,e. as estuaries. This study has

produced no evidence of a regional unconformlty or major shallowing event

associared with the assumed time of incision (see 4.7.3), or indeed from the

base of the Bunyeroo Formation to the upper (post-canyon) Wonoka Formation.

In fact incision is associated with what is Ìnterpreted as the deepest part

of the Wonoka Formation, Local unconformities do occur within this interval

aiong the south side of the Mt, Goddard Syncline (3,3), parts of the Mt.

Scott Range and west of the Oodnapaniken Canyon. The first two appear M

related to major subaqueous slumping and none of the surfaces show

definitive evidence of subaerial exposure or associated shallow water

sediments.

There is little doubt that most, if not ail of the canyon fill is

subaqueous in origin, but the depth of water has often been questioned; for

example by Eickhoff et al. (1986), who report the discovery of HCS near the

base of the fill within the Fortress Hili Canyon Complex. Possible wave

ripples have also been noted (P. DiBona. pers. com., I987). The author has

never observed any definitive shallow water features within any of the

canyons described here. Recent unpublished observations (l2tt' International

Sedimentological Congress Excursion) indicate that the fill of the Patsy

Springs Canyon contains evidence of tidai bundles, This may at first appear

to represent strong evidence for a shallow marine origin, but is consistent

with the mechanisms operating in modern submarine canyons. Shepard and

Marshall (1978), and Keller and Shepard (1978) have demonstrated that

numerous modern submarine canyons have almost continuous alternating up- and

down-canyon currents (usually nett down-can)'on flow), with reversals showlng

a close relationship to the tides. This relationship is better developed in

the deeper portions of canyons (and ln areas wlth high tidal ranges) than at
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shallow canyon heads, where flow is often lnfluenced by storms, river

discharge etc. Thus the strongest evidence for a relatively shallow water

origin lies ln lsolated oceurrences of possible HCS and wave ripples. Thls

clearly requlres further investigation, but It is unclear whether

confirmation necessitates a shallow water origin as little is known about

the sedimentary effects of internal. waves which are known to propagate along

modern submarine canyons (Shepard, 1975). Symmetrical lvave ripples have

been repeatedly observed by deep sea photography at considerable depths (up

to 33OO m; Allen, 1984, p.429) in the modern ocearl (e'g' Shipek' 1962;

Lonsdale and Spiess, Ig77), but little is known of processes that form these

occurrences. Allen (I984) suggests that internal waves are responsible for

deep wave ripples. As indicated in 1.4.2 and 2.4.3, Prave (1985) has

suggested that some HCS may form below storm wave base, and also suggests

the possibility of an internal wave mechanism.

It should be noted that all of the fill sequences are calcareous to

varying degrees and contain a significant proportion of limestone which

bears no unequivocal shallow water characteristics, In particular, it

should be noted that the proportion of this limestone is greatest in unit B

of the Puttapa Canyon, which is considered to be most proximal, as would be

expected for a submarine canyon fed from a carbonate bearing shelf, but the

reverse of the situation expected for an estuary back-filled from a

carbonate shelf. These carbonates are very similar to those of the shelf to

the south (units 4 T,o 7), considered from paiaeocurrent and interpreted

palaeoslope data to be the likely source area.

The problems of interpreting the canyon fill sequence are eompounded by

the fact that relatively few convincing submarlne canyons are known from the

ancient record and studies of modern canyons have concentrated on surface

morphology and current measurements, with very little data available on the

structure and eharacteristics of the infitllng sedimentary sequence. Thus,

there ls no generally accepted submarine canyon faeies model. It should be
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noted that the overall dlmensions, depth, shape, wall slopes etc., of the

Wonolia canyons all fall within the observed ranges for large modern

submarine canyons (see tabulated data in Shepard and Dill, 1966)'

In summary, the bulk of the evidence'favours a submarine origin for

these structures, with the fill sequence accumulating in deep water, and it

is conciuded that they represent typical submarine canyons similar to some

of the iarge canyons on modern shelves. Their relationships to one another,

possible incision mechanisms, constraints on timing, and palaeogeographic

implications are discussed below,

4.7.2 Relationship to other Wonoka Formation canyons

Von der Borch et al. (1985) have considered the possibility that the

canyon at Patsy Springs and the Fortress HilI Canyon Complex represent

cross-sections of a single canyon thalweg. The alignment of the deepest of

the incisions described here, i.e. the SaIt Creek Canyon, with the Patsy

Springs, Oodnapanicken and Fortress Hill canyons, prorrides further evidence

in favour of this concept. Furthermore, this trend is parallel to the

regional lower Wonoka palaeoslope interpreted from non-canyon sediments of

unit 2 in a(iacent regions (Fie. 4.1), and palaeocurrents at the base of the

Salt Creek Canyon are directed towards the Patsy Springs Canyon. The

incisions get progressively deeper to the north, and the fill sequence is

very similar in all canyons. The total length of the system, as currently

preserved, is about 100 km,

The inconsistent palaeocurrent results from the Patsy Springs Canyon

can be explained with the knowledge that the canyon system is capable of

producing incised meanders, as indieated by the Fortress HiiI Canyon

Complex, The spread of palaeocurrent data from due west to due north (von

der Borch and Grady,1984) suggests the posslbility that the two axlal

channels tentatively identified by von der Borch et, al. (1982) are actually

part of the same thalweg, one leading lnto, and the other out of, a buried
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meander loop. In this respect the Patsy Sprlngs Canyon could be similar to

lnclslons 3 and 4 of the Fortress Hill Canyon Complex (see von der Borch eú

al., 1985, Fie. a). This interpretation may also explain the relatively

steep canyon walls In comparison with othe,r Wonoka canyons, Meandering at

Patsy Springs is further supported by the asymmetry of highest energy facies

which are biased towards the northern wall (von der Borch and Grady,1984),

as also observed in the meandering Fortress HitI Canyon Complex (von der

Borch et al., 19851 Eickhoff, 1986; Eickhoff et al', 1986). Separate

plotting of palaeocurrents from specific localities within the canyon fill

is required for confirmation of this interpretation.

It seems probable that the Puttapa Canyon represents the headward

continuation of the main canyon thalweg, and that the channelized turbidites

within the Beltana structure may represent shallower tributary channei.

Alternativeiy, the main thaiweg may have passed through the now structurally

complex area occupied by the Beltana Diapir, and the Puttapa Canyon would

thus represent a major tributary joining the main canyon from the east. The

shallorv Nankabunyana Canyon and other minor channels along the Mt. Scott

Range may represent western tributaries of the main canyon system, or

alternatively they could represent part of a separate system trending to the

north or northwest as suggested by palaeocurrent data. However the regional

palaeoslope data suggest that these readings probabiy refleet in-channel

meandering.

Little work has been done on the "south Flinders canyon series" and very

little palaeocurrent data ore available. However, by analogy with the "north

Flinders canyon series", these structures may be related to a single major

east trending canyon thalweg greater than 170 km in length, with tributaries

near the headward end. The lengths quoted here fall in the upper range of

modern submarine canyon systems.
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4.7.3 Incision mechanlsm and timing of canyon events

Von der Borch et al. (1985) have suggested that canyon lncision was

lnitiated in response to a relative low'stand of sea level. Eickhoff et al.

(1986) favour an initial ftuvial stage to explain canyon meandering, whlle

not denying that meanders can form in the submarine environment. Side-scan

sonar has recently revealed meandering fan valleys on the Amazon deep sea

fan (Damuth et aL,1983), and Shepard and Dill (1966) record several

meandering canyons, Incision initiated by fluvial processes is not

supported by available data as indicated in 4.7.I, and evidence is presented

below that canyon incision was subagueous and not necessarily related to

major lowering of sea level

Due to poor outcrop and co\¡er, it is not possible to determine the

e.xact spacial or stratigraphic position at which the incision unconformity

merges with the a{iacent conformably sequence in the canyons described here,

but ciearly lies within lower unit 4 in some cases. The recognition of such

a position indicates the relative timing of completion of canyon fill rather

than the timing of initiation of incision. If the entire incision process

is subaqueous, a conformablc marine sequence may be expected to be deposited

a(iacent to canyons during incision and subsequent fill processes,

A number of observations are pertinent to the question of timing and

mechanism of canyon incision:

(a) Units I and 2 and least part of unit 3 are clearly truncated by

the Salt Creek Canyon and at the Beltana strueture, Hence completion of

canyon incision occurred sometime after the completion of unit 2 deposition,

(b) Huge slumped blocks of unit 2 lie below the margin of the Beltana

(?)canyon, Brittle fracture of this material, and of unit 2 clasts within

the Puttapa and Salt Creek Canyons, implies a considerable degree of

lithification prior to disruption.

(c) Ductile deformation of unit 3 material withln wall slumps into the
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Puttapa Canyon lndlcates lncomplete lithlfication prior to canyon filling.

(d) Unit 2 thickens upwards but the source of sand is rapidly cut off

at the top (2.4.1),

(e) The finer sandstones in the eanyon fill bear a close petrographlc

resemblance to the fine sandstones of unit'2 and units higher in the Wonoka

Formation (2.4.1),

(f) Unit 2 thickens rapidly towards the Beltana area from the west and

probably reaches its maximum thickness in this area (3.2)'

(g) The teetonic activity along the Central/North Flinders Zone

boundary apparently started during unit 2 time, as suggested by rapidly

changing palaeoslope direction (2.4.2, 3.2), but down-faulting of the

northern basin was most rapid during unit 3 and into early unit 4 time.

During this period steep siopes were generated along this hinge zone, as

indicated by the local removal of unìt 2 by slumping, for example along the

southern side of the Mt. Goddard Syncline (3.3), extensive debris flows

within the lower portion of unit 3 in the same area, and extensive

intraformational truncation surfaces near Beltana and along the Mt' Scott

Range (3,4,1).

One interpretation of all the available data, is as follows: Down-

warping of the northern basin was initiated during unit 2 time, when fine

siliciclastic sands were deposited in an outer shelf settillg as the distal

edge of a major delta system fed from the west (see 2.3). More rapid

subsidence in the area just west of Beltana led to preferential thickening

of unit 2 in this area. At the beginning of unit 3 time downfauLting

accelerated rapidly, and in areas of maximum slope, for example the south

flank of Mt. Goddard Syncline, and in the area south of Beltana, units 1 and

2, and a portion of the Bunyeroo Formation were removed by slumping. This

produced truncation surfaces frequently overlain by extensive debris flows

dominated by unit 3 material, Changing palaeogeography led to the

diversion of delta fed sand, which was channelled across the shelf and down
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the slope ln the Beltana area, the region of greatest subsldence, into the

deepening northern basln. The sudden cut off of sand at the top of unit 2

represents a bypass surfaee which reeords the timlng of thls diversion

event. Canyon cutting was probabty Initiated within major slump scars,

Many authors have dÌscussed the possibility that mass movements might be an

important mechanism in canyon erosion, and Steltson (1949, cited by Shepard

& Dill, 1966) considered the possibitity that they may perform a major role

in the initiation of incision. Unit 3 was deposited in a basin stan¡ed of

sand-sized detritus and thus probably reflects the duration of canyon

incision processes, The earliest stages of eanyon fill are associated with

the presence of green silty limestone clasts of typical unit 4 type, which

are not known from lower in the sequence, as well as clasts derived from the

pre-unit 4 sequence. Mapping suggests that the upper canyon fill sequence

interfingers with a(iacent unit 4 sediments and is related by lateral facies

change, Hence the canyons were probably filted during unit 4 time.

4.7.4 Regional palaeogeographic implications

As indicated above it is suggested that incision and fill occurred

subaqueously, and furthermore that the entire Adelaide Geosyncline was a

moderately deep sea at the time. The depth of canyon incision suggests that

a deep oeean, with depths signifieantly greater than one kilometre, lay to

the north of the present outcrop limit during lower Wonoka time, as first

noted by von der Borch et al. (1982). By analogy, deep ocean is also

inferred to the southeast of the Fiinders Ranges at this time. The presence

of such depths provides further evidence that the Adelaide Geosyncline is a

continental margin sequence.

4.8 CHAPTER SUMMARY

Major erosional channels filled with Wonoka Formation have been

interpreted as submarine canyons. Individual cross sections of these

struetures form two essentially llnear series within the Adelaide

Geosyncline, which have been lnterpreted as two maJor canyon systems with
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assoclated tributaries. The newl)' diseovered Salt Creek and Puttapa Canyons

in the Beltana area form a southward extenslon of the 100 km long "north

Flinders canyon series", which also includes the Patsy Springs and

Oodnapanikan Canyons, and the meandering Fortress Hill Canyon Complex. The

Salt Creek Canyon is incised to a depth of'about 800 m through lower Wonoka

Formation to the level of the upper Brachina Formation. The Puttapa Canyon

is incised to a depth of 500-600 m, with the deepest part eroded into the

ABC Range Quartzite. Both canyons have a lower fiII sequence of ealcareous

sandstones and debris flows overlain by an upper sequence of interbedded

limestones and mudstones. Some of the sandstones and limestones appear to

be turbidites, but others may have been generated by more continuous canyon

currents, Major wall slump horizons are also present in the Puttapa canyon.

The more shailowly incised Nanl<abunyana Canyon (250-300 m) is entirely

intraformational, and may have formed a tributary to the main canyon system.

Southwest of Beltana township, the lower Wonoka Formation comprises a nested

series of major truncation surfaces interpreted as slump scars. A

channelized sandstone unit within this complex may represent a tributary to

the canyon system.

The available data suggests that the "north Flinders canyon series" was

initiated during early unit 3 time after major downfaulting and subsidence

aiong the C/NFZ boundary culminated in the diversion of large quantities of

deltaic sand, which bipassed the shallow shelf and cut deep canyons (by

turbidity and other gravity-induced fiow mechanlsms) through the shelf edge

and into the northern marginal basin, Canyons were probably initiated at

sites of major slumping within the area of maximum subsidence in the Beltana

regÍon. Incision proceeded during unit 3 time and infilling oecurred

largely during unit 4 time.

The presence of large-scale submarine canyons within the Wonoka

Formation indicates the presence of oceanic depths ()l km) to the north and

southeast of the Flinders Ranges at the time of deposition.

*r******* *À Jt***rr*** *
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5.I INTRODUCTION

Jenklns (1981) erected the Ediacaran Perlod and System which lncludes

the Wonoka Formation, Bonney Sandstone and Rawnsley Quartzite at its

nominated stratotype at Bunyeroo Gorge. The Rawnsley Quartzite contains

the famous Ediacara assemblage and rare 'medusoid' imprlnts and simple

trails have been previousl¡- reported from the Bonney Sandstone (Jenkins er

al., 1981; Gehling, 1982). However at the time of erection of the

Ediacaran, no metazoan remalns or traces were known from the Wonoka

Formation, or from lower parts of the local stratigraphy apart from the

doubtful structure Bun-verich¡us from the Brachina Formation. Jenkins (1981)

justified his choice for the base of the Ediacaran on the grounds that

"several fragmentary lines of evidence suggest that the time of deposition

of the Wonofta Formation may be more or less equirralent to the first recorded

appearance of well preserved metazoan remains elsewhere in the world",

stressing that the Wonoka Formation had not been intensively explored for

fossils, The unoxidized nature of much of the Wonoka Formation and the

variety of terrigenous and calcareous lithotypes were eonsidered to offer

maximum potential for the preservation of a microflora or megascopic aigal

remains. This prediction has proved correct with the discovery of a

widespread horizon bearing abundant probable algal fossils

(?Palaeopascichnus) near the top of unit 8. In addition a large fan-shaped

fossil has been found in basal unit 11, set¡eral new fossils have been

located in the basal Bonney Sandstone, and a variety of problematie macro-

and microstructures have been located at various levels in the upper Wonoka

Formation and iower Bonney Sandstone. Some of the peloids common in unit 11

may be fossil faecal pellets of metazoans. In addition, JenkÍns (1984b) has

recenrly reported the discovery of a possible frond-like fossil and poorly

preserved medusoids from the upper surface of a sandsl.one bed near the top

of unit l0 at Bunyeroo Gorge.

In the Adelaide Geosyncline the only supposed metazoan remains older
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than the Wonoka Formation are considered highly dubious. Based malnly on

the occurrence of BunJ,erichnus dalgarnoi Glaessner in the Moorillah Member

of the Brachina Formation, Cloud and Glaessner (1982) have extended the base

of their Ediacarian Period and System to encompass the entlre Wilpena Group

at its stratotype along Bunyeroo Creek. Considered by Cloud and Glaessner

(1982) to represent the oldest known record of metazoan life, Bunyerichnus,

which was originally interpreted as the trail of a primitive shell-less

mollusc (Glaessner, 1969), was later reinterpreted as part of a metazoan

body fossil (Ctoud & GLaessner, 1982; Giaessner, I984). Horvever JenkÍns

(1975a) and Jenkins et a.l. (1981) indicate that it is a composite of

markings on separate bedding planes suggesting an accidental process perhaps

invoiving the movement of a tethered object by watet' currents,

Apparent renewed support for the Ediacarian concept comes from the

recent discovery of a ribbed structure from the basal 'Wilpena Group',

interpreted by Dyson (f985) as a frond-Iike fossil of unequivocal metazoan

origin, However this structure, which in fact occurs near the top of the

glacigene Elatina Formation of the Umberatana Group (Jenkins, 1986), bears

close similarities to bedding plane features produced under shailow water by

fioating ice dragging on the substrate, such as those figured by Dionne

(1974, his Fig, 10) and Dionne (1985, his Fig, 19). Cyclical changes in the

width of ribs do not correlate on either side of the structure's central

axis. Jenkins (t936) demonstrated that these cyclical changes can be made

to correspond closely if separate sets are shifted lateraily, This is

predicted if the structures are ice 'jigger' marks produced by wave

osciliation on bottom dragging floating ice, but would not be expected of

organic remains.

M.R. Watter has recently discovered the trace fossil Planolites in the

Elkera Formation of the Georgina Basin in central Australia (Cloud &

Glaessner, 1982; Glaessner, 1984; Elphinstone & Walter ln Kennard et al.,

19S6). Cloud and Glaessner (198?), and Glaessner (1984), consider that the
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Elkera Formation correlates with, or lies below the posltion of the Bunyeroo

Formation. However, on llthological grounds Walter (1980) correlates it

with the Julie Formation of the Amadeus Basin (although he notes that the

stromatolite assemblages are quite different). TÌtis unit is Senerally

considered (e.g. Preiss and Forbes, 1981) to be the correlatlve of the

Wonoka Formation, Elphinstone and Walter (in Kennard et al., 1986) suggest

partial correlation of the Elkera with the Arumbera Sandstone (overlies the

Julie Formation) of the Amadeus Basin, but indicate that the trace fossils

occur at a slightly lower level. Jenkins (f984a) reports the discovery of

possible EarÌy Cambrian trace fossils at a slightly lower level at the same

locaiity. In most areas the Elkera Formation is unconformably overlain by

undoubted Cambrian sediments. It would be unwise to consider this

occurrence to be the oldest trace of metazoan activity in Australia until

there is general agreement on inter-regional correlations.

It is conciuded that at the time of writing, the fossil assemblage

discovered in the upper Wonoka Formation and basal Bonney Sandstone includes

the oidest convincing evidence of metazoans in Austraìia, in a sequence

whose relative age is well established, and it is probably the approximate

age equivalent of similar first appearences elsewhere in the world. In

addition it contains a stratigraphically restricted (?)algal fossil which

may prove useful for inter-regional eorrelations.

5.2 ?Palaeopasciclrnus Palij [Ptate 5,1 (A-H); 5.2 (A-D)]

5.2.1 Description

This fossil is characterized by a series of flat parallel curved bars.

A typical isolated set often starts at a point, or with a short nearly

equant bar, with successive bars slightìy greater in length leading to a

widening swath, outer bars being very approximately concentrie to the point

of initiation. Alternatively a particular set of bars may show no widenlng

trend and rarely may locatly display narrowing in the direction of curvature
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FIGIJR,E 5. I.

Diagram showing the position of Lhe ?palaeopascichnus horizon

near the top of unit 8 in four partial sections along the

Heysen Range, and at the Black Range Spring partial section.
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[Plate 5.1 (A)1, Each bar has a rounded terminatlon. Many specimens

display branchlng, which is lnitiated when a particular bar ls succeeded by

two or more shorter colinear bars, each forming the point of inltiation of a

new widening set of parallel bars. Rarely branched sets may reform into a

single set lP]ate 5.1 (G)1. Branches from the same individual do not

generall¡' overlap, but separate individuals are often superimposed [e.9,

Plate 5.1 (A,C); 5.2 (B)1. Complex interference patterns sometimes arise

between different individuals, or between separate branches of the same

individual lPlate 5,1 (H)1.

In transverse thin section the bars are indistinct, best described as

composed of flat lenses of sediment with a slightly greater proportion of

unidentified dark material in comparison to the surrounding roek.

Bars range from 0.2 to 2 mm in width, but most conform to the average

of approximately 1 mm. Bar width generally remains approximately constant

on each individual. Bar spacing ranges from 0.1 to 1mm but is generally

significantly less than the width of bars on the same specimen.

The fossils are restricted to bedding planes, where individuals may be

equaily well preserved on upper (slight negative relief) or lower surfaces

(slieht positive relief).

5.2.2 Lithofacies

The fossii described above is restricted to a facies consisting of

thin-bedded lenticular grey and olive-green silty limestones, and some

caleareous siltstones, interbedded with olive green calcareous shale. The

silty limestones display irregular laminations with low angle truncations

indicative of algal laminates. Most beds are highl¡' Ienticular and

truncation of internal lamellae against the bed margin suggest that many of

the limestones may be concretionary. Internal lamellae are sometimes

rotated relative to the surrounding bedding in the interbedded shales [see

Plate 2,8 (D)1.
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PI-.A'1TE õ. I-

? Palaeopascicàn us Palli

A-H ll specimens from the Parachilna Gorge section. Scale
bar 0mm

A 827-Fl6 This example displays many characteristics
including the widening swath, non-widening individuals,
narrowing (at top centre), and some branching,

B 827 -Fl6 This specimen displays well developed widening
swaths and branching.

c 827-Ft6

D 827-El9 Well developed branching.

E 827-FL6 Note transverse markings on several bars (arrow),

F^ 827-F6 Well branched specimen.\
G 827-FZ Note the branching that reforms into a single set,

H 827-FZ Note the complex interference pattern in the centre.

A
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Specimens &re most prominent on slightly weathered surfaees but faint

imprints on freshly split surfaces can be greatly enhanced by etching for a

few seconds in dilute (approx, 10%) HCl. This brief etching lightens the

surrounding limestone surface relative to the dark acid resistant fosslls,

5.2.3 Stratigraphy, distribution, and abundance

The fossil is stratigraphically very restricted. but laterally

relatively widespread near the top of unit 8. Fossils u'ere first collected

at Bunyeroo Gorge where they are, however, quite rare. AII material

collected here was from scree derived from an horizon that outcrops 3-6 m

below the base of unit 9. More abundant material has sinee been collected

from the same horizon further north along the Heysen Range at Brachina

Gorge, west of Aroona Ruins, and at various localities near Parachilna Gorge

(Fig.5.1). The most abundant collecting site was approximately l km south

of Parachilna Gorge on the Parachilna Gorge section, Here the fossils are

abundant in a 1,5 m thick thickening upward limestone/'shale horizon

immediately underlying thicker bedded limestones of unit 9. The fossils

seem to be restricted to this horizon despite similar limestones immediately

beneath and in the basal beds of unit 9. Beyond the Heysen Range the

fossils have only been located at the Black Range Spring partial section and

several nearby localities on the northern edge of the Central Flinders Zone.

At this locality poorly preserved examples occur in calcareous siltstones in

a narro,ff interval 16 m below the base of unit 9.

5-2.4 Discussion

In unbranched specimens the widening swath of curved elements bears a

superficial resemblance to some thigmotactic (meandering) trace fossils.

However, the lack of preserved lateral connections ('turn-arounds') at the

ends of adjacent bars (very rare apparent examples âppr,rar to represent

aecidental juxtaposition and most bars have distinct rounded terminations),

and the branching patterns argue against this explanation.
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The pattern of curved parallel bars elosely resenrbles that of the

lnterpreted trace fossil Palaeopascichnus delicaúus Palii, which occurs ln

association with elements of the Ediacara assemblage in ttre Vendlan of

Russia. However, the mode of preservation, appears to be quite dlfferent. P.

delicaúus is apparently preserved as furrows and in positive relief on

sandstone slabs, Fedonkin (1978) interpretes this structure as a trace

fossil produced by an animal that apparently makes alternate right and left

movements with its feeding apparatus without actually meandering. No 'turn-

arounds' are preserved. Branching has not been described, however the

poorly preserved specimen figured by Fedonkin (1977) lhis Plate 1 (c)],

displays a suggestion of branching, Fedonkin (1978) (Fie. 3) impiies that a

branchÍng mode is forbidden in combination with the suggested type of

activit)' responsibie for the 'trace', Forms very similar to P. delicatus

have also been described as'meander trails'from the Ediacara assemblage of

the Rawnsley Quartzite (Form C of GLaessner, 1969, his Fig. 5 C,D). It is

unclear whether true 'turn-arounds' are present on Giaessner's figured

material and his Figure 5 (C) displays possible branching.

These new fossils from the Wonoka Formation are tentatively identified

as Palaeopascichnus on the basis of morphological similarity, however a

trace fossil explanation is rejected. This in turn brings into question the

origin of P. delieatus and the 'meander trails' within the Ediacara

assemblage.

?Palaeopascichnus from the Wonoka Formation bear a marked resemblance

to certain modern Phaeophyta (brown algae) such as Padina (e.g. Lobban &

Wynne, 1981; their Fie,2.5), ivhieh occurs in warm shallow water in many

parts of the world. Padina has thin fan-like blades which branch by

splitting during growth. One side is usually weakly to strongly calcified.

The surface displays a distinct pattern of curved parallel bands (bands of

hairs alternating rvith fertile zones) very similar to the bands described
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from the fossil. It is suggested here that ?Palaeopascichnus from the

Wonoka Formation represents an algal fossil (possibly Phaeophyta)

superficially similar to Padina. Unlil<e Padina, which is free standing, the

form in the Wonoka Formation apparently encrusted on the substrate, which

of
was composed(aleal mats, as separate branches from the same individual do

not overlap and folded blades are not observed, Contemporaneous individuals

produced interference patterns when they came in contact.

The stratigraphic restriction of the fossil horizon at the top of unit

8 is unlikely to have an environmental explanation, as identical facies

often occur immediatel)' above and below. It thus probably represents a

brief widespread incursion of the species into the basin and as such its

occurrence probably represents a time line, The geological significance is

that it suggests that the base of unit 9 is progressively slightly )'ounger

southwards along the Heysen Range, and northwards near the Central/North

Flinders Zone boundary. The non-occurrenee of the fossil horizon in eastern

sections suggests that the equivalent time interval lies within the thicker

unit 9 in these areas, a facies apparently unsuitable for its occurrence or

preserrration. Thus, apart from its important palaeontological significance,

this thin fossil horizon may be important biostratigraphically, providing

one of the few reliable time lines in the Wonoka Formation, Its discovery

beyond the Adelaide Geosyncline will be important for inter-regional

correlations.

5.3 "FAN-SHAPED FOSSIL" [Fig. 5.2 (E,F)]

5.3. f Description

This fossil is preserved on a lower bedding surface as a series of

partly overlapping, flat, fan-shaped blades, each displaying fine closely

spaced radiating grooves and ridges. The individual blades appear to branch

from an indistinct common stem continuous wlth the broadest central blade.

The outer termination of each blade is usually indistinct. The grooves and
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A-D ?Palaeopasicànus palij
Gorge section. Bar scales

PI-ATE 6.2

All specimens from Parachilna
l0 mm.

A 827-F7

B 827-Ft6

C 827-Fg Weil developed widening trend.

D 827-Fg A less common variety displaying narrow width and
no rvidening tendency. Note the branching,

E,F "Fan-shaped fossil"; plaster replica g27-F44. The
enlargment (F) has been marked with dotted lines to indicate
the edge of interpreted separate branches.

G-K Fossils from the basal Bonney sandstone at parachilna
Gorge (see 5.2), Scale bar 4 mm.

G,H 827-F45, (G) top surface, (H) eounterpart on lower
surface.

l,J 827-F46, (I) top surface, (J) counterpart on lower
surface.

K 827-F46, top surface.
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ridges are usually straight and unbranched, but become curved and apparently

twisted near the outer end of one blade. The entire structure is

approximately 20 cm long by 25 cm in wldth.

6.3.2 Stratigraphy and Facles

The fan-shaped fossil described above has been observed only on a

single bedding plane in the top most beds of unit 10 (this position could

alternatively in be considered basal unit I t as the transition is

gradationat) 83 m below the top of the Wonoka Formation at the Black Range

Spring partial section. The fossii, which has been left jn sifu

(photographs are from a cast), occurs withÌn a crossbedded medium grained

caleareous sandstone. Burrow-like structures l5 mm wide occur in the same

bed, but these have not been studied in detail.

5.3.3 Discussion

The fact that separate branches of this structure overlap one another

with the radiating striations oriented in different directions indicates

that they are not current lineations. This is also supported by the

consistent slieht angular divergence of striations from the point of

connection to an apparent common stem, the limited aerial extent, and the

fact that a small isoiated specimen on the same surface radiates in a

completely different direction. The bedding surfaee is flat and the

structures thus have no relationship to bedding topographic features. The

presence of a common stem and curvature of some striations argues against

the possibility that they represent a pseudomorphed radiating cluster of

inorganic crystals,

It is eonctuded that each branch consists of a flat sheet of tissue

bearing radial ribs or veins. The sheet appears to have became frayed and

tv/isted at its outer extremities in some places. The organlsm was

apparently sessile and attached to the substrate via the poorly preserved

stem. There is insuffieient detail to classify the organism. It may be a
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plant or alternatlvely a simple metazoan of cnidarian grade. There ls some

resemblance to the problematical structure Arumberia which also oecurs ln

the Wonoka Formation (see below). However Arumberia has a blunt rounded

apex, bifurcate grooves, and does not display branching blades,

5.4 Arumberia Glaessner and Walter

Arumberia is a problematic grooved bedding feature found in latest

Precambrian and lower Cambrian strata, Originally described as the remains

of a cup-shaped animal (Glaessner & Walter, 1975), it has often been

considered as a pseudofossil (e,g. Brasier, 1979; Jenkins et a|.,1981),

however new finds (Bland, 1984) ailow reconsideration of a biological origin

for at least some specimens, This argument will not be entered into here,

but it is useful to record the stratigraphic distribution of Arumberia

within the interval examined.

Within the Wonoka Formation Arumbe¡ja occurs in unit 10 and possibly

within sandstones at the top of unit 8, but occurs more abundantly in the

upper Bonney Sandstone (at the trace fossil horizon of GehlinS, 1982). The

Bonney Sandstone material includes examples with well developed bifurcate

grooves and spheroidal impressions as described by Bland (1984) lcomparable

to his Fig. 1 (b)1. Leaf-Iike structures, comprising veins diverging from a

central axis and usually oriented longitudinally with respect to associated

ripple marks, also occur at this levei and rarely in the upper Wonoka

Formation. The biogenicity of these structures is debatable. The beds from

the Wonoka Formation described by Btand (1984), as covered with polySonal

networks of Arumberla-Iike ridges, occur in sandstones at the top of unit 8

at Bunyeroo Gorge and areas further south lsee Fig.2,8 (G)1. These are

interpreted here as moulds of algal films,

6.5 OTHER MEGASCOPIC PROBLEMATICA

A variety of problematical structures occur in the sandstones of unlt

lO, some of which are figured in Plate 6.3 (D-H), Plate 5.3 (D) displays
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one of several roughly clrcular structures with convoluted marglns that

occur on bedding surfaces of red sandstone in the mlddle of unit 10 at

Bunyeroo Gorge. The surface has a roug,h pustulate texture and displays

wrinkles that resemble trace fossils. These are interpreted as moulds of

algal films.

The specimen from unit l0 at Reaphook HiII figured in Plate 5,3 (F-H)

has a number of bilobed structures on the sandstone sole which resemble the

trace fossil Isopodichnus, a Phanerozoic burrow produced by smali

arthropods, The surface is smooth apart from a straight narrow central

groove. Some have a notable asymmetry (see G), The structures vary from 2

to 5 mm in width and are up to 18 mm in length, These structures require

further study before a biological origin can be confirmed or discounted.

Possible surface trails have been noted at several localities such as

the large example figured in Plate 5,3 (E), This example is from upper unit

I0 at the Nooltana partial section.

5.6 PELOIDS AND OTHER MICROSTRUCTURES

A variety of peloidal structures are abundant in units 9 and 11.

Occasional peloids also occur lower in the Wonoka Formation and have been

reported from canyon-fili sediments by von der Borch et aL 1982. The

majority are considered to be inorganic (small intraclasts or inorganic

aggregates - see Fahraeus et al., 1974) or represent bacterially or algally

induced aggregates or precipitates (see Chafetz, 1986). A minority of such

peloids, restricted to black limestones of unit L1, have the characteristics

of particles from Phanerozoic sequences that are often considered to most

likely represent faecal pellets (see Fiugel,1982; pp. 124,131), These are

commonly ovoid, cylindrical to tear drop-shaped and are composed of dark

coloured micrite lPlate 5.3 (L)1. The dark colout'is probably related to

lncluded organic matter. These peloids average 0.17 mm in length and have a

Iength to width ratio of about 2:1. They are generally well sorted and are
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usually the dominant component of the beds ln which they occur. The

suggestion that these structures may represent faecal peìlets requires

further study before deeisive statements can be made.

A variety of other unusual microstructures of questionable biogenicity

oecur in units 9 and 11. These include a .variety of filamentous structures

fPlate 5.3 (M,N)l of possible algal origin and 'cocoon-shaped' micritic

envelopes, open at one end and fitled with sediment [Plate 5,3 (I-K)]. Many

probably fit into the category of catagraphs and microphytolites as used in

the Russian iiterature.

5.7 FOSSILS FROM THE BASAL BONNEY SANDSTONE

Metazoan fossiis and traces have previously been reported from the

Bonney Sandstone. Jenkins (1981) cites the discovery of small medusoids and

simple trails by Dr. Mary Wade, Gehling (1982) discovered trace fossils

(Form B of Glaessner, I969) in the upper Bonney Sandstone at Brachina Gorge

Gehling (19S2) and Bland (1984) report the abundance of the problematical

strueture Arumberia.

During this study several important new discoveries have been made near

the base of the formation. Impressions of small medusoids were located a

few metres above the base of the Bonney Sandstone at Wilkau¡illina Gorge

[plate 5.3 (A-C)1. These occur on the top surface of a greenish sandstone

bed, Most preserve little or no internal structure, although one specimen

(R) has a distinct raised rlm, radial ornament and several central sub-

circular structures, This specimen bears some resemblance to Skinnera

brooksi Wade, from the Mt. Skinner assemblage of central Australia (Wade,

1969). Conformation would imply correlation of the lithologically similar

lower Arumbera Sandstone, and part of the Central Mount Stuart beds, with

the Bonney Sandstone.

The second important discovery coneerns the occurrenee of small ribbed

fossils in fine grained flaggy green sandstones 1-2 m above the base of the
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PI-ATE 5.3

,q,-C Field photographs of small medusoids on an upper bedding
surface of fine sandstone. basal Bonney Sandstone,
Willcawillina Gorge. Seale bars 5 mm.

D Field photograph of upper bedding surface near middle of
unit 10. Bunyeroo Gorge section. The rough area (lightly
outlined with ink) is interpreted as the mould of an algal
film, The sinuous trail-like structure represents a wrinkle
in the film and does not exrend beyond its boundary.
Pen is 14 cm long.

E Field photograph of possible trace fossil on upper bedding
surface of a white sandstone neâr the top of unit 10.
Nooltana partiai section, Pen is 14 cm long,

F-H Sole of fine sandstone displaying bilobate structures
resembling the trace fossil Isopodichnus. G and H are
enlargements of sections of the surface shown in F. Note the
asymmetry of the examples at right in (c).
Scale bars t0 mm for G and H. 827-F47

I-K Ùficrographs of 'cocoon-like' microstructures from unit 11.

I Thin section 827-WK23. Scale bar 500 um

J Thin seetion 827-8T1. Scale bar 500 um

K Thin section 827-CR1A. Scale bar 200 um

L i\licrograph showing dark peloidal structures that may
represent fossil faecal pellets of metazoans. Scale bar 500
um, Thin section 827-BUIA

M,N lUicrographs shou'ing filamentous structures of probable
algal origin. Scale bar 100 um. Thin section 827-BUIA
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Bonney Sandstone at Parachilna Gorge. At this locality on the northern bank

of Parachilna Creelt a bedding parallel fault repeats part of the

stratigraphy and the fossll horizon appears twice. Fosslls were only

collected from the upper outerop,

Each individual comprises 3 or 4 (apparently dependant on preservatlon)

curved ribs (positive relief on top surfaces, negative relief on soles)'

These inerease in length away from an apparent origin to produce an overall

triangular shape. The total structure has a maximum width and length of 4

rnm. Individual ribs are about 0.5 mm in width.

The fossils have a superficial resemblance fo ?Palaeopaseichnus

Iower in the sequence but the mode of preservation is quite different.

Also the better preserved examples are ail about the same size and display

the same number of ribs. Very poorly preserved longer structures resembling

ribbed trace fossils are present but are too indistinct to be included in

the interpretation. The fossils are considered here to be distinct from

palaeopascichnus and are more likeiy to represent a small bilaterally

symmetrical metazoan or a small resting traee (trace fossiis are normally

preserved in the opposite relief) of such an animal. They are close to the

preservationaÌ size limit of the host sediment (fine sand) and further

interpretation must await their discovery in finer sediments which are also

present at this level.

5.8 CHAPTER SUMMARY

A fossil occurring in a widespread horizon near the top of unit 8 is

probabty an encrusting algae (possibly a brown algae) and is tentatively

identified as Palaeopascichnus after comparison with the Russian literature,

The resrricted stratigraphic distribution and abundance of this fossil has

made it useful of intrabasinal correlations, A fan-shaped fossil. from the

base of unit I I is distinct from Arumberia and represents a plant or a

simple sessile metazoan. The basal Bonney Sandstone has yielded medusoids,
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one of which resembles Sklnnera from the Mt. Sltlnner assemblage of central

Australla, and other unldentlfied fosslls of posslble metazoan origin. The

fossll assemblage of the upper Wonoka Formatlon and basal Bonney Sandstone

includes the oldest convlnclng metazoan remalns ln Australla, and are

probably of slmilar age to first appearanees elsewhere.
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6.I INTRODUCTION

This concluding chapter has a fourfold purpose:

(a) To combine the interpretations presented in Chapters 2,3 and 4 into a

regional summary of major depositional and tectonic events in the northern

Adetaide Geosyncline during the deposltion of the Wonoka Formation. Tlte

Bunyeroo Formation and Bonney Sandstone are also briefly discussed to

place the Wonoka Formation in context of the entire sedimentary cycle,

This history is treated in a series of interpreted time slices, which are

iilustrated by three dimensional palaeogeographic sketches,

(b) To address the problem of the origin of the abundant carbonate in the

Wonoka shelf sequence, and to discuss the palaeociimate,

(c) To derive a depositional model for the storm dominated shelf sequence

that wiil hopefully be applicabl.e to other storm dominated carbonate

sequences, in particuiar those of Proterozoic age.

(d) To compare and contrast the Wonolca depositional model with other storm

dominated sequences described in the literature, and to demonstrate the

significance of the Wonoka Formation and the model developed here as a

contribution to this literature,

6.2 REGIONAL SUMMARY OF DEPOSITIONAL AND TECTONIC EVENTS

6.2.1 Bunyeroo time

The Bunyeroo Formation was deposited during a high stand of sealevel,

probably related to global eustacy, and much of the Geosyncline was below

storm wave base, The sea transgressed on to the craton to the west (Stuart

Shetf) and possibty the Curnamona Nucleus to the east. The consequentially

distal nature of source areas, possibly coupled with a dry climate, Ied to

the development of a shale basin starved of coarser sediment, except around

emergent diapiric cores in the Northern Flinders Ranges. The shale was

generally deposited under oxidizing conditions consistent with good

circulatlon,
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6.2.2 Unit I and 2 ttme (Fig. 6.1)

Despite the uncertain origin of the thin basin-wide dolomltic horizon

marking the base of the Wonoka Formation (unit t), it clearly signals a

regional change ln the deposltional system that led to the sudden influx of

abundant deltafc fine sand and sflt into the basin (unit 2), and also marks

the change from the carbonate poor sedimentation of the Bunyeroo Formation

to the generally carbonate rich system of the Wonoka Formation, This event

may have been associated with a fall in sealevel, moving the shoreline

basinward and bringing the seafioor above storm wave base during unit 2 time

in many areas, Alternatively, inferred palaeoslope data can be used to

suggest that much of the small-scale HCS of unit 2 was deposited below

effective storm wave base, except in far western localities.

The outer shelf setting of unit 2 within the stud¡/ area represents the

distal edge of a river fed delta (or series of deitas) that fed sand into

the basin from the west, The South/Central and Central/North Flinders Zone

(C/NFZ) boundaries were undergoing minor tectonic movement (down-faulting on

either side of the CFZ) during unit 2 time, producing different isopach and

paiaeocurrents regimes on either side of the boundary in the south, and

swinging palaeocurrent trends in the north. Activity occurred within the

Beltana Diapir leading to marked thickening of unit 2 in the peripheral sink

to the west,

6.2.3 Unit 3 time (Fig. 6.2)

The unit Z/unit 3 boundary signals a major cut off, or more likely

bypass event in terms of sand supply, and slight deepening, returning much

of the basin to Bunyeroo-lilce aerobic mud-dominated sedimentation, except

for the increased carbonate production rate. This event also coincides with

an accelerated phase of down-faulting along the C/NFZ boundary, creating

substantial iocal palaeoslopes responsible for the production of extensive

gravity flow deposlts, slumps and truneation surfaces. It ls interpreted

that this tectonic event was directly responsible for the modifications to
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Palaeogeographlc reconstructlon of unit 2 time

This is the first of a series of plaeogeographic

reconstruetions illustrating the inferred development of the

northern Adelaide Geosyncline during Wonoka time, The locality

of the block diagram is indicated on the accompanying map which

is a simplified version of Fig, 1.1 showing outerop of

Adelaidean and Cambrian roeks within southeastern South

Australia. The block diagram covers most of the study area

except for the far east which is truncated by the eastern edge.

In addition. interpretations have been extrapolated into areas

to the west and north of the study area in order to provide a

more compiete pieture.

During unit 2 time fine sand was fed into the basin from

the west via a series of deltas. Storm waves in proximal areas

deposited tempestites, including HCS, and generated turbidity

currents that deposited fine sand and silt as turbidites in

more distal areas below storm wave base (SWB). Incipient down-

faulting was ocurring along the C/NFZ boundary shorvn near the

northeast corner of the block. The orientation of the faults

in the diagram illustrates the simplist case (normal faults in

a tensional regime). but other orientations, ineluding thrust

faulting, are also possible,
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palaeogeography required to divert large amounts of deltaic sand, formally

dispersed across the basin as unit 2, to the shelf edge thus lnitlating

canyon incision probably within major slump scars. Canyon lnclsion

proceeded during the deposition of unit 3, un-llthified sedlments of which

often slumped into the canyons from surrorlnding walls.

6.2.4 Unit 4 to 7 time (Fie. 6.3-6.5)

Unlts 4 to 7 are combined in this discussion because they consist of a

Iateral and vertical gradation of facies associated with a single cycle of

development and progradation of a gently inclined cabonate ramp. In 6.5

this sequence is used to construct an ideal depositionai model for the

Wonoka Formation shelf sequence,

Unit 4 (Fie.6,3) is associated with a decrease in tectonic activity in

the north and a marked increase in carbonate production, combining to

produce rapid infilling of the submarine canyons. The main carbonate

generation area at this time lay to the west of present outcrops, from which

reduced carbonate mud and intermixed deltaic fine sand and silt were

periodically reworked on to the oxidized outer shelf muddy environment

similar to unit 3, by storm-generated density currents. During early unit 4

time large amounts of this carbonate and associated siliciclastics fed into

the rapidly filling submarine canyons. Outside of canyon areas in the NFZ,

the basin was largely starved of shelf-generated carbonates and deltaic

clastics leading to dominantly shale deposition under reducing conditions.

Unit 5 time (Fig. 6,4) witnessed more rapid seawatd progradation of the

carbonate ramp, leading to more proximal storm sedimentation in western

outcrops, It was deposited under conditions of abundant carbonate

production across the ramp environment which interacted with (?)climatically

controlled cyclic pulses of deltaic sand in the inner shelf region.

Unit 6 signlfies a period of decreased carbonate production (probably
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" FTGIJR,E 6.2

Palaeogeographic reconstruction of unit 3 time

During early unit 3 time aecelerated down-faulting of the

northern basin lead to the development of a major fault searp

with associated slumps and gravity flows, probably during a

period of relative high sealevel. Diversion of deltaic sand

across this scarp in selected areas of greater subsidence lead

to the initiation of submarine canyon erosion by turbidity and

other gravity flow mechanlsms, possibly within major slump

scars. This bipass of sandy material lead to the development

of an extensive mud-dominated starved shelf/basin sequence

deposited under aerobic conditions in most other areas.

contouring currents may have been related to geostrophic flow.
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climaticall)'controlìed), allowing deltaic sand and silt to be more widely

dispersed across the ramp.

Unit 7 (Fig, 6.5) witnessed the resurgence of the earbonate factory,

and the eventual termination of the ramp morphology. During unit 7 time

minor renewed tectonic activit),, probably associated with uplift, occurred

aiong the C/NFZ boundary, and led to rapid facies changes and the

consequential non-recognition of unit 7 in the NFZ. This uplift may have

been associated with the development of a low sill, not shaliow enough to

act as a wave barrier, which retained the shelf-generated carbonate mud and

allowed the shelf to develop a very flat topography behind it. This sheif

underwent persistent gradual shailorving through unit 7 time, which

culminated in deposition above fairweather wave base and within the photic

zone at the top, This aiiowed the development of a thin but widespread

stromatolite and calcarenite horizon, which prograded from the west across

Iarge areas of the CFZ during latest unit 7 time. The deposition of unit 7

was accompanied by marked contemporaneous volcanic activity, the altered

products of which were periodically distributed across the basin'

6.2.5 Unit 8 time (Fig. 6.5)

The start of unit 8 time corresponds with a sudden burst of tectonic

activity along the C/NFZ boundary. This event resulted in diapiric uplift,

which was probably responsible for the creation of partially effective wave

barriers, and a slight subsidence of the shelf' The increasing

effectiveness of these barriers with time produced an upÌvard decrease in

wave influence on the shelf, culminating in quiet mud-dominated lagoonal

conditions in the upper part of unit 8. Shaliowing at the top led to the

widespread development of thin algal laminated limestones. Storm-dominated

open shelf conditions persisted in the north,

6.2.6 Unit 9 time (Fig. 6.7)

Deereasing depth and increasing carbonate production led to the
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FTGT.JI¿E 6 .3

Palaeogeographic reconstruction of unit 4 time

Unit 4 time witnessed the development of an anoxic storm-

dominated carbonate shelf in western areas. from which

earbonate mud was periodically reworked onto the dominantly

aerobic outer shelf by storm-induced turbidity currents.

Doming in the outer shelf regÍon, possibly related to

subsurfaee diapiric activity, led to local areas of storm

sedimentation. Anoxic mud deposition dominated in deeper areas

to the north, Deltaic sand and shelf carbonates also fed into

the submarine canyons which were infilled during unir 4 time in

response to a decrease in slope in the CiNFZ boundary region.

(SWn = Storm wave base)
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deposition of algal, pelloidal, and black limestones ln a restrieted shallow

lagoon behind barriers to the north, The lagoon was confined to the CFZ,

while to the south siliciclastlc deposition occurred on extensive tidal

flats. Further south and west, red marginal marine and terrestrial

siliciclastics of the Bonney Sandstone were, being deposited. Along parts of

the C/NFZ boundary sandy dolostones were deposited in shallower

tidal/supratidal environments surrounding diapiric islands. To the north of

the barrier a much thicker sequence of sand was deposited in an storm-

dominated open shelf environment,

6.2.7 Unit l0 time

Shallowing led to the progradation of extensive silicieiastic tidal

flats, with the encroachment of "red bed" supratidal and coastal plain

sediments from the west higher in the unit, This represents the first maJor

advancement of Bonney Sandstone facies. In late unit 10 time a minor

transgression deposited a thin widespread beach/tidal sand deposit overlain

by a thin but extensive lagoonal shaie, returning essentially to the

depositional environment and basin configuration of late unit 8 time, The

time equivalents north of the C/NFZ boundary remain uncertain but probably

include the open shelf earbonates and perhaps part of the or¡erlying

beach/bar and tidal siliciclastic sequence, that together overlie the 'HCS

sandstone',

6.2.8 Unit ll time (Fig. 6.8)

The transition from unit 10 to 1 1 , the deposition of unit I I and the

unit 11/Bonney Sandstone transition represent essentially a rerun of the

events from iate unit 8 to early unit 10 time. The lagoon represented by

unit 11 was more extensive than that of unit 10, extending south well into

the SFZ. In the far south and west red supratidal and coastal plain facies

of the Bonney Sandstone were continually deposited during unit 9 to I I time,

The Iargely subtidal black limestones, and shallower oolites of the lagoon

gave way to a very shallow tidal/supratidal sandy dolostone sequence along
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FTGIJFI,E 6.4

Palaeogeographic reconstruction of unit 6 time

During unit 5 time the earbonate generation zone continued to

expand and slopes deereased in the north. The shelf displayed

a well developed ramp morphology with a continuous gentle slope

producing a lateral r¡ariation from proximai tempestites to

distal tempestites. storm induced turbidites, rhythmites and

finall¡' mud dominated sedimentation ruithin the NFZ. In the

inner shelf areas deltaic siliciciastics were being deposited.

This material periodically migrated basinward across shelf

carbonates, possibl)' in response to cyclical variations in

climate,

During unit 6 time the basin configuration remained much

the same but fine-grained siliciclastics prograded across the

entire shelf in response to a decrease in carbonate production.

(SWB = storm s/ave base)
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the C/NFZ boundary, To the north of the barrier extensive shallow marlne

and tldal siliciclastics were being deposited,

6.2.9 Bonney Sandstone Time

According to GehlinC (1982) the greenish siiiciclastics of the basal

Bonney Sandstone were deposited in a shallow offshore environment. The main

red phase of the Bonney Sandstone represents a prograding tidal mud flat and

delta sand ridge complex passing up into alluvial plain sediments (Gehling,

1 982 ).

6.3 PALAEOCLIII{ATE

With the general lack of detailed palaeontological and isotopic data,

only very general statements can be made about the palaeoclimate during

Wonoka time. It is recognized that the climate probably changed

considerably during this period, and in any case was notably cyclic. The

following general comments are based on available palaeomagnetic and

sedimentologicai data.

As indicated earlier (L4.2), the available palaeomagnetic data suggest

that southern Australia was consistently at relativel)' low latitudes during

the latest Proterozoic and into the Cambrian. These data, and the fact that

abundant carbonate was generated during most of wonoka time, suggests warm

to hot conditions. Duke (1985) suggests that over 7Oo/o of HCS are most

likely to have been generated by tropical hurricanes, Thus the abundance of

HCS throughout much of the Wonoka Formation suggests that deposition

probably occurred in the tropical storm belt ltropical hurricanes generally

occur between 1Oo and 45o of latitude on the modern earth (Dul<e, 1985)1.

However the abundance of feldspar (often up to 50%; see Fig,2,3), including

plagioclase, and other unstable mÍnerals such as biotite, in the sand and

silt component of Wonoka sediments suggests a general lack of deep

weathering on land. Thts may be due in part to the lack of humic acids ln

the Precambrian terrestrial environment, but is probably due largely to the
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FIGIJR,E 6.5

Palaeogeographic reeonstruction of unit 7 time

During unit 7 time much of the study area was covered by an

extensive storm-dominated middle shelf earbonate environment of

very low gradient, The siliciclastic inner shelf is

h1'pothetical, based on evidence from units 5 and 6. Deep-

seated diapiric or fault acrivity along the C¡NFZ boundary

possibÌy produced locaÌ doming along this zone. forming a sill

that retained the shelf eabonates and allowed the developmenr

of a deeper muddy environment to the north. (SWB = storm wave

base, FWB = fairweather wave base)
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presence of a rather dry or highly seasonal climate. A modern analogue is

the northwest coast of Australla whlch has a dominantly hot dry climate with

a relatively short 'wet' season during which much of the rainfall is

associated with occasional tropieal storm systems that move down the coast,

6.4 THE ORIGIN OF THE CARBONATE IN THE WONOKA SHELF SEQUENCE

On modern sheives and throughout the Phanerozoic, carbonate mud is

largely detrital in shallow water, being composed of fragmented calcareous

sl<eletons and inorganic structures (e.g. ooids), and comprised of tests of

planktonic organisms in deeper settings. Shallow water carbonate can be

reworked into deeper water but usually retains clear evidence of its shallow

origin. Inorganic precipitation of micrite, known as 'whiting', has been

reported from some lakes (Strong & Eadie,l978), and has been postulated in

some warm shallow marine environments (Cloud, 1962; Shinn et al., 1985), but

does not appear to be a major process at the present time. There are no

known carbonate secreting animals of Wonoka or oider age and no petrographic

evidence for their contribution to Wonoka carbonates, Hence most

Precambrian carbonates are restricted to very shallow ooid/stromatolite

sequences, with few examples of inf,erred deeper water origin (e,g. Tucker,

1983, 1986; Kumar & Brcokfield, 1987).

Consequently, one of the biggest problems encountered in interpreting

the Wonoka Formation has been the question of the origin of the r¡ast

quantities of micritic limestone that characterizes the shelf sequence. In

Phanerozoic examples of storm-dominated shelf environments there is

generally good evidence that the carbonate was generated on very shallow

banks (usually within the photic zone) and was reworked and dispersed

seaward into deeper water by storm currents or other processes, Sediments

can be transported for considerable distances down low palaeoslopes by this

mechanism, but retain evidence of their shallow source by consisting of

allochthonous shallow water particles and biota. However, in the Wonoka
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FTGIJT¿E 6.6

Palaeogeographic reconstruction of unit 8 time

During unit 8 time a renewed phase of tectonic activity

along the C/NFZ boundary Iead to reactivation of diapiric

intrusions to the extent that diapirs were exposed on the

seafloor. This zone separated a storm influenced carbonate

sheif in the south from deeper mud dominated conditions to the

north. The diapiric highs aeted as partial wave barriers that

inereased in efficiency through time, culminating in lagoonal

conditions to the south. In the far west the first phase of

Bonney Sandstone was being deposited as red coastal and tidat

mudflats during late unit I time, (FWB = fairweather wave

base)
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Formatiorr, no unequlvocal shallow water particles are recognized, either

lndividuall¡, or in intraclasts, within the shelf carbonates from unlt 4 to

upper unit 7. Shallow water calcarenite is present ln association with

stromatolites at the top of unit 7, The micrltic component of thls horizon

is not dissimilar to lower carbonates, but if this horizon represents a

seaward progradation of a non-outcroping shallow carbonate generation zone

to the west, the lower carbonates should also preserve abundant reworked

shallow water particles.

The distribution of unit 7, as presently exposed, covers an area of

about 20 000 km2 over which it averages 100 m in thickness and displays an

entirel.y carbonate facies displaying an almost uniform middle to inner shelf

proximal tempestite facies. Such a deposit requires an extensive and

prolific generation zone. Almost zero palaeoslopes, combined with the iack

of channeiling and of structures indicative of traction currents, imply that

storm waves were the only major reworking process, Rapid seafloor

cementation of the grey-green limestones also argues against major lateral

transportation of this carbonate type. It is important to note that even

though this sequence (and that of unit 5) contains very little interbedded

shaIe, aimost aII of the limestones are significantly silty or argillaceous

(e.e. 20-30%). This is an unusual situation because biogenic carbonates

normalì)' form in &reas starved of siliciclastic components and mixed

sequences are thus commonly restricted to reiatively narrow mixing zones.

Many described carbonate tempestites and turbidites, though inteÌbedded with

siliciclastie muds, are relatively pure themselt'es because the different

components of the sequence have separate source areas, and have not

undergone much intermi.ring.

It should also be noted that at unit 5 level, western exposures

interpreted to be closest to the palaeoshoreline contain a muclt Ìtigher

siliciclastic/carbonate ratio (due to periodic influxes of deltaic material)

tharr the uniform silty carbonates of slightly deeper origin that
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FIGTIF¿E 6.7

Palaeogeographic reeonstruction of unit g time

During unit 9 time a diapiric island chain along the C/NFZ

boundary provided an effective barrier between the open ocean

silieielastie storm-dominated sedimentation in the north, and a

generally anoxic carbonate lagoon to the south. To the west

and south siliciclasties were being deposited on anoxic tidal

flats and aerobic red coastal mudflats (Bonney Sandstone).

Tidal to supratidal dolostones were deposited in the vicinity

of diapiric islands. (FWB = fairweather wave base)
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clìaracterlze this unit further from shore (e,g. at Bunyeroo Gorge). It ls

unlikely that winnowing can explain these changing sediment component

ratios, which implies that the carbonates of unit 5 did not have a westerly

source unless the palaeogeography of the western portlon of the basin was

much more complex than has been interpreted from the available outcrop.

The simplest explanation of alt these observations is that the proximal

calcareous tempestite facies of units 5 and 7 was actually the main

carbonate generation zone, and that the carbonate was probably inorganically

precipitated directly as carbonate mud, Inorganic precipitation as

'whitings' would suggest warm conditions (consistent with the low

palaeolatitude) and CaCO3 saturated surface water. CaCOs saturation would

be more likely in the Precambrian because of the lack of CaCOg removal by

carbonate secreting organisms, CaCOs precipitation can also be induced by

COz extraction from surface \Ã¡aters by photosynthetic algae. Tucker (1983,

1986) has previously suggested these mechanisms for the origin of late

Precambrian shelf carbonates in the Biri Formation, southern Norway, and the

Virgin Spring and Sour Dough Limestones of California. Slow precipitation

as whiting directly into the shetf environment, which is also receiving fine

siliciclastics in suspension, could explain the mixed nature of the Wonoka

shelf carbonates and the lack of interbedded mudstone.

Precipitation of shelf earbonate in Phanerozoic sequences usually

exceeds the rate of subsidence leading to rapid shallowing to sealevel and

beyond (James, 1984), hence the relatively thin individual carbonate shelf

sequences of this age. This is well illustrated by the thin shallowing

upward cycles of unit 11, but it did not happen in the Wonoka shelf sequence

where almost uniform middte to inner shelf depths dominated by carbonate

sedimentation, and displaying 'only very gradual shallowing, were maintained

for up to 300 vertical metres in some sections. It seems unlikely that

sr:bsidence could be matched so closely with depositional rates unless the
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FTGIJFÈE 6. A

Palaeogeographic reconstruction of unit 1l time

After a brief regression and progradation of Bonney

Sandstone facies across to the diapiric arc (unit l0), unit l1

represents a return to the unit 9 configuration but with a more

extenslve earbonate-depositing anoxic lagoon to the south.

Ooid banks and associated stromatolites developed locally.

Meanwhile very shallow marine (probably largely tidal)

siliciclastics were deposited to the north.
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rate of carbonate production was dlrectly controlled by depth. However no

mechanlsm can be suggested for this phenomenon. Onee again this contrasts

with Phanerozoic examples where the rate of carbonate production lncreases

with decreasing depth until sealevel is reached.

During at least late Wonoka time the dontinant primary precipitate was

probably aragonite, as indicated by textural studies of ooids from unit 1 I

(2.12,2.2). This is consistent with the recent conclusions of Sandberg

(1989), who demonstrated an oscillating global trend of non-skeletal

earbonate mineralogy from the late Preeambrian to the present. Thls was

interpreted as relating to plate-tectonically influenced fluctuations in

atmospheric Pcoz. Sandberg (1983) suggested that during most of the

phanerozoic the dominant marine non-skeletal carbonate mineral was low-Mg

calcite. However, during the late Precambrian, Middle Carboniferous to

Triassic and the latter part of the Cainozoic, including the modern ocean,

the dominant carbonate precipitants were aragonite and high-Mg calcite.

Wilkinson et aL (1986) undertook a more comprehensive study of 347

phanerozoic marine oolites with similar conclusions. Tuclter (1984, 1985,

1986) and Singh (1987) have extended such studies into the Proterozoic,

finding evidence for aragonitic and mixed calcite/aragonite ooids. Sandberg

(1983) and Wilkinson eú al. Q985) both demonstrated a correlation between

ooid mineralogy and global sealevel trends, aragonite being most abundant

during relative low stands.

6.5 THE DEPOSITIONAL MODEL

Fig. 6.9 summarizes the depositional model of the Wonoka carbonate

shelf sequence (units 4 to 7), It attempts to express the basic

depositional architecture of the evolving sequence that is interpreted to be

largely independent of tectonic or other local factors, As such it is based

on the vertical and lateral variability of facies within units 4 to 7, a

shallowing upward sedlmentary package bracketed between two tectonic events

which had major disruptive effects on the distribution of facies within the
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FTGIJR,E 6.9

Diagram illustrating the depositional modet for the wonoka

Formation shelf sequence discussed in the text, Note that the

vertical scale is greatly exaggerated. (SL = sealevel. FWB =

fairweather wave base. SWB = storm wave base)

In this dlagram, the posltions of sealevel, and

falrweather and storm wave base, relete only to the last

deposltlonal surfaee. Former datum levels would be sltuated

lower ln the dlagram above the approprlate tlme llne. 'I'hus

portrayed, the dlagonally climblng faeles belts are generated

by a comblnatlon of basin subsldenee and, shelf progradatlon.
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basin

As indicated in 3.10 and 6.2,4, the shetf-basin transition apparently

took the form of a distally steepened ramp. Time-lines through the sequence

are expected to display a clinoform morphology in cross-section. This is

not purely conjectural, or based on seismic profiles of modern shelves, but

can actually be seen on correlated sections across the basin (e.g. Fig,3,2)

if units are considered to be approximately laterally synchronous, In

contrast, facies belts (as based purely on primary sedimentary stru(:tures)

move laterally with time and transgress unit boundaries.

6.5.1 The ideal lateral sequence

The ideal lateral sequence has been conceived after examining

individual units which aù considered to be broadly synchronous at numerous

localities across the study area, Units 4 and 5 have been the most

informative.

A typicat synchronous sedimentary pacliage is interpreted to grade

laterally from proximal carbonate tempestites, displaying large-scale

amalgamated HCS and SCS, through a sequence displaying oceasional HCS

interbedded with more distal thin-bedded tempestites, into a sequence

comprised entireiy of thin-bedded distal tempestites, This transition is

well developed in unit 5 if followed north from the southwestern end of the

field area to Bunyeroo Gorge, then along the Heysen Range to Parachilna

Gorge. Interbedded shales are rare throughout this tempestite sequence,

which was deposited within the interpreted main carbonate generation zone'

with increasing depth and steeper slope (the distally steepened ramp

margin), distal tempestites grade laterally into thin-bedded, storm-

generated, carbonate turbidites, This lateral transition is not weII

exposed in the fieid, and is largely interpreted from turbidite/tempestite

transitions in vertical sections. In some sections individuaì beds
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displaying combined tempestite/turbidite features occur within this

lnterval, Interbedded shale becomes more abundant in the turbidlte sequenee

whlch was apparently deposited below the main carbonate generation zone.

The limestone turbidite and shale sequence grades laterally into very

thin-bedded limestone/shale rhythmites interpreted as very distal

turbidites, The limestone/shale ratio may increase in this facies probably

in response to decreased rate of mud deposition, The limestone/shale ratio

again decreases basinward and culminates in a basinal sequence dominated bI'

calcareous shale, This latter series of lateral equivalents can be seen by

following unit 4 from Bunyeroo Gorge, north to the northern CFZ, then into

thE NFZ.

6.5.2 The ideal vertical sequence

Because of tectonic and other complexities (see 6,5.3), no single

sectÌon displays every aspect of the interpreted ideal vertical sequence,

rather it has been constructed by superposition of what are considered to be

ideal examples of each laterally synchronous facies obtained from a number

of localities. The ideal vertical sequence relies heavily on the correct

identification of the ideal lateral sequence.

The ideal sequence, several hundred metres in thickness, begins with

basinai shale which contains an increasing abundance of very thin-bedded

limestones up-section. As indicated above these probably represerrt \¡ery

distal silty (Tor and Tr) turbidites that provide the first hint of the

approaching carbonate ramp. The carbonate content increases up-section into

limestone/shale rhythmites, and then into recognizabÌe carbonate turbidites

displaying erosional soles and B and C divisions, with the arrival of the

distally steepened margin of the laterally migrating ramp.

After a brief interval displaying beds with mixed turbidite/tempesl.ite

characteristics deposited in the vicinity of storm wave base, the sequence

grades into dominantly distal carbonate tempestites with a decrease in the
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proportion of lnterbedded shale, This is now the outer edBe of the upper,

more gently sloping portion of the ramp, and the outer edge of the main

carbonate generation zone, Thin bedded tempestites grade up-section into

more thickly-bedded proximal tempestites with the appearance of HCS. HCS

becomes more common until the eventual ddvelopment of amalgamated sequences

and SCS, IntraformationaÌ conglomerates first become common within the

lo¡er proximal tempestite sequence, and increase in abundance up-section, as

do associated pot and gutter structures generated by erosional storm

currents, The sequence is completed by a calcarenitic interval displaying

stromatolites and abundant intraclasts that were deposited within the photic

zone and above fairweather wave base,

In the wonol<a FormatÌon the sequence is terminated at this point, at

the top of unit 7, due to the influence of tectonic activity, An ideal

sequence wouid probably continue with a carbonate or siliciclastic dominated

shoreline sequence followed by terrestriai sediments,

6.5.3 Deviations from the model: the real Wonoka Formation

An ideal natural example of any sedimentary sequence that perfectly

displays ali characteristics and obeys all predictions of its facies model,

is very rare, or more iil<ely non-existent. One important function of any

facies modei is to act as a 'yardstick' by which to measure and interpret

deviations from the expected norm, even within the sequence from which the

model is derived, As indicated above, the conceptual model for the Wonoka

dnelf sequence attempts to eliminate 'noise' created by tectonic influences,

and externally controlled changes such as sedimentation rate. The effects

of these influences can now be briefly reviewed as deviations from the

expected norm.

Within the field area only unit 5 and its lateral equivalents display

all stages of the ideal lateral sequence. The proximal equivalents of unit

4 are never exposed but presumably exist to the west beneath the Torrens
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Hinge Zone. Within unlt 4 the transition from storm-generated distal

turbidites to very thin bedded limestone/shale rhythmites, and then to a

shale dominated basinal sequence is reasonably well ¿evelopea, but is

complicated in the north by local steep slopes and areas of relatÌvely

shallow deposition probably related to local basin highs linked to a waning

phase of tectonic actir¡ity and diapir movement, Canyon filling during unit

4 time probably diverted much carbonate resuiting in starr¡ed basin

conditions in the far north, Unit 6 displays a well developed proximal-

distal variation but differs from the norm b)' being relatively cal'bonate

poot., possibly relating to a ciimatically influenced decrease in the rate of

carbonate production rather than an increase in the suppl"v of detrital

siliciclastics as interbedded shales are common. Because the distributìort

of the fine sand was highl)' episodic (dependent on rare storm events),

rather than the usual situation of storms reworking continuously produced

carbonate, unit 6 consists of distinct shale-calcareous sand,/silt couplets,

even in proximal settings. Lrnit 7 displays an ideal middie- to upper ramp

sequence, however, because of tectonic control of the ramp edge and the

incipient diapiric upiift along this margin, the typical proximal to distal

sequence does not develop in the North Flinders Zone. Unit 7 developed a

very flat topography behind this developing barrier thus terminating the

existence of the ramp, at least in some areas, Distal tempestites are

present in the lower part of the sequence at the OId Wirrealpa sectiort

suggesting that a typical ramp edge/basin transition may exist to the north

east of the study area.

6.6 COMPARISON OF THE DEPOSITIONAL MODEL WITH OTHER STUDIES

Recognition of the effects of storm-dominated processes in ancient

rocks has rapidly increased in recent years, particularly since the

description of HCS by llarms (in Harms et, al., 1975) and his interpretation

of it as a wave-formed sedimentary structure. Apart from an explosion of

papers dealing specifically with HCS and other storrn-formed structures,
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there is also a growing literature describing the sequences in which these

occur, Some notable examples include Hamblin and Walker (1979), Bourgeois

(1980), Dott and Bourgeois (1982), Walker (1984), Brenchley (1985) and

Aigner (1985), The great majority of descriptions of ancient storm-

dominated shelf sequences deal with lareely or entirely siliciclastic

sequences. The typical storm-dominated siliciclastic shelf sequence is

described in 1.4.3 and need not be repeated here. However, as pointed out

in 1.4,3, there is currently no storm-dominated facies model that unites all

major observations from modern environments, with those of sequences found

in the ancient record (Walker, 1984a).

In terms of the vertical sequence, the depositional model for the

Wonoka Formation shelf sequence bears man)/ gross similarities to the typicai

storm-domlnated silicÍclastic shelf sequence, as summarized in \{Ialker

(1984a). This is expected because the carbonates of the Wonoka Formation

have behaved hydraulically like fine grained clasties. The ![¡onolia Formation

differs notably from such siliciclastic sequences in that the entire

tempestite sequence deposited above storm wave base commonly contains

relatively little interbedded shale, even in distal settings, This is

presumably directly related to the proposed in situ nature of carbonate

generation within this zone. In the real case tempestite/shale couplets

were generated in the Wonoka Formation whenever the carbonate production

rate was low, such as in unit 6. The Wonoka shelf sequence is thicl<er than

most described in the literature, in particular the thick interval over

which HCS occurs (e.g, 300 continuous metres at Bunyeroo Gorge). Indeed

these Wonoka sections appear to be the thickest continuous HCS bearing

sequences ever described.

Carbonate storm-dominated sequences are much less common than

siliciclastic examples. The best documented case is the Upper Muschelkalk

(Middle Triassic) of the South German Basin, described in detail by Aigner
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(1982, 1985), In this example, deposited ln an epicontinental seaway, the

earbonate u'as generated on shallow banks and is composed largely of shallow

$'ater particles of gravel to mud size. Individual tempestites are

frequently well graded from a coquina base to muddy top. Wave ripples are

common but HCS ls generally not well developed. Thinner bedded examples are

interbedded with mudstones, while thicker bedded proximal deposits are

amalgamated. In the Wonoka Formation the eoarse fraction is represented by

intraclasts, Unlike the siliciclastic model, pot and gutter structures are

common, as in the Wonolta Formation,

Here the similaritl' ends. In the Muschellcalk individual coarsening-

upward distaì to proximal cycles, interpreted as relating to repeated small-

seale transgressive,/regressive shifts of the ramp system, are very thin

(generally less than 7 m), and the entire described sequence of many

vertically stacked cycles is generall¡'ìess than 100 m in thickness,

Handford (1986) has described a storm-dominated carbonate shelf system

within the Mississippian Fryettevilie Shale and Pitkin Limestone couplet of

Arkansas. In vertical sequence this comprises a black marine shale overlain

by a shoaling upward sequence of skeletal-oolitic grainstones. This

succession, which was deposited on a prograding ramp, is interpreted as

'deep' muddy shelf, grading to storm-dominated mudd¡' shelf, capped by ooid-

skeletal shoal and shoreface facies, The entire sequenee is of the order

of only 40 m in thicliness and contains a relatir¡ely thin storm-dominated

interval with HCS and other limestone tempestites composed of reworked

shaliow water grainstones,

Although dominated by carbonates, the Wonoka shelf sequence apparently

has much more in common with the classic storm-dominated siliciclastic shelf

model. This is possibly because the Wonoka shelf carbonates were inorganic

precipitates of relatively deep origin not directly related to organic

productivity which increases with decreasing depth creating relatively rapid
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regresslve sequences. As lndicated above, the Wonoka carbonates, dlluted to

varying extents be by sillciclastic components, have behaved hydraulically

like clastic sediments.

6.7 CONCLUDING REMARKS

To my knowledge this is the first well documented Proterozoic storm-

dominated carbonate shelf sequence. Its development amid the dominantl¡'

clastic, or very shallow carbonate environments that were much more

prevalent at this time apparently relates to a unique set of climatic,

geographical, and chemical conditions, which nevertheless have probably been

repeated elsewhere. It is thus hoped that the model developed above may be

applicable to similar sequences described in the future, or at least will

stand as an example of a significant deviation from the norm with reference

to more typical storm-dominated carbonate and siliciclastic shelf sequences.
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DETATI-ED I\fiEASLTFIED SECTTOI\ÏS

Fig. Al Locality map of detailed seetlons

Fie. A2 (in pocket at back)

Fig. A3 (tn pocket at back)

Fig. A4 (ln pocket at back)

Fig, A5 (in pocket at back)

Fig. A6 Legend
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.â.PPENDIX 2

EI,TC'TR.ODI MTCROPR.OBE DAIT.a'

The composition of selected nineral grains was determinecl using electron

ilispersive analysis on the University of Adelaide's iIEOI¡ 733 electron

nicroprobe. À11 deterninations use the standard oxide antl silicate

analysis which analysers for Na, lfg, Al, Si, P, S, Cl, Fê, K, Ca, Ti, V,

Cr, Mn and Ni. Total fe has been deterrninecl as FeO only. The acceleration

voltage was 15 kV ancl the bean current 5 nÀ. n.d. = not detected.
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TÀBLE À1

Sample: 82?-PC18 (from purple narker, unit 8, Paraehilna Gorge)
Mineral: Glauconite

Anal. no.
si02
Àr203
Fe0
Hgo
CaO
K20
Na2O
Sumne.

Anal. no.
sio2
ÀI203
FeO
ilso
CaO
K20
Na2O
Summe.

Anal. no.
P205
sio2
ÀI203
FeO
Mso
CaO
K20
Na2O
so3
Sumne.

1

51.70
9.07

L7 .22

T

49.99
13.61.
10.32

4. 55
0.42
7 .94
1.99

88.91

L

38.35
1.91
0. 56
0.36
n. d.

53.26
0. 30
0.41
0.55

95.81

2

50. 5{
11.18

.3?

.15

.20

.57

.L4

.L4

2

51.11
L4.96

2

23.32
20.05
4.85
4 -92

3

51.11
11.34
L3.97

4
51 .05

9 .86
15.33

5

50.18
12.00
t2.87
4.L2
0.09
8.39
0.55

88 .19

L4
4
0
I
0

89

4.22
0.14
8 .0¿
n. cl.

90.41

.33

.d.

.85

9.1
4.5
0.3
7.5
8.4

4
0
8
n

88

¿. 31
n. d.
8.16
n. d.

88.88

.10

.L2

TÀBLE À2

Sanple: 827-BR5B (red lirnestone, unit 7, Brachina Gorge)
Hineral: Glauconite

4

n
7

7

90

9

4
0
I
0

90

.82

.46

.27

.24

.45

.32

4
I
4
2

7

3

48 .03
t2.29
10. 31

.33

.d.

.38

.89

.23

3

.20

.00

.93

.03

.25

.42

.73

.39

.23

.18

4
46.87
L2.70

90.20

TABI,E À3

Sampte: 82'l-PCLB (fron purple nrarker, unit 8, Parachilna Gorge)
tlineral: Francolite (associatect with glauconite)

1 .40
23.34

3 .48
0.20
0.23

90.78 .52

34
A

1

0
0

50
0
0
0

94

35
4
0
1

0
50

0
0
0

93

4
.93
.57
.56
.81
.40
.26
.81
.69
.50

À3



IIELE Àtl

SampIe: 82?-BR58 (red Iimestone, unit 7, Brachina Gorge)
Hineral: Francolite (associated with glauconite)

Ànal. no.
P205
sio2
A1203
FeO
ugo
CaO
K20
Na2O
so3
Summe.

1

.91

.74

.45

.64

.11

.08

.83

.18

.54
93 .08

2

37.74
.00
.36
.18
.d.
.06
.13
.40
.11
-9'l

n.
0.

29.
0.

12.
n.

.81

.52

.d.

.t9

.23

.62

3

31.82

94.37

.55

.02

.d.

.15

.38

.93

4
¿0.16
0.29

.68

.d.

.(l.

.13

.38

.23

.31

.d.

.29

2

0
n
0
n
n
3

n
n

26
0

T2
n
0
0
n
n

86

38
0
0
0
n

0
n
n

55
0
0
0

9'l

1

0
0
n

53
0
0
0

1

0
0
n

53
0
0
1

93

30
9

3

1

0
43

1

1

0

5

.86

.98

.31

.35

.d.

.18

.41

.28

.d.

.00

.35

.38

.93

.L7

.d.

.d.

.26

.18

.55

.68

.29

54.7 4
0.40
1 .05
0.76

97 .4't

TABI.,E A5

(tuffaceous sediment, Brachina For¡nation, Black Gap)Sanple z 82'l-BLGAB
Mineral: Chlorite

Anal. no. 1

sio2 24.66
Ar203 L8.97
v2O3 n. tl.
Cr2O3 n.d.
FeO 28.88
Mn0
Hgo
CaO
K20
Na2O
so3
CI
Sumne.

2345678
26.68 23.89 22.66 27.00 25.41 27.68 23.27

n. d.
n.d.

27.34
0. 53

L2 -06

9

23.46
19.20
n. d.
n. d.

29.40
.43
.97
.d.
.d.
.20
.d.
.06

84.72

10
24.13
t9.24
n. d.
0. 17

30.00
0.30

12. 50
n. d.
n. d.
0.14
0.22
0.07

86.',t9

11
24.80
18 .69
0.L2
n. d.

28.92
0.45

92 t8
d. n
al. n
15 28
200

18.49 18.94 18. 33 18 . 53 18. 39 18.

27 .I2 29.02
0.26 0.39

12.59 t2.L7

0.23 0.22
n. d. n. tl.
n. d. n. d.

.at.

.d.

.82

.33

.59

.d.

.(t.

n
n

28
0

11
n
n
0
n
n

82

n
0
n
n

85

d.
11
68
37
06
d.
d.
15
d.
d.
20

n.d. n.d.
n. d. n. d.

.36

.43

.d.

.d.

.15

.d.

.d.

0
L2

n
n
0
n
n

85 .45 8

n. d.
0-65
0. 3¿
n. d.
0.08
6.27

0
11

n
n
0
n
0

0
9

n
0
0

85

0
7

n
1

0
86

0
4
0
3

0
86

0
8

n
2

0
87

0
9

n
0
0

85

.28

.al.

.d.

.02 8

.60

.d.

.09

.2t

.d.

.06

.95

0.28 n. d.
0. 36 0.1?

6.37 85.77

.L2 L

.d.

.92

.28

.d.

.d.

.19 I

.al.

.tt.

.23

T2
n
0
0
n
0

85

ÎÀBLE À6

(tuffaceous[?] sedinent, Brachina Formation, Red Range)Sample: 82?-RR3
I'lineral: Chlorite

AnaI. no. 1

sio2 23.95
A1203 18.00
FeO 32.92
MnO 0.88
Hgo 9.54
CaO n.d.
K20 0.13
Na2O 0.38
Summe. 85. ?9

2

23.88
18.58
33.41

3

27 .49
t7 .92
3t.32

4
36.61
19.81
21.90

.30

.87

.18

.09

.19

.95

.58

.80

.d.

.53

.t7

.23

.88

.29

.d.

.29

.30

.99

5

34.92
18.36
22.53
0.25
4.97
0.20
3.19
0.22

84.64

6

28.13
18 .06
29.85

7

23.65
18 .09
33.49

A¿
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